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LETTER OF SUBMITTAL.
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W~ashiington, D. C., June 25, 1921.
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ADVERTISING METHODS IN JAPAN, CHINA, AND THE PHILIPPINES.

" FOREWORD.

The following reports are the results of the writer's 18 months' in-
tensive survey of the field of advertising in Japan, China, and the
Philippines, one year of which time he spent in those countries gather-
ing facts and impressions on which to base an answer to the questioti
" Can advertising be used in the Far East as a means of helping to
sell American goods there; and if so, how? "

Weith. that specialized task in mind, and with. the thought. of pre-
snigas compact a report as possible, he has endeavored to avoid

wandering too far afield except as certain by-paths revealed matters
of indirect bearing on the topic, or as they lent interest to it. Other
bulletins issued by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
have covered the field in a general wavy or have developed specialized
phases of it, and should be referred to in conjunction with this re-
port. The present writer's subject has been advertising, and he has
endeavored to concentrate his attention on that. This monograph,
therefore, is not a handbook but a study of advertising, which is only
one phase of marketing.

If the manufacturer or exporter looking to those countries as a
further market for his goods does not find his particular advertising
probleinis mentioned by name or solved in detail in the pages that
follow, it is because no such task was attempted.

To emphasize that point: In an hour's walky down Nanking Road in
Shanghai, the writer counted more than 100 different articles of
American manufacture in the store windows. True, this is the busi-
est street in China, but there are thousands of streets there and in

" Japan in which no coun was made. Obviously, then, to try to solve
one exporter's advertising problem would be to give it " unfair and
preferential " treatment as against anther's problem which might be
no less important. And to attempt to answer all advertising ques-

V tions-even by rouping merchandise into arbitrary and general
classifications-isd quite impossible within the scope of this report.Hence it is, more than anything else, a broad survey of advertising
conditions as the writer found them during his stay in the Far
Eastern countries.

No doubt there may be a publisher here and there who will feel that
his newspaper or periodical should have been given more considera-
tion or praise than was accorded it by the writer. To these (if there
be such) and to all others who have to do with the business of foreign
advertising, the reminder is offered that the only purpose of this
report is to serve the prospective American advertiser and not the

7



8 ADVERTISING METHODS.

publication or other intermed~iate agency, except in. so far as it can
assist the advertiser to achieve his end of selling goods, ideas, or serv-
ice abroad.

It is perhaps just as well now and then to remind ourselves that
advertising, in spite of its amazing development and remarkable
effectiveness, is not and probably never will become an exact science.
It can not be measured or weighed in advance. And so, any diver-
gence of views as to the truth of the 'writer's statements must be re-
garded as matters of individual opinion rather than of fact.It is hoped that this report will be found to cover sufficient ground
and with enough detail to present a concrete impression of the coun-
tries and their peoples and that it will enable the inquirer to satisfy -' thimself as to the possibility of using advertising there and the meth-
ods to be employed.



JAPAN.

GENERAL INFORMATION.

AREA AND POPULATION.

While the Japanese Empire comprises not ' only the mainland ofJapan but the outlying possessions of Taiwan ('Formosa), Chosen(Korea), and southern. Sakhalin as wNell, this report is concernedwholly with the four large islands of Hondo, Kyushu, Shikoku, andH~okkaido, which, with many snialler ones, go to make up Japanproper. Here it is that one finds the principal ports, the densestpopulation, the most advanced development of industries and agri-culture, as well as the center- of commercial life. On these fourislands-particularly on Iondo, where most of the largest cities aresituated-the modern development of Japan is to be seen at its best.The area of Japan proper is about 150.000 square mites, or slightlyless than that of the State of California. Into this restricted area-less than 20 perP cent of which is said to be arable--is crowded apopulation of 56,000,000, to which the high birth rate is adding about700,000 yearly.
The outlying possessions of Korea, Formosa, and southern Sakha-

fin have a population of approximately 21,000,000.Despite the rapid growth of industrialism, with its consequentmovement of population toward the cities, Japan's activities are stillpreponderantly agricultural. nearly 60 per cent of the people beingfarmers with holdings of less than 3 acres per family.
Following are the 14 largest cities in Japan:

Population. Population,
Tokio--- - 2, 173,162 Hiroshimla---------- ------ 106, 504Osaka ----------- - 1, 252, 972 iiuk kodatc---------------- 144, 740Kobe--------- --------- 608, 628 Kaiiazawa----------------- 129, 320)Kyot~ -591,305 Kure --------------------- 130, 354Nagoya-----. 429,990 Sendai---------------- 118, 978Yokohama-------------- - 422, 942 -ta -------- -------- 108, 113Nagasaki------------------ 176, 554 Sapporo------------------ 102 571

As an offset against this number of large cities in a country that isstill primarily agricultural is the fact that at least 60 per cent of thepeople are still to be found in towns of less than 10,000 population.Aside from the 13,000 Chinese in Japan, there are comparatively
few foreigners. There are 2,314 Bi'itons,' 1.904 Americans, 1,150Russians, 583 Germans, and 440 French, with a lesser sprinkling ofother Europeans.

PRINCIPAL BUSINESS CENTERS.

Tokyo, the capital, with its population of more than. 2,000,000, isthe largest city In Japan and, with Yokohama as its port, serves asthe most important distributing center in the northern part of thecountry. It lies on the same arm of the sea as Yokohama. (18 miles
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1.0 ADVERTISING METHODS.

distant), but the shallowness of the water prevents ocean steamers
from coming directly to the capital. Yokohama, the first of the 35
treaty ports to be opened to foreign commerce, remains to-day the
'principal port of entry for imports from the United States. Cargo
between these two cities is handled both by junk and by rail, and
excellent electric tramway and] steam-railway service affords rapid
passenger transportation between these two important centers.

Tokyo is not only an important distributing center but is an in-
dustrial city ais well, not only for large-scale production but for house-
hold and small-shop~ industry. To the American or European eye it

;sees lss apaesein appearance than any other city in Jaan(wt
the possible exception of the limited " foreign settlements " in Yoko- ~-'
hanmad R obe) and, particularly in its newer sections, takes on an
almost foreign aspect, because of the number of modern business
buildings that have been, erected in recent years.

The harbor of Yokohama is modern and up-to-date in every
respect; through it passes more than one-third of Japan's entire
foreign commerce, and the largest of ocean-going liners can tie up at
its excellent docks. By reason of its position as a seaport and its
greater importance than Tokyo as a point of departure for exports
for abroadl, the foreign banks, steamship lines, and business houses
have their principal offices in Yokohama. However, there is an in-
creasing tendency on the part of foreign firms, particularly those
whose principal business is imports, to have their main office in
Tokyo, withi possibly a branch in Yokohama.

Osaka, with its population of a million and a quarter, is the most
important distributing center for the southern part of Japan. Like
Tokyo, Osaka. lies on an undredged arm of the sea, and while it car-
ries on interisland traffic, its foreign commerce is served by the port
of Kohe, just as Yokohama serves Tokyo. Osaka is the most im-
portant industrial city in the empire anid is popularly called "the
Pittsburghl of Japan.'~ Of all the large commercial centers that have
been mentioned, Osaka is the one that remains strikingly Japanese
in appearance, with scarcely a touch of foreign influence. Kobe, its
port, vies with Yokohama for .leadership, and indeed exceeds it in
actual tonnage handled, much of which, however, is transshipped at
this point to Korea, Vladivostok, and China, and, to a less extent, to
other places in the Orient. Many of the complaints of American im-
porters in Shanghai have dealt with cargo transshipped at Kobe.

Other important commercial centers are Kyoto (population 591,-
000), the 01(d capital of Japan, lying 27 miles from Osaka; Nagoya, a
city of nearly half a million people, situated midway between Yoko-
hlama and Kobe ; Nagasaki, lying almost at the extreme tip of Japan
proper, and chiefly important as the great coaling station of the
Orient.

TRANSPORTATION.

Under normal conditions, Japan is fairly well supplied with trans-
portation facilities, both to the. main islands and to the outlying
possessions. Of approximately 8,000 miles of railways in operation
during 1920 in Japan proper about 75 per cent were Government-
owned. In connection with tils railway system there are also Gov-
ernment-supervised ferry steamers connecting the various rail ter-
minals of the different islands. In addition there are also steamers



and sailing vessels that operate between the different ports of Japan.Only Japanese-registere(1 vessels are lpermittedl to carry" pasegrbetween Japanese hoin e lforts. . se~rHowever, a fact that is more interesting and significant than thedomestic transportation facilities is that Japan, through its own mer-chant marine, now touches every important port in the world, havingachieved this enviable position in the list (decade largely through in-dividuad enterprise supp~orted lby Government subsidies andl cheap
labor.

LANGUAGE, CURRENCY, WEIGHTS, AND MEASURES.

The Japanese language has no alphabet, but consists of manythousands of signs, expressed in Ariting by means of ideographs, oras they are more commonly called, characters. Each one of theseidleograp)hs or characters expresses not a letter, as is commonly sup-\~posed, but a sound, a syllable, or even anl entire word. The spokenlanguage is distinct from the written language, andl while many for-eigners speak Jap~anese quite fluently (and it is helpful when travel-ing in Japan to have at least a rudimentary knowledge of it) veryfew of them ever learn to readt more. than a smattering of it, and
plractically none ever learn or even attempt to write it. Inl illus-trations and in later chapters we shall show the obstacles that itopposes to the free or even easy rendering of American advertisingideas and the almost insup~erAle difficulties that it pults in the w ayof placing our advertising except through some agency located in.
Japan.

Japanese currency is based on the gold standard, the unit being
the g°old yenl, worth $0.498 United States currency. Further sub-divisions atre the senl, equaling one one-hundredth of the yen, and the
rin, equaling one-tenth of the Sen. Paper notes are issuedl by the
Bank of Japan.

The post office and the telephone and teleg raph1 services are allowned and operatedl by the Government, and their branches andl sub-
stations are to be found in all parts of the Emipire.

In passing it may lbe olbserved that not only in, these functions butin many others relating to the commerce and industry of the. country
the Government maintains a not ably benevolent andl protectiye atti-tude. In the opinion of most observers this tendency will increase
rather than (diminish, with a consequent centralization of "big busi-
ness," not p~erhlaps governmentally operated, but at least grovern-
mentally i nfl uenced l and encouraged.

Weights used in JIapmwi are:
1. p)it=133,, pounds.
1 kwaun=8.367 33 pounds.
I tin=11~ pounds.
111nlniu'OA)08267 pound.

RESOURCES AND INDUSTRIES.

It has already been observed that in spite of the extremely limitedamount of land available for cultivation, Japan's chief activity isstill agricultural. Yet, with the exception of the grain and dairy-
products lands of the northern island (Hokkaido), where the hold-ings rise to 71 acres per family, the farming communities with less
than 3 acres per family (which is the average throughout Japan) are

JAPAN. 11



12 ADVERTISING METHODS.

gardeners rather than farmers, as Americans understand the term.
Those who have seen the intensive gardening of the Japanese farmers
in many parts of California will have an adequate picture of farm
life as they carry it on in their owvn country, except that there their
holdings are even less. Rice is still the principal crop~, yet, in spite
of its intensive cultivation, so great has been the growth in popula-
tion that rice must be imported from abroad. Barley is the nett
largest crop, and is used not only as a food but in the brewing of
beer, in which Japan has built uip a large overseas trade since 1914.
Other large crops are rye, wheat, millet, soya beans, etc. Silk and
tea are the country's two most important products for export, and.
indeed, it may be said that the condition of Japan's silk market is
the single best index to the prosperity of the country.

Mining is carried on to a considerable extent, Jap)an being notably
rich in copper deposits. Sufficient soft coal is mined for home use,
with a limited amount for export, but the country is wholly de-
pendent upon foreign countries for hard coal for industrial pur-
poses; the lack of this basic necessity is being somewhat overcome
through the rapid development of hydroelectric power. In iron
ore Japan is notably weak.

The reason for the tide of Japanese emigration to less crowded
countries and of the desire for expansion is largely to be found in
the absence in Japan of essential raw materials (such as iron ores,
cotton, leather, rubber, etc.) and in the growing population, which
has so overflowed the land that basic foods must now be imported.

Yet the scarcity of essential raw materials, the crowded farming
population, and the immense production in home and small-shop
handicrafts should not blind one to the present remarkable develop-mnent of large manufacturing establishments and the certainty that
this development is increasing. Industrially speaking, the most
striking and significant change that has taken place in Japan inl the
last decade has been this transition from household and home-craft
industry on a very small scale to that of large-scale production.
lWith this change to industrial life has come a rapid rise in 'wages,
and while this "boom" period of prosperity suffered a serious,
though probably temporar-I, setback from the panic and financial
depression that overtook Jfapan in the middle and later poart of
1920, the prosperity for wage earners was, in any case, more ap-
parent than real. Nowhere in the Tunited States or western Europe
did the rise in the cost of liv-ting show so high a percentage of in-
crease as in Japan. When the writer passed through Japan on a
return trip' in the autumn of 1920, skilled "laborers, such as car-
penters, were receiving $1.50 (United States currency) per day, and
common laborers $1 per day. The following table gives a compara-
tive statement of wages in 1914 and 1917:

Classes of labor. 1914

Cents

Tailors..........................x42
Shoemakers...............36
Carponters ....................... 43
Plasterers..... .................. 44.
Bricklayers................. 5

Ship uilers................. 40

1917

Cents

"49
451
43
fii.
0

Classes of labor. 19114

Cents

Cabinetmakers 4......... 0
Gardrte en ,rs. 42
Paritkers..................... 28
Prnes..............Day laborers..................... 28

V

I
1v

I-

iU

71
1917

Cents
n r

48
28
30
35
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In explanation of the slight variation between the wages forskilled and for unskilled labor it may be well to call attention to thefact that for many years previous to the war the wages of evenskilled Japanese workmen were so close to the edlge of bare subsist-ence that common labor could not be paid much less and survive.It may be notedl, furthermore, that while eiven approximate fgures as to the relative efficiency of Japanese as compared with Ameri-can labor are not obtainable, and that while comparatively cheaplabor gives Jalpan somewhat of an advantage over certain Europeanand even more so over American manufacturers, the advantage ismore apparent than real. For while the Japanese -works long hoursfor low wages the industrial population has been largely recruitedlfrom those accustomed to the slow and patient devotion to the minuteand unhurried details of home handicrafts. The result of this hasbeen that there is no tradition of indulstrialism, nor the formationof any great group of the people who are skilled through longpractice in its wholly different requirements. Furthermore, in theopinion of careful observers, the percentage cost of the labor turn-over is much greater than with us. Added to that is the fact thatneither temperament nor apparent necessity has inclined the Japa-nese employer to accurate methods of cost keeping. Indeed., in manylarge plants that the writer visited there was only the most vagueknowledge of these modern scientific methods, and even when thetheoretical principles were known it was difficult to find anyone withsufficient knowledge to apply them to the specific case in mind.Yet, with all these facts before us, there can be no doubt that thefuture development of Japan must be industrial. And, as with allindustrial beginnings, the logical market is first at home and thenabroad. Thus, within certain limits one may say that the futurewill find Japan imnporting chiefly (1) such raw materials as are notfound in the country and (2) industrial machinery of all kinds re-quired in a system rapidly changing from handicrafts to large-scale
production.

Following is ai statement of Japanese imports and exports (figuresbeing in United States currency)

Exports. Imports.

Years "rtlInal Share of 'roa fro ..-. _

tUnitedo, Shareriofcountries. States. onreSanted.

193.............Per cent.' Per ce nt.1919.............................. ... $428, 457,000 2t $363, 76,i,00 (X 1..... 1,049, 136, 000 39 1, a 56,uot0 34

The actual increase in both imports and exports is more apparentthtan real, representing inflated " war' values without a correspond-ing increase in quantity. However, this is true of all figures since1914, and it is impossible at this time to estimate even approximately,on the basis of pre-war figures, what actual bona: fide increase has.taken place. However, the percentage of United States trade withJapan holds true, and it is presented here as giving a fairer inmpres-Sion of our trade relations.

JAPAN. 13



14 AUX "ElITlISING METHil-OI)S.

As throwing further light on these, figures, it is interesting to note
not only that Japan is at present our best customer in the Far East
but also that the United States is, and has been for a long time,
.Japan's single best customer throughout the world, no other country
buying from Japan as much as wie do.

Let us take a look at Japan's foreign trade from two angles--(1)
for an examination of the massed figures-imports and~ exports-as
indicating the productive activity and purchasing power of the coun-
try, as to bo0th size andl character; (2) for an appraisal of its pur-
chases of goods capable of being effectively advertised.

(1) Formerly Japan's chief imports from all countries were manu-
factured goods, whereas to-dlay 90 per cent of them are raw materials
or partly manufactured goods; the principal exports, on the other
hand, have always been manufactured and semimanufactured goods.
Thus we see that while the bulks of the population is still agricul-
tural, this shift in the nature of the foreign trade, particularly im-
ports, emphasizes the changing character of the national life and
clearly marks Japan's future course as being steadily to-ward large
industrial production. And thus, while the farmers will not occupy
less land, the increasing industrial population of the cities will be
largely recruited from the country districts; purchases of raw ma-
terials and partly manufactured goods, as well as of industrial ma-
chinery, will steadily increase, with a probably corresponding de-
crease in manufactured products suitable for advertisement.

On the other hand, it must also be said that while Japan's increasing
industrial activities ai'e being paralleled somewhat by the growth of
its own national advertising of its own products and while the appeal
of home products will always have first call, other factors are in
evidence and may tend to increase rather than decrease the country's
purchases of foreign advertisabie merchandise. Among these may be
mentioned the encouragement by Japanese leaders of the adoption
and wider use of foreign (American-European) foods, clothing,
housing, and everythiing that affects the intimate life of the people;
an increase in earning power as a result of greater industrial activity;
a marked tendency to buy things made abroad just because they are
"foreign"; inferiority, on the whole, of Japanese-made goods such
as clothing, toilet preparations, etc.

Taking the total .imports as a basis for estimating comparative pur-
chasing power, one finds that Japan's per capita imports for a pre-war
year like 19.13 were $6.60. The corresponding per capita imports for
the United States were $18.13 for 1913. Thus, we see that, so far as
imports are a guide, Japan has, in round figures, about one-third the V
per capita buying power of the United. States.',

(2) A closer examination, however, reveals, the fact that less than
10 per cent of Japan's purchases abroad were of completely manu-
factured goods, and that a large share of ev en this 10 per cent was
industrial machinery, and as such not easily susceptible of effective
advertising because of the character of the product and the absence
of effective Japanese publications for reaching or influencing pros-
pective Japanese buyers. Yet even after one discounts the fact (a)

Japan's purchasing power is much higher than that of other Asiatic countries. For
example, in 1913 the per capitat imports for British India wre $1.5:3 and for China $1.003.
The per eapita imports of leading Latin American countries for the same year were:
Mexico, $0.40; Cuba, $50.25; Argentina, $50.75; Brazil, $12.88.



that only 10 per cent of Japan's imports are even remotely affectedby advertising, (b) that it is rapidly changing to a country makingits own goods, and (c) that the figures are somewhat misleading be-cause of inflated war values, the balance of Japan's imports remain-ing for advertising consideration is well worth careful appraisal.Of that we shall speak in detail further along, discussing at lengthth~e factors, both favorable andl otherwise, that may affect Americanadvertised goods in Japan.

A BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF JAPANESE ADVERTISING.

' Depending on the viewpoint of the inqunirer, one can answereither' " Yes " or " No " to the question, " Is Japanese advertisingand merchandising modern? " If the questioner has in mind onlythe American 1920 standard, then Japanese practice is several dec-N ades behind uts. If, on the other hand, some sort of an averagestandard of the rest of the civilized business world is the compari-son in mind, then Japan measures up amazingly well. Speakingfrom the advertising standpoint, both as to the mediums availableand the methods of using them, Japan is immeasurably ahead ofany other Asiatic country and would compare favorably not onlywith a leading South American country like Argentina,3 but withmost of the advanced countries of westei'n Europe as well.The country can boast of many, daily newspapers, of which about200 are of sonie importance. Approximately 1.500 magazines areissued in Tokyo, and, while most of theni are negligible, the betterones cover the entire field of human interest, ranging down fromserious reviews to comics. There are the crude beginnings of out-door advertising---mostly posters in railway stations and signs ontelegraph poles. There is some street-car advertising, not well or-ganized or executed, but at least making a start. "There are a goodlmany electric signs. There are, excellent printing and lithograph-ing establishments. There are many advertising agencies, mostlyJtapanese, operating largely on a brokerage basis; while payingscant attention to " service,"they have at least broken the ground.And there are a considerable number of Japanese advertisers- whoseappropriations reach rather imposing figures. Above all other con-siderations. there is a general consciousness of advertising, by andlarge, and it is a distinct factor in Japanese business to-dlay.Though it is often mnawkish or badly done, and is unorgani zed forthe most part, the Japanese have passed beyond the " patent-medi-cine " stage in advertising practice.
''.The largest single advertiser, when all mediums are taken intoconsideration, is a manufacturer of a sort of pellet called " Jintan,"which would seem to correspond in its use somewhat to our chewinggu.~ The largest single advertiser (and probably group of adver-

2 vl hlle it is unsafe to attempt to fix precisely the linje beyond which advertising Is noteffective, it Is assumed here and throughout this report that it can not be used to furtherthe sale of raw cotton or partly manufactured iron and steel products (which go to makeup the largest pdrtlon of Japan's purchases abroad), but that -the main factors affectingthe sale of' such products must necessarily be price, quality, deliveries, credit terms, andsimilar factorix.a compare the writer's three reports on advertising in Latin America, particularly":Advertising; Methods in Arg?ntina, Uruguay, and -Brazil 11 (Spe cial Agents Series No.iP0), publied by the Bureaaj of~ Foreign and Domestic Commerce. Washington, andobtainable for 30 rents from the district or cooperative offices of the Bureau op from the.ujicri~tendent of Docum~ents, Q(Yrerpment Printing Office, W'ashington, D. C.
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I-

tisers also) in newspapers and maazie samnfcue ftie
goods. zneisamnfcueoftlt

As showing the kind and quantity of .Japanese newspaper adver-
tising, the following statement, prepared by a very large Osaka daily
at the writer's suggestion, is interesting, the figures at the right indi-
cating lines (nine to an inch) of display advertising carried by this
one newspaper during January, 1920:
Toilet goods---------------- 52, 669 Foods------------- ------ 9, 334
Patent medicines-----_---72,6017 Machinery -_------------8, 576
Books and magnezine s---__. 41, 231 Clothing------------------- 3, 300
Fiinancil statements-----2. 690 Stocks and bonds ----------- 19,326
Hoptl --------- ,9 oenetntcs-----747Shipping notices ----------- 9, 413 Miscellaneous-------------- 37, 948
Death notices----------5, 306
Stocks and promotion-------06, 451, Total --------- 5,2
Liquors and soft drinks,----12,331,52

A surprisingly large group of advertisers in newspapers are book;
and magazine publishers, not only on account of the -widespread
literacy (it is estimated that only 10 per cent of the people are
illiterate), but also because of the eagerness and avidity with which
the people at large have in recent years taken to reading. In this
connection it is interesting, to note, since universal compulsory edu-
cation became a fact in Japan, that all students are compelled to
learn to read English. Unfortunately, they are not taught to speak
it even as well as they read it; the teachers themselves are Japanese,
and they, like the rest of their countrymen, show no great facility in
pronouncing the English language. With these facts in mind, one's
surprise is lessened upon finding few Japanese, among the masses of
the people, who even attempt to speak English.

ADVENT OF FIXED PRICES.
Until very recent times no retail store in Japan made more than a,

pretense of being "zone price." And while to-clay the stores and shops
with which the casual traveler and tourist comes in contact quote
prices varying with the day of the week, the condition of trade, or the
appearance of the customer, an entirely new factor has come in that
promises to revolutionize completely these ancient habits of haggling
over the smallest purchase. And that new factor in Japanese mer-
chandising is the department store -where every article has a price tag
and where- the price is maintained. The ablest Japanese merchants
are behind these stores, and from the very start they have been
successful. The Japanese -woman shopper is just as keein a, judge of
values as is her American sister, and obviously these department stores .f
could have succeeded only by meeting or bettering prices to be found
elsewhere.

Strangely enough, and in striking contrast with the Anglo-Saxon
custom, the Japanese department stores seldom advertise in the
daily papers--at least not to the extent of more than an occasional
few inches. Also, they open at 7 in the morning and close at 9 at
night, inpludingle Stinday. The fixed-price policy of these depart-
ment stores is a evnthat will gradually transform the retail buy-
ing habits of the people, althougR so far such stores are to be found
only in the largest cities, such as Tokyo, Osaka, Kyoto, etc. The

people of the smaller cities and towns are wholly untouched by this



or anly other foreign influence, and, being still oriental to the core,consider bartering an essential part of all purchases. Yet even herecan exception muist; be noted., because such things a akge odcigarettes, and similar articles, to which the Japanese are ttkfng veryreadlily andl which are susceptible to packaging, trade-marking, easyidentification, andl advertising, will naturally anid gradually tend tomake hag;gling; the exception and fixed and known prices the rule.
SMALL AMOUNT OF AMERICAN ADVERTISING.

As might be expected, very little American or other foreign adlver-tising appears in Japanese newspapers or periodicals; during the. war, however, a considerable amount of it appeared in the English-language press (American or British owned) of Tokyo and k~obe.Buta even in these English-language papers the bulk 'of the adver-U-sing space is uisedl by local Jaipanese manufacturers and retailers.t By and large, a great variety of American products, ranging fromchewing gums to automobiles, have been advertised in both the for-eign andl the vernacular papers of Japan, yet no outstanding successattribu table in great part to advertising has been observed. On theother hand, many native products, with national distributionthroughout Japan, owe their basic success to generous and judiciousadcvert ising.
NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES.

GENERAL REVIEW.
Let uts first look at the newspapers and magazines in a generalway, though with particular reference to their location, appearance,character, and influence.
Thfle only foreign-language publications issued in Japan are inEnglish, there beinghalf a dozen dailies (and several magazines)appearing in that language. Issued under American or British own-ership, these news papers are obviously intended largely, though notentirely, for the Americans and. Britons residin in Japan. Lateron we shall speak at greater length of these publications. At thisI)oint-and, indeed, throughout this report-wre atre concerned almostwholly with the Japanese people as affording a market for goods,with Japanese methods, and, therefore, with Japanese publicationsas a means to that end. So, then, let us firststake a broad survey ofthe general field of Japanese newspapers and magazines, reservingdetailed analysis of individual publications for a later chapter.Both newspapers and magazines suffer so much from "infantmortality" in Japan that no one can say with certainty just how-v many there are; in round numbers there are about 900 daily news-papers and 1,500 magazines of all Inds. Of these 900 dailies thereare a dozen or more of outstanding importance, with circulationsranging from 100,000 to 500,000; there are 30 or 40 of considerablethough lesser importance, and possibly 200 at the very outsidethat might be useful in the most intensive campaigns. Because ofthe size" and shape of,. apan and its fairly good transportation facili-ties, nearly all the most important dailies have almost national circu-lation. Tlhe leading ones are usually morning papers of 8 to 12pages, some with afternoon editions of I pages; they cost 2 to 4sen per copy (1 to 2 cents United States currency).

462°2
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Contrary to a common belief, they are not generally subsidized by
the dlitferent political parties, but, rather, their political affiliations
and1( support depend upon each individual publisher's own political
leaningm.s. They are under strict censorship as to the kind of news
that may be published; the rule "For the good of the Empire" is
interpreted and enforced as the authorities see fit. A "diunmy "
editor with no other important work to do is held in readiness by
niany newspapers and is fined or imprisoned in lieu of the actual.
ofinder. There are no records obtainable since 1914, when 4,i3 sup-
pi'essioiis occurred on charges relating to indiscreet na ws publishedwith reference to political, diplomatic, or military matters.

There are two outstanding newspaper publication centers-(1)
Tokyo, whose dailies circulate widely to the west and north and as far
south is Nag oya, and (2) Osaka, whose newspapers have the largest
circulations and are to be found as far north as Nagoya, but are con-
centrated particularly throughout the densely populated south and~ .
southwest of Japan. Some of these papers have as many as 12 sepa-
rate editions daily (besides their own city editions), each intended
for a distant city or district. In addition to these Tokyo and Osaka
dailies, there are a number of important provincial newspapers with
large circulations; each city or important town also has its own
dailies. T.1he almost dominating influence of the Tokyo and Osaka
papers is stressedl here because of the unique position they occupy.
They are less local and more semninational in character. Also, they
and other newvspapers are far more widely read by all classes than
the magazines, which, while numerous, are a poor second to the
dailies in both circulation and reader influence.

The Japaniese newspapers range far afield in the scope of their
interest. Nearly all of them run serial stories or magazine pages;
many have a. woman's page, a children's page, and chats with readers
on sinmple topics of homely interest. The better dailies have corre-
sp~ondents stationedl abroad and print foreign cables relating to in-
terinational ma0tte~s; they carry also national and local news, literary
and dramatic criticism ; also, possibly for- circulation purposes, they
shows no hesitancy about "playing up " crimes, catastrophes; and
scandals.

The leading ones seldom print advertising on the front or on the
editorial page, but all the other pages carry it, the tendency being to
rum slightly more to solid pages of advertising than is the case in the
United States. Illustrations are freely used in the display copy,
which usually divides honors about equally wNith news space. Clas-
sified advertising is used comparatively little, usually taking only
two or three columns. Columns run from right to left across the .
page and not down, as with us; also, the reading is from right to left,
and the first page would be our back page.

The usual width of columns is 10 ems (one important paper is
narrowed to 8~ ems), and there are usually 12 columns to the page.
To issue an 8 or 12 page daily paper in Japan seems a distinct
achievement when one remembers that every line must be set by hand,
no typesetting machines being possible, because of the absence of an
alphabet, which is replaced by thousands of ideographs or signs, each
one expressing a word, sound, or syllable.

The writer spent several days in the most modern newspaper plant
in Japain studying at first hand the ,equipment and the mechanical



and other problems. Instead of one Hoe or (ross press, 12 Marinoni
presses were used, each with a capacity of 28,000) eight-page papersper hour. In the composing room were 150 compositors ,facing ahuge room. full of type cases, of which there were 15 (lififerent sizesof characters (types) and from 6,00(() to 9,000) of ealch size.There is a S1ender form of organiiization ansaoni 14 Tokyo publish-ers, but no organization of newspaper or other publlication interestsaside from that.. There is no such thing as the Audit Bureau of Cir-culations, wNhich has so simplified and standardized space buying;in the United States; no publisher in Japan has even so much asthought that any thin more than claimedd" circulation statementsy were necessary. O"nly one pubbisher has ev-en gone so far as to prepare;simple graphic charts of his circulation and lines of adivertising'
showing how they paralleled the growing population. The writerinterviewed every newspaper of consequence in Japan, and withscarcely an exception, and regardless of whether they were bio' orlittle-whether the circulation was, 20,000 or 500,000-each oneclaimed "the largest circulation in Japan." Strangely enough, no"quality" claims were ever advanced, even when the character andcontents of the paper clearly indicated an appeal solely to a limited
class.

All the papers issue rate cards (sometimes a special one in Eng-hsh), but the printed prices are little moire than a starting pointfrom which to obtain discounts, since not one of the papers inakesmore than a p~olite pretense of maintaining rat; s. Sometimes aJapanese advertising agency will underbidl a, publisher on his ownpaper, andl the publisher will turn around and undercut the agency,in spite of the fact that, by and large, these advertising agencies
place several million (dollars' worth of space yearly in. Jap~anesedailies. A leading publisher whose newspaper has an actual circui-lationi of about 500,000 daily quoted the writer a rate of 1.10 yen(about 55 cents V~nited States currency) per line.4 HeI then explainedthat large advertisers and adlvertising agencies could get a discountof 20 to 30 per cent less than that quotation. Taking himo asriepre-sentative of the present highest development of space selling inJapan, we readily see that advertising space is regarded purely asa variable commodity, and as such subject to wide price fluictuaiilonsfrom dlay to day. Vor that reason no attempt will be made in. thisreport to present any other than approximate space quotations, asthey would only needlessly mislead the reader. Suffice it to say,however, that the above instance occurred with a daily whose cir-culation and price per' line are not exceeded by any in Japan. Sofor all practical purposes the reader may bearm in mind that 900 yen(about $4.45) per column inch would be a. top price for space in aleading Japanese newspaper, with the advertising ag ency differential
included.

There is an amniing; and imposing array of magazines publishedin Japan ; with scarcely an exception they are issued in Tokyo andfrom there reach out all over the country, so that the best o'f them
4 in this particular daily there are 0 line.s to the inch; in other da~lics thore are 10 ormore, even up to 34. all depending on the particular size of character (type) that eachpublisher, chooses as his basic standard. For general purposes, aind unless otherwisespecified, the reader is fairly safe In assuming that an important Japanese paper haseither 0 or 10 advertising lines to the inch.
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have genuine national circulation. They range in price from 10 sen
to abotit 1 yen (5 to 50 cents). Even more than in the case of the
nivt spapers is the tenure of their lives. uncertain. The prosperity
of the war period brought their number up to about 1,800 (nearly
all pulblishedl monthly), but their present number is probably 1,500)
or evenr less. There is scarcely a field of hufman interest that they
fail to touch, ranging from children's comics to serious reviews.
They seem to specialize more than American magazines (10, very feav
of then attempting to cover a very broad field. For that reason
their circulations are more restricted than those of the dailies, so
that readers are compelledl to buy three or more magazines to get
as much as one American magazine would give them. it is doubtful
,whether any one of them has passed the 200,000 mark in circulation;
very few reach 100,000 or even 50,000, and there are scores of suc-
cessfi-d ones of popular though restricted appeal with circulations
of 10,000 or even less.

No magazine publlisher has succeeded in building up a permanently
successful subscription list, but depends almost wholly on street sales.
As a result of this and the custom of paying all salaries and wages
monthly, there is the enlivening spectacle of a thousand or more
different magazines suddenly appearing on news stands and in the
hands of newsboys within a .few (lays of each other. Magazine pub-
lishers believe that only about the 1st of the month have people
enough money to indulge in such luxuries as periodicals, and that
the publisher -whio sends his stock to the news stands a few (lays late
gets only the "tag end" of the sales. Thus the circulation of popu~-
lar 10 and 20 sena (5 and 10 cent) magazines goes through wild
fluctuations, ,which condition is, however, avoided in many cases
where a large number are issued by one publishing house not (le-
pendent on the uncertainties of the job printer. Of course, the
substantial periodlicals wvhichi have built up a loyal following through
the years are lby no means so awkwardly placed as one might think
from the foregoing account.

There can be little question as to the decidedly secondary advertis-
ing position 'held by the magazines when comiiaredl with the daily
newspapeCrs. Practically all Japanese advertisers, whether their
product be patent medicines orbookis, givTe thenesarsfstpc,
supplementing them with a carefully selected list of magazines.

ANALYSIS OF IMPORTANT JAPANESE NEWSPAPERS.

After careful consideration, the writer has selected a list of 18
newspapers that, by reason of their dominating circulation, concen-
trated influence, or special appeal, are entitled to particular atten-
tion. (A more complete list of the publications of Japan will be
found in the appendix at the end of this report.) They are as
follows:
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FIG. 4.-STREET IN YOKOHAMA.
Typical of 95 per cent of the thoroughfares and stores of Japan.
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FIGS. 5 AND 6.-TWO MODERN NEWSPAPER PLANTS RECENTLY ERECTED IN
JAPAN.

Above: Tokyo Nichl Nichi, Below: Osaka Asahi.
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Nae of newspaper. City. Approximate eerlcnmh.
eirculaton.'ieealcm 

ens

175 001) NU high-class: o lfp .Tko , 7,(N uiesmnTokyo Asals b..' o.. 27), 000 rdlbt'ral; cornstrue tiy~ c est passes reed it.Toky~o Nichi Nichi t, do.., 200j00 Enterprising, progressive; popular btut never "yel-
...... ,.do ,low." In. ('1t15 lbelow Asah1i.Yomiuri....... ... o 125,00O) Titerary home. paper; woman's page; read mainly bxy

Chugi Sogv.. .. ::.....lo.-" v0 educated students and younger people.('hual Sl~go.........d 5~ )00Commercial.Kokunin.........."...(1 200o 000 Rather senssational; runss prize andl babsy contests for
Hloch!.. ........ ........ do .. 27,, 0 Largest of 1'yellow" dailies. Makes wvide popular
Yorodzu Choho..........do... 150 4)04 Sefl at tonal.Xamato ......... ........ do... 75;()00 Sensaltional; reed mainly by sporting classes and in
Ch('huwo Lea fl1nses. -- .

.. .. . dot........10,000 Organ of prnscnt (iovernmextt Pertvin power. Corn.Afali °uparativlyv on important-,?dinu. do ... 80,000 Features social nhat anud personal stories.Mi.vao..o n 460,000 Samfe as above.Tokcyo Analf Nnilm.._....... do... 30,000 Oldest daily; -cry restricted iniluenee; ao: to be3 eon-fusewd with Osaka Mela N iehi.L ~ Osaka Asathi c~ Osak~a.. 50, (Ni;) Samc class as Tokyo Asahi. Largest circulation, of
Osaka Ml Nichi r....... ... 500,(00 Same class as Toky*o Nic hi Vichi. Large circulation,Osak 711 Slim o cof good class.

1 . . .. 150, 04) Same as Tokyo Jiji Shimnpo................. .. Nagoya... 140, 000 One of the two most important dailies asidle fromi those of Tokyo and Osaka.ukuoka~scllu~uclu..jr Fukuoka.. 110,000 Do.
a These circulation estimates are the result of the writer's personal inqluires; in a few instances they agreeapproximately with the Ixubisher's claimed statements, while in other instances there is considerablevariation between the publishers' figures and the estimates given here. No hard and fast rule was fol-lowed in arriving at these conclusionls. No publisher would permit ovent a cursory examination of hishooks or give anly in formation as to the source of his newsprint, which is all made in Tamus. In a general«'a itmtly b sad tatthe writer's final circulation estimates as given here were based oil a compromise1h~ette peublishers' owns figures end the opinions of competitive publishers, advertisers, and adver-tising agencies, modified also by the methods of securing circulation, by the character of the daily itself,Thes othreecthems motnrpprsnTk. ls uls ag eiin nOaazThese three, tlto most important papers in oka, also publish large editions in TOsko.

Speaking quite generally,. it may be said that the advertising ratesof these dailies per column inch would range between 5 and 10 yen(about $2.50 to $5); the price would be determined not merely bythe class and size of the circulation, but to an even greater extentby the am~ouint of space usedl and whether it was contracted fordirectly with the publisher or through an advertising agency. Men-.7tion has already been made of the tact that the advertising agencydifferential is not respected or protected by the publisher. Not onlyare 20) or even 3() per cent less than rate-cardt discounts given to largeJapanese advertisers, but, as one of the largest of the publishers toldx the writer, "w e are desirous of more foreign~ advertising and areread, to gr-ant very special concessions to American advertisers."These dailies are in" no immediate need of advertising ((luring 1920many of them were refusing hundreds of inches daily because of lackof space), bult they are enterprising~ "business getters" and arelooking forward to the future, not only at home but abroad. Thewriter frequently urged upon many of them the wisdom of havingtheir circulations audited,5 if only as a common-sense business pro..
a it Is only fair to statg here that in no country except thte United States arepu.licntion circiula tions audi ted tend( c!ertifled to in a thoroughgoing, sinicd plebway. Tihe Audit. Bureau of Circulations, of Chicatgo. which cariesnt this work in nonprnotit organization comnpose'd of and wholly supported ,by subscriptions levied on its niem-he'rslidp of publishers, advertisers, and advertising agencies for the purpose of examining,veiynand publishing (privately) the exact circulations of its own publisher members.Even in. England, which probably ranks second to the United States In quantity aind qualityof atdvertislarg the idea of audited circulations Is just beginning to be agitated. There, asin America, i Is the advertise'r whto I5 leading the wany and, through the prsueo'iIndispensable appropriations, Is forcing thte reluctant ptublisher tosee thte la bsurdityhofPrset-dny methods, wvhich are harmful and costly to advertiser and honest publisheralike.
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ceeding, but so remote is this idea from the thinking of even pro-
gressive Japanese that only the insistent pressure of large adver-
tisers, threatening the securlity of the Publisher's revenue, will laring
about this sanrer method.

Referring to the foregoing table we find: that 12 out of 1$S of these
dailies have circulations of 100,000 or more and that two of them
(both in Osaka.) touch the half-million mark; also, that all save two
are i1lL1lishecl inl either Tokyo or Osaka. To give point to tis
Tokvo-Osaka (dominance, and to make the circulation areas more
graphic, let the reader dhraw an imaginary line (due east and west
through the city of Na'oa which lies about midway in Jap~an.
North of that imaginary line will be found Priactically all of the
circulation and influence of the Tokyo dailiess; within this district
there is a larger per cap~ita purchasing power than is to be found ihr
the soulth of Japan. Now, south of that imaginary line is sub~stan-
tially all of the, circulation influence of the Osaka n1ew papers, and i
within this district will be, found a denserr population, less pcer capita
wealth, but more gross purchasing power. As a secondary issue,
clue to the traditional (lolninance of the capital, the Tokzyo dailies
are found scattered inl greater iiunmbers in the "Osakta districtt " than
arev the Osaka papers in the " Tokyo district." Andl, of course, inl an
intensive and more locally concentrated campaign it -would be nec^es-
sar~y to include important provincial dailies. Also, the magazines.
particularly the women's magazines and serious reviews for men
whichi will be discussed later), should be given consideration where
the particular case warrants it, where specializedl circulation is
Sought, or where the meagerness of the appropriation forbids the
general or generous iise of newspapers. However, for the present
purpose, the general Tokyo-Osaka. outline given above will serve.

To enlarge on this point a little further, let uts take a hypothetical
advertising problem. Let us assume that we are selling an American
product in Japan, that a fair distr'ibution has been secured (in the.
case of, say, a soap), or that good: selling agencies have been appointed
at strategic points (for, say, a higher-grade article, such as an auto-
mobile). If only one district is to be advertised to at first, it should
be that of Tokyo, where "foreign" ideas and goods find the, readiest
appreciation anid acceptance. There the advertiser will find any
number of both high-class and popular dailiess (see p. 21) to choose
.from, and he will buy space on the basis of their influence, character ,
of readers, anid cost p~er inch per thousand circulation. Even Japa-
nese in very moderate circumstances buy two, three, or even more
papers every day, so that there is a sulrprisinig diulication of circula-tion in each "(district." Therefore, it would be well for the adver-
tiser to choose one, or at most two, Tokyo dailies most carefully and
concentrate in them, rather than to spread thinly over a. large circu-
lation which carries the partial burden of duplication. Following
our initial undertaking inl Tokyo. and assuming again that we have
secured distribution or agents in Osaka, let us then follow quickly
with our advertising in1 the Osaka dailies, of which, as we have seen,
three dominate, and indeed almost wholly control, the field.

At the risk of generalizing and of being taken too literally, one may
present the following very rough parallel of New York dailies as com-
pared with some Japanese dailies, in order to assist the American
advertiser:
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Aimerican. Japanese.

New York Times------------ ohaii (Tokyo "Id Osaka).New York Evenig [Post--------- .Fiji Shinipo ('Tokyo .11d Osaka).New York World------------- Ncli Nichli (Tokyo) mnd Mal Nichi
(Osaka).

New York .American------------------ locul (Tokyo) andi, to a less extent,
New York Glohe ------ ,--------------- Yolnin ri (Tokyo).
Journal of Commerce-----------------( 'Imugai Slim,'Yo ('Tokyo).

IMPORTANT JAPANESE MAGAZINES.

Mention has been made of the large number of Japanese maga-zines ° andl of the wide range of interests that they touch. There are
trade journals; there aire political and~ financial reviews, ande still
other periodicals dealingg with education, literature, fine arts, fiction,science, andl every subject of general interest. There are also a row-
ing number of women's publications and children's magazines, some

S of them with imposing circulations.
Among the more important ones are :
Palmn sekli ("1 Wonlen's World "), Tokyo.-'High-class monthly inagazinc forwomea, Contents are stories, general articles, and household advice. Uses news-print paper of varying grades tbroughout, as is custoniary in most Japarnesemagazines. Advertisements throughout are entirely of Japaniese products,mostly books, magazines, toilet goods, and medicines. Tw7No toilet-goods mnanu-facturrers each use a 4-page advertisement. Circulation (about 175,000) is thelargest of any woman's publication in Japan. Price, 40 sen (about 20 cents)

peer cUiiiy.
.tfodan Club, T'okyo.-Popular and sniewbat spicy stories; features picturesof geisha girls and actors, as ivell as motion-picture illustrations. Circulation,about 60(,000 monthly. Price, 00 sen (about 30 cents) per copy.,Jitsvtqyo-,io-Nlioni, (11 Industrial Ja pan ") , Tokyo.--H-igh-class trade and corn-uercial monthly, featuring particularly the growing manufacturing activitiesof Japan. Circulation, about 50,000. Price, 25 sen (about 12j cents) per copy.
Taillo (" Sn "), Tolq/o.-A sort of cross between a popularized AtlanticMonthly and1 a Reviewv of Reviews ; devoted mostly to politics and science. Pop-ular with the educated, conservative class of readers. Circulation about 50,000.Price, 50 senl (about 25 cents) per copy.
Clu wro Koeran, Tokyo.-Very similar to the Taiyo described above, b~ut moredemocratic and modernized-at times almost radiical. Popular with the edn-ca ted.l libueral-th inking, younger: Japanese. Circulation about 40,000. '' ice, 50sen (about 25 cents) per copy.
2Vihon-oy/ob-1Tjlonj1?b ("Japan and the Japanese "), Tokyjo.-One of the oldestpublications ; stands for Japanese nationalism and its former ideas, as againstthe inroads of western ideas and progress ; very influential with~ older mnent andyounger ultraconservatives. Circulation about 15,000. Price, 30 sen (about 15cents) per copy.
Wh ile it is true that every periodical of consequence, in Japan heas

what may be called a national circulation, yet there is nothing com-parable to our Saturday Evening Post, Literary; Digest, American
Magazine, or others, either in circulation, range of articles or stories,
or general popular appeal. Eachi Jap~anese magazine makes more of
a specialized. appeal, so that, broadly speaking, the advertiser buying
periodical space would have to use, say, the heavy monthly review toreach the more substantial men, the lighter fiction and similar pub~li-
cations to, reach the average run of younger men, and the women's
publications to reach the housewife. No such sharp cleavage of
readers is found in American periodicals, particularly not ini our
more popular weeklies.

SSee Appendix for list of periodicals published in .Tahan.
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At this point it may be well. to call attention to the fact that, whilethe status of Japanese women is steadily improving, their position is
still dIecidiedlly inferior to that of men in every way; they are not aswell edlucated, and they are not, in any proper sense of the word1, the
newspaper readers that American women are. Possibly that is the
reason why Japanese department stores (d0 not advertise in the dailies
so much as they do in the women's magazines. On the other hand,mention should also be made of the fact that the largest single Jap-anese advertiser of tooth powder divides his large appropriation as
follows : Fifty per cent newspapers, 25 per cent magazines, ,and 2?5
per cent posters, street cars, and sampling. He bases his choice onthe assumption that, while women comprise his largest class of culs-tomers, their number is not much in, excess of the men.

And so, while it is not possible to reach any hard and fast conclu-sions regarding the relative advertising merits of newspapers versus
magazines in Japan, it is certain that the experience of all advertisers
and careful observers ]end1s the weight of support far more to the
dailies than to the monthlies, aside from very special cases.

A comparison of relative costs on. a p~er-inch, p~er-1,000-circulation
basis may assist some advertisers in reaching a decision. Taking a
high-class daily with a large circulation., such as the, Asahii, for ex-
ample, and comparing it with a high-class women's publication, such
as F~ujin Sekai, one finds that the latter costs approximately '2 cents
per~ inch per 1,00() circulation, as against slightly less than one-half
that amount for the newspaper.

ENGLISH-LANGUAGE PUBLICATIONS.

The only foreign-language publications in Ja l)an that, Merit adi-vertising consideration are printed in English. heading the list of
newspapers are the Japan Advertiser, an American-owned. 1(Y-page
morning daily published in Tokyo, and the Japan Chronicle, an8-page, British-owned morning daly issued in Kobe. They aire pub-
lished primarily for their own nationals residing in Japan; they rep-
resent excellently, on a small scale, the practices of American and
British journalism. The Advertiser has the familiar, clean-cut:, in-viting make-up that characterizes the best of American newspapers ;
it is enterprising, but never sensational, and is the best exam ple ofAmerican journalism in the Orient. During the war, its circulation
mounted to 4,800 copies daily, going mostly to American readers in
and near Japan. It has a good many Japanese readers, particularly
students.

The Chronicle, characteristically British, is scarcely less notable
than its more enterprising American rival. While its circulation
probably does not much exceed 1,000, it is thoroughly " gilt edge."It claims that it solicits neither subscriptions nor advertising, and
while its "take-it-or-leave-it"' attitude has somewhat restricted its
field of usefulness, 'that loss has perhaps been compensated for by an
intensive influence. Its make-up follows the English and European
pattern, andl its readers are almost wholly found among the British
residing in Japan. It was established more than 50 years ago, at a
time when news was of less importance than editorials, and the
trenchant pen of its founder accounts, more than anything else, for
the hold it still retains on its limited reading public. With it, and
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with the possible addition of the Japan Gazette (British-ownled
daily), of Yokohama, the B~ritisli public of Japn 'could all bereached, just as the Adlvertiser would entirely coNver the American
market of Jap~an.

Other English-language dailies are the Japan Times and Mail,Tokyo; the Kobe Heratld, Kobe; ai~ the Nagasaki P~ress, Nagasaki:Also in Seoul, the capital of Korea (Chosen), there is the Seoul
Press, generally regarded as speaking for the Japanese (iernent
in that territory.

The Eng lishi-language monthlies are :7
Thi, Tr aas-Pacifilei (merican ) , Tokyo.-Pope l-i r, econlic~l, mall, trade reviewillustrate, printed on lieavy coated paper; the lilICst-apponering A1.nicni piul-licationi of its kindl issued outside of the United States ; same publisher ats thedalily Janpan Advertiser.~astera C0)1, ereeT (Bitish), Yolcoi am ra: .- Wel-establiished monthly traLdereview.
N'volr alswr, Yokohamna.-Trade andI commercial review:1 Siani iRer'ieu-, olyo.-Japanese owned1. andl edlited, but prinitedl in English;estaliished1 in 1920); review of international affairs, including politics andemiiinercee from a JIap~aneso viewpoint bel01ievedI to lhe seilliulliiial.
JJaan Malga(Izine , 'I'rokyor.--,Japnznese owned, B~ritislh edited. I)evoted to rts,literature, and sized tar topics.

LANGUAGE, TRANSLATIONS, AND "COPY."
The Japanese language is, and will always remain, a closed bo0okto AmVnericanls andl other foreigners. It is true that one mnay pick up asplattering of it in .a few months and that after years of residence inthe country may learn to speak it with some degreee of facility; butthe foreigner almost never learns to read or write it. There are reallytwo Japanese languages, one written and the other spoken ; it is thewritten language that concerns us here." It is nothing~ more nor lessthan picture writing, consisting of tens of thousands of idleogramns orcharacters; to readt it well, 1,000 of these characters must be known,but x,0()0 will suffice for getting the sense of newspapers. Whalft onema.y call the wholly different flavor and approach of the Japanese lan-gtuage may be partially instanced by the following English l)phrases

with their literal Japanese equivalents: "Frow far are you. g'intr'?blecomnes "Where till honorable exit to becomes? "' and "'Whati is thiscalled in Japanese ? " appears as " This thing, as for, Japan language
Sbwathtsy2In p~assinlg, mention may also be made of the fact that while manyJap~anese have a slight reading knowledge of English because of itscompulsory studs' in the schools, few of them, aside from those inconstant contact with foreigners, ev-er learn to sl)eak it. Of thescores of Japanese publli lherst, advertising and b~usiness- managers, andothers whom tlhe writer met, not more than five or six:, who hadtraveled in America or E4'urope, even attempted to speak it. Outsideof the foreign hotels, or the shops frequented by tourists, the traveler

7,Se(e section on "Export trade journals" (p. 33). Also see Appendix for list of publi-catinn avan.Taaeea rigteaoto fmomjo h tnaiaino
the .Tapaneso lang uanese; t] is would gvet It ane lphabet cor responds being some hlat to nourown and would not only assist the JTapanese in mastering the comphlexities of their ownlanguage more quickly butt would also make possible a reading lno wledge of it by for-eigners. Yet despite this agitation which ha. been going on in JTapan for' several decadesin favor of ilomnaji the movement makes little actual progress eiremi among the educatedpeopleanItInotouhthtmrthnafwtoadouofte6,0,0cn
read if.anitsnothuhthtmrthnufwtosnouofte5,0,0cn
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will find that the English language as a practical spoken entity does
not exist in Japan. Nor is " pidigin English "-that patois o~f the
China coast-understood in Japan any more than it would be in
N'Tew York.

The matter of translations, copy, and illustrations may be con-
sidered together, for the reason that, whether the general character
of copy and' illustrations to be used is or is not indicated by the
American advertiser, by the time they are transmutedl into a ititire

language like the Japanese, the
particular idea that the advertiser

-- = may have had in mind has been
. whoily changed. Even if he could

l read it, it would be unr ecognizable,
though perhaps all the better as an
advertising appeal.

Teeare no so-called " schools"
~ .. of copy, or advocates of one kind

®® of copy as against another kind, in
Japan. Few of the advertisers
there have developed beyond the
idea of either a plain statement of
f act, a picture reinforced with a
few, words of copy, or, what is a
later development and a present-

dytendency, a soinewhat fantastic
and exaggerated appeal both in
illustration and copy.

IMPORTANCE OF GETTING THE
It JAPANESE VIEWPOINT.

II The writer feels that any de-
tailed discussions of copy would be
largely futile, because no technical
questions of fact are involved, but
only human nature, and in this
case Japanese human nature. So
the problem, after all, is in know-
ing what the Japanese are, how A
they live, what they think, and in

FiG. 7.-Familiar American product as what ways they are different from
its advertisement appear in the Jap- ourselves.
anese dailies. The name is spelled, Thpysclaetofhiriv,
in Japanese, with packages.Th hsalaecoftiriv,

as we shall presently see, is in
sharp contrast to our own, but it is in their viewpoint and their
manner of thinking (which are less tangible and more elusive factors
than differences of food, clothing, or housing) that the most puzzling
unlikeness to ourselves appears. In that the Japanese are still
orientals-modified, it is true, but still actuated by the mental out-
look of Asia, which, starting its thinking at a different point, travels
along different paths and arrives at different conclusions from our
own. They are always cautious to an extreme, never under any cir-
cumstances hasty in word or action. Seldom does one hear an angry
verbal battle take place, no matter what the provocation.



Though it may be beyond the scope of this ref~ozt to dliscuss5 thissubject exhaustively*, a few hints as to the things we have in common
with the Japanese and the dissimilarity between 11$ may jpi'ovc help-
ful andl interesting. So many popular writers and1 speakers on export

topcs hes das nduge n schloose, meaningless, and mischievous
statements as " Doing business in Tokyo is no different fromu doingbine~ilss in San Francisco" that the public is either confused orunduly optimistic. W1hat they mean is that the Japanese business
man Buys andl sells goods for profit, that hie eats food, wears clothes,lives in a house, goes to the theater, and so on. So hie does; but he
conducts business along quite dissimilar lines (particularly the re-tailer), and his food, clothes, house, theater, etc., are wholly unlike
ours. Also hundreds of the customs of his daily life are exactly the
opposite of ours, and many of his daily habits are quite beyond. our
ken, just as ours are bey ondl his.

. fLet us instance an average well-to-d(1, iddlle-class Japanese who
hias not traveled abroad. In lprohably nine cases out of ten hie wears
Japanese clothes; or, if he (does wear foreign clothes, wears themonly occasionally. Hie (does not shake hands with you, but b~ows stifflyfrom the waist, as is his custom; hie (loes not offer you his cigarettes
for fear you may prefer your own brandh, and lest you accept his out
of courtesy. lbs office is sometimes semiforeign to the extent that ithas a hard floor of either cement, stone, or wood instead of the char-
acteristic mats, and that he uses desk and chairs for the easier trans-
action of business instead of sitting on a cushion on the floor, as he
does at home. If it is winter, the only means of heating is a hugebowl of charcoal embers, which is carried from place to place in the
office as needled, and over which one can warm only the hands; nofurnace or stove is possible, since there are no chimneys to carry
away the smoke. Again, in nine cases out of ten he cloesn't speakEnglish (noi' any other foreign tongue), though he probably reads it
in a fashion. lIe travels between home and office in a jinrikisha or in
an electric street car.

His home, whether it be of 4 rooms or 10 (apartments are unknown
in Japan), is bare of everything that we associate with one's living
quarters. The walls are literally sliding screens, built on a frame-
work of unstainedl polished wood covered with rice. pap~er. Semi-
transp~arent during the (lay, they are protected at night, if need be,by heavy wooden shutters. The house covers the ground. floor only,similar to a bungalow. At the door shoes or Japanese wooden
"g etas" are remov-ed, because the floors are covered with finely woven
and padded matting. Inside all the rooms look practically alike,i being bare of furniture of any description with the exception of a
chiest of drawers for clothing. A cushion on the floor provides a seat
before tiny individual tables which are brought out at meal times. The
basis of the meal is rice, with a small amount of meat and vegetables.
A peculiar Japanese pickle is always eaten, and to some extent fresh
fruit, such as apples or oranges. No desserts or sweets, as we under-
stand them, are eaten. Chop) sticks serve in lieu of knives and forks;.
there is no tablecloth; instead of napkins hot towels (quite unlike our
towels) are passed around at intervals. The cooking and heating
arrangements are merely bowls (hihiachis) of glowing charcoal em-
bers, which can be carried from room to room. If the house, which
is always spotlessly clean, is one of four rooms or more, it probably

JAPAN.
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has toilet and bath accommnodations (although millions of people
patronize public batthhouses daily) ,which are wholly Japanese in
character. The bathtuib i1, of polished woodl dividedl into two com-
partments-one for the~ bather and the other for the stove that
heats the bath water.

And so on indefinitely. The instances cited are sufficient to indicate
that while the Japanese (loes many of the same things that we do,
he does them quite differently.

Let us look at him fromt still another angle. To us the music that
he likes has neither harmony nor melody; the human figures in his
art are stiff andi the p)ictur'es lack perspective; his literature is uniin-
teresting. But they are heis ; his people have developed therm, and V
they have in turn been dlevelopedl by them. His national sport of
wrestling does not appeal particularly to even a sport-loving occi-
dental ; his theaters are uinigque as a one-time stiybut (10 not tempt
an adilt Ametcrican to a second visit. In brief, he lives and thinks onl
as nearly at reverse scale from ours as is possiblee.

Tfhe foregoing is not an extreme case, butt represents at fair average
of 95 per cent or more of the men. The women are even more
Jap~anese thiroutgh their almost total lack of contact with any sem-
blance of western influence.

Mlodifv~ing influences are creeping in; there can. be no doubt of
that. Japanese history is aL continuous records of adaptation, and no
lpeop~le are as ready athyare to acetaduse thnsof proven
worth. We have seen that Japan is fast becoming industrialized.
Onl the IHokkaido wheat ranches one sees .American farm machinery,
the same as in our Middle West. In Tokyo one finds new buildings
built onl occidental lines, and where the Japanese are lain Ig out new
cities not a vestio e of oriental influence is to be seen. Government
officials and employees are not permitted to wear kimnonos in public,
but must (don lEuropean dress. Shoes are to some extent replacing
" getas" among the men, even thotigh the wearer still, clings to a
kimono. Restaurants where bo0th food and service are " foreign" are
appearing on all sides, and many of the railway dining cars refuse to
serve Jap~anese food any longer. rphese and many other influtences are
a~t work and are gradluallyT making over the country 'into a. sort of occi-
dental ized Japan. So while we can not accept the vague genera hizat-
tion that " Jap~an is more or less like the rest of the world," we (10
knowl that its habits and customs are slowly taking on something of
the color of ours.

In the marketing or advertising of American goods in Japan, after
one is fairly well satisfied that there is a market there, the thing to
(10 is: Glet the Japanese viewpoint. Without that your distribution
will be spotty, your knowledge of your competitors' goods, prices,
distribution, etc., will be most incomplete, and your, advertising will
"miss fire."

Are Japanese copy writers available? Yces; plenty of them, either
in the employ of advertisers who may act as ,your distributing agents
or in anly one of the numerous advertising agencies in Japan.,,

ABSENCE OF FREE PUBLICITY.
The Japanese newspapers have, fortunately, escaped the bane of

the " free publicity " evil, even though they print " write ups " thinly
0 For further information, see section on "Advertising agencies."
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disguised as news but paid for as advertising. Now and then a
daily, lured on b.y the promise and hope of paidi-for advertising
contracts to follow, will succumb to the temptation and donate free
space on an "inch-for-inch "' basis, but Japanese journalists for the
most part-and the better class newspapers-are niot victims of this
deplorable habit. Possibly the reason is found in the limited number
of pages that a Japanese (daily can p)ut in type, but, whatever the
reason, the evil has not found root in the country despite the fact
that Japanese newspapers, whether judged by advertisingr, editorials,
or news standarirls, compare most unfavorably on the whlole with
American dl ies.

ENGRAVINGS AND MATRICES.

So far as importing restrictions may be concerned, fhe sending of
engravings and matrices from America to Japan will not interest they (1a0vertiser, because thie language obstacles will prevent him from hav-
ing his illustrations, engravings, or mats made, or his type inatter
set, in the United States. All such work will have to be done in
Japan, except when it is to be used in the English-language news-
papers, to wichel mats, stereos, or other plates may be sent

CUSTOMS LAWS GOVERNING ADVERTISING MATTER.

Customs laws go-verning the imnportation of advertising matter are
strictly enforced. Catalor(Yues and circulars in black and white areadmitted without duty. Thity is charged on catalogues printed in
colors5 and on colored( window cards and posters. Advert ising matter
may be sent in packing cases containing goods, but in each case the
fact that the literature is included must be noted on the invoice.
Lithographs, if in colors, are dutiable, as are also pictures..

IM1PRACTICABILITY OF QUESTIONNAIRES. 0

Many American advertisers and advertising agencies repose anlalmost childlike confidence in lengthy questionnaires which they sendto the Japanese plillisher. Thely should not expect to receive an-
swers, for the following reasons: Japanese publishers do not ordi-
narily read English ; if they didl, they would not understand the
questions asked nor the reasons for them ; they are not accustomed
to receive advertising from foreign countries and do not understand
how1 it can be placedl in that way.

To shiow the impracticability of the questionnaire as a means ofobtaining this information, the following instance mnay serve., Before
4 ,a be ;inning, his rounds of calls on Japanese publishers in tlieir own.

olhces, the writer prepared a very simple list of sprinted questions and,when necessary, had them translated into Japanese. Ife left one witheach lpublislier, explaining personally just what the information was
and why hie wanted it, an(' requested that ample time be taken to fill itout (in. Japanese, if necessary) , and that hie would call for it or that
it could be mailed to hiim before he left the city. Of scores of pub-lishers thus approached, only four complied, and many of their
answers showed clearly that, though they tried to answer these vry

10 The writer discusses this general subject of questionnaires at considerable lengthi in aformer Bureau bulletin. "Advertising Methods in Argentina, Uruguay, and Brazil"(Special Agents. Series No. 19)0, price 50 cents).
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simplIe qcltst~ions, they had not even caught the purport of ones such
as, " <)f your total circulation, what percentages are sold on the streets,
dlelivered1 to homes or offices, and sent to near-by towns? " Those who
attempted but failed to answer these questions were intelligent men
they simply failed to grasp the idea that the writer had in mind, even
though they understood the separate words of the question.

Questionnaires i'eceived from American advertisers are usually put
in the wastebasket ; occasionally they are turned over to advertising
agencies in Japan for rep~ly.

ADVERTISING AGENCIES IN JAPAN.

There are i;iiany advertising agencies in Japan, but none that are in
al position to render thfe prospective American advertiser a service of
any particular value. 'They may be divided into two groups-(i.)
those owned or directed by foreigners andi )~) those ownedl solely
by, Japanese. The first group consists of three agencies, as follows:

(a.) 'The oldest foreign advertising a gency in Japain, established in K'obe about
voo0. owner and principall is British, assistedi by a Japanese staff. Writes and.
laGces> nearly all thec British advertising appearing in Japan; hafs a :few Amieri-
(nfl accounts. Z-Ins no) knowledge of Amierican customs9, having been trained. in
London. Seemns ver.y reliable and iiglt be helpful to American advertisers
seeking assistance in their Japalnese campaigns.

(b) 13stiblishied tihlout 1918. Ownership is divided equally between a Lon-
don ad(vertisinlg agency, a Chicago advertising agency, and the British resident
manager in Tokyo. 'The latter is ailso the manager of the semiofficial Japanese
news eiuptcw lie also condulcts a commercial reporting service andl issues an
English-~lruue daily newspaper int Tokyo. Staff' consists of ant American andi(
two Japanese, one of whoml has liad a considerablle experience in the service of
Japanese wdvert esers. Seems to have aal extensive acquaintance with Japanese

(c) Itmhlmshed l1019 by ai, Tapanese w~~ho has spent most of his life in the
Hawt~aiitu sand a1i( nd the united states. Has a variety of other business in-
terlests, efly importing and exporting, so that this advertising agency, in
which a fornmer American newspaper mian has recently acquired an interest, is
not a main issue as yet. While honestly and actively conducted, this agency
does not yet ,give promise (if dev eloping anything that wvill help) American adver-
tisers.

The second group, all owned by Japanese, not one of whom speaks
a word of English, consists of 50 or more agencies. Because of the
prevailing condition of advertising practice in Japan, all these
agencies are "brokers" for one or more publications. As with the
publishers, so with these agencies, there is no pretense that fixed or
uniform rates are maintained. They either buy a special " job lot"
of space from a publisher and then peddle it out for what it will
bring or, in other cases, have a contract and net rate for space, and.
in selling it, adid as much commission as the occasion warrants. They
do not pretend to know the exact circulation of any publication, nor
(d0 the larger Japanese advertisers use them for planning their ad-
vertising or for placing it, except in the smaller towns. These
agencies usually have a printed: rate card giving a list of the more
important newspapers and magazines, with each publisher's claimed
circulation and rates, and from these printed rates they offer vary-
ing discounts of 20 per cent or more. An interesting aside issue to
this is the custom of publishers issuing two separate rate cards, one
for advertisers and the other for advertising agencies.



Many of these agencies are merely the outgrowth of ntws agencies,and even to-dlay some of the larger ones take a portion of their pay-ment for news service in advertising space. Only 7 of the 50O placesufficient business with publishers (or deposit security with them)to receive any geea form of recognition. The largest of themclaims to place $1,000,000 worth of space with Japanese publishersannually. Curiously enough, one advertiser may employ severalagencies, not for any service they render but merely to place his
business in the publication with which the agency has the "lowest
price"' arrangement.

The only sign of the times indicating that everybody' is not satis-
led with. this condition is in Osaka, where an organization of adver-
tilingr agents~ cae Suiyokwai (" Wensa (lub" isedaoito peirsuade publisher, not to accept business from any of their mem-bers who cut prices below a certain rate agreed upon. It is at least, a straw't showing which way the wind is blowing, and while no prac-tical step in advance may come of it, it holds out some hope of better
thinr's in the future.

Toreo than anything else, it is this absence of competentagency service that is delaying American advertising in Japa-
nese publications. The prospective advertiser Hesitates, and rightly,because hie does not know where to find helpful, unbiased advice.The barrier of language, to say nothing of other obstacles, stands be-tween him and the Japanese advertising agency which might act asa medium. He can not sendl his advertising directly from his UnitedStates office to the Japanese publisher, for innumerable reasons whichhave already been given. Consequently hie avoids the use of whatmight otherwise be a. distinct help to him in breaking down'i salesresistance, or, if hie (loes decide to "try out the papers," hie leavesthe matter in the hands of his sales representatives in Japan. Andlwho are they ? Either Japanese without any knowledge of adver-
tising, or Americans (excellent salesmen, perhaps) whose acquaint-ance with the intricacies and pitfalls of advertising is limited towhat they read of it in America's most popular weekiv. And whenit is all over and the space bills are paid, the manufacturer will an-nounce " Never again."

Of course, an ideal solution would be an American advertisingagency, say, in Toky1o. But at present this would be a patrioticsacrifice rather than a profitable business venture, for there is notenough American advertising being placed in Japan, or in immediate
prospect, to justify the establishment of an agency that would firsthave to spend money to get the facts and then render service.e The probable outcome will be that things will run along much asthey are, in a hit-and-miss fashion, until a group of American manu-facturers-not necessarily in similar lines, but with acivertiseablegoods-decide, in connection with their marketing of goods in Japan,to solve the advertising phase of the problem as a group. Theywill probably advertise individually just as they do at home, but theywill pool their appropriations for investigation to begin with., and,so to speak, start their own advertising agency right in Japan. Sofar, most of the American advertisers have " just taken a flier" fora short time and then stopped, while the few large ones have so mis-calculated either the size and difficulties or the direction of- the mar-
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ket as to get meager results from large expenditures. This new
group suggested above may organize their advertising, just as they
have their other marketing efforts, along the general lines of a
"Webb " onipany. Or (since no single one of them could afford it)
a group) of American advertising agencies may pool their interests
for the common good andl do something of the sort. But that seems~
less probable, as they have shown less real pioneering spirit abroad
than have the manufacturers.

Until some change of this kind is brought about, the effective use of
advertising in Japan, as a means either of introducing new goods or
of broadening markets for established lines, will remain largely
mystery and a hope rather than a practical accomplishment. k ,

CATALOGUES AND DIRECT-BY-MAIL METHODS.

In dliscuissing the use of catalogues and "dlirect-by-niail" advertis-
ing in Japan, one is again brought sharply in contact with the bar-
rier of language andl the obstacles it op~poses. Printed matter in
English is, of course, of value in reaching the American or British

importing houses in the large port cities andl, to some extent (by the
insertion of Japanese weights, measures, currency, and other localized
information), the large Japanese traders who may have IEnglish-
readlin"' employees. But these two classes represent only a negligible

percentage of both the trading and consumilng public which the ad-
vertiser may wish to reach and which reads and speaks only Japanese..
So, preferaly--anl if the market at all justifies such an expense-
a special catalogue, booklet, or other printed announcement should be
in Japanese. It is dloulbtful whether it could be written or prodiucedl
in the United States ; but even if it could, it would probably be sub-
ject to the customs tariff' 11 upon arrival in Japan. All in all, it would

p~robably Ibe better to have it produced entirely in Japan, where good
printing may ibe had.* Line cuts should be used whenever possible, as
Japanese printers are not skillful in the handling of half-tones.
There is no objection to printing the American name plate or trade-
mnarkc side by side with the Japanese. trade-mark that the advertiser
mnay adopt, Lu1.t both should be registered.'12

The Japanese themselves use catalogues and other sales-promotion
literature to sonic extent, but neither they nor any other peoples use
it so lavishly or place so much dependence on it as do Americans.
The writer's opinion is that wve are strongly inclined to overemphasize
the effectiveness of it and place on it at %urden out of all proportion
to its proper function in the American scheme of foreign selling. As
A result of the " seller's market " that the war produces and thati con-
tinued as an aftermath until 1920 'ill forms of printed matter sent

abroad became doubly effective. lint under normal conditions, with
the buyer and not the seller in the saddle, and with the free and fuill
functioning of competition to be met, the catalogue should niot be

expected to be more than a general assistance to the salesman him-
self. It can not possibly perform the same function as the salesman
on the ground showing the actual goods, yet that is just what is often
expected of it. But whether the task of the catalogue, is to arouse
interest or to stimulate inquiries from importing jobbers and dealers,
let it be. as complete as it is possible to make it; in the absence of a

u1 See section on "Import 'duty." 12See section onl "1Trade-markiS."



salesman it-is the manufacturer's only representative, and the in-quirer should be able to find in it the answerr to every legitimaequs
tion that hie may wish to aslk." at lus

EXPORT TRADE JOURNALS.

Aside from a, brief reference in the section 011 "Catalogrues, we
have been concerned thus far wholly with advertising to the con-
sumer. That the trade channels of importer, jobber, aiid (dealer
(which are sometimes comlbinedl in one house) must be reached first isobvious. How, then, if at all, can trade-journal advertising be usedto round out these essential links in the merchandising chain?

Rotighly speaking, we may subdivide such publications into threegroups: (1) Those in the Japanese language, issued in Japan, and
aimed at one trade or a group of similar trades; (2) those in theEiiglislilanguage, issued in Japan, circulating: throughout the Orientand therefore Having a small portion of their readers amiongr boththe foreign and Jalpanese merchants in Japan; (3) those in thengihlanguage, issued inl the United States, circulating thrghuthe world wherever English is read, anrd with a very small circula-
tion inl Japan. In group 1 are a few negligible trade papers spe-cializin'r in their appeal in a very restricted way to druggists or tothe leather, rubber, or other industries. In group 2 there are others(several, in Particular, are of- considerable importance) that appealin a. broader way to technical men and present articles or informa-tion of general interest on matters of trade, economics, finance, etc.,relative to the Far Fast; while they ha-ve the slight advantage in
Japanese influence of being locally published, their circulation is
spread all over Asia and therefore could not be considered in any con-centrated marketing-advertising plan aimed solely at Japan. In thisrespect they are less valuable thanl the industrial publications men-tioned in group 1. Passing to group 3, we find even less circulation inJapan because the journals are published abroad, b)ut they possess adistinct advantage when they are technical journals specializing intheir appeal, say, to electrical or civil engineers and those of like
professions.

Thus, briefly, one finds a situation something like this : The tradep~ublications inl Japanese are not regarded highly because they are,. not well edited, and the publications in English, while well written,do not reach the buyers, either because the latter can not understandEnglish or because they ever too much ground thinly anl (d0 nottalk to the individual in terms of his own trade or profession. Speak-lug quite generally, it is the writer's opinion that to reach, say, a pro-fessional group like Japanese engineers, the English-language tech-nical periodical published in Amnerica would be the best, as theJapanese readers in this case would nearly all be able to understand
English.' 4 Secondly, the Japanese-language periodicals referred toabove might be added in reaching Japanese-trained engineers.

z' For making up u mailing list or for general commercial reference purposes the readermay be Interested in consulting the J1apan Directory (published by the Japan Gazette Co.,ljtd., Yokohama), a copy of which is on file In the Bureau of Foreign and IDomestic Comi-MOMe.
'+ Obviously the advertiser is not seeking; to sell equipment to Japan only but to othercountries whose engineers read Engish; so there would be no wastee circulation " undersuch circumstances.
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So large a percentage of Japan's imports of manufactured goods
consist of factory and similar equipment that the ;importance of
reaching the factory buyers should not be underestimated.

There can be no question of the important part played by export
trade journals (luring the war period. Buyers all over the world
found their accustomed sources of supply shut off and, through the
medium of these journals, discovered a means of establishing new
connections. In this way these trade journals performed an invalu-
able service for American trade abroad, and, incidentally, reaped.
a harvest for themselves. And, while every encouragement should(
be extended to them for their educational work in broadening the
knowledge of "Gthings A~merican "in foreign countries, it is doCub~tl
whether they can " kcep up the pace" so far as bringing results to
American advertisers is concerned.

It should hardly be necessary to remind the reader that magazines
in Spanish are of no value whatever in Japan. So eff'ettive has
been the "learn-Spanish" campaign in the United States that some
Ameicans, none too well informed, have evidently concluded that it
is a universal mode of communication outside of Englishi-speakcing
countries, and have consequently had their " foreign " catalogues
printed in Spamnish, and have looked for business from .Japan and
the Orient as a result of advertising in export-trade journals
printed in Spanish.

In buying space in English-language trade journals printed in the
United states the advertiser should ask and the export-trade paper
should be able and willing to answer satisfactorily questions like
the following :

*What is your total circulation each issue?What is Your total circulation in Japan (or each country in the
Far East) ?'

Hlow is it secured?
What is the type of your readers?
Is your circulation certified by the Audit Bureau of Circulations?
Are your papers sent out in bulk or are they wrapped, stamped,

and individlually addressed?
Are your editorials and news articles merely compiled from doubt-ful sources or written by men who know the country and your type

of readers?
Do you permit " write ups " in your reading pages?
Many of the leading export papers supply their advertisers -%ith

certain other sales assistance, for which Rno charge is made. Among
these services may be mentioned that of translating letters received
by or sent by the advertiser. They also furnish certain trade in-
formation concerning, credits, names of prospective buyers, or pos-
sible agencies, etc. Obviously such information can not be exclusivewith any one advertiser, but is rendered alike to all advertisers.

No section of the publishing field is so susceptible to question-
able or even fraudulent schemes as that of the so-called export-
trade papers. The war period saw the birth of many that were based
on no further legitimate claims to a place in the field than that
afforded by " scissors and paste pot " and an unscrupulous publisher.
Some of them were short-lived, but others still survive. The 'glamour
of strange countries, the general ignorance concerning them, and
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the almost universal confidence in advertising as az factor ini pro-
moting sales make easy the way of the glib solicitor who, whileknowing very little of the field that hie holds out temptingly underthe glittering generality of immensee foreign-sailes opportunities,"
at least seems to know more about it than the prospective advertiser.The advertiser, shrewd enough to know that advertising is an indis-
pensable part of his domestic merchandising plan when coordinated
with a fundamentally intelligent sales policy, apparently disregards
these basic considerations when once hie begins to cast his sales visionbeyond the borders of the United States. Basically domestic andforeign merchandising are governed by the same laws. Adlvertising,
particularly advertising in trade papers, is no more a " cure all~abroad than it is at home. There is a tendency on the part of some
publishers to overstate the advantages to be derived from advertis-ing in their papers; but the more farsighted, well-established pub-lishers of export-trade papers are aware of this tendency, and theirmore conservative attitude in frankly stating the merits and thelimitations of their papers in reaching foreign prospects will helpto iniinimize the oversellingn" claims to which the whole field un-for'tunately has been subjected.

MOTION PICTURES IN ADVERTISING.

Although motion pictures have not attained the widespread popu-
larity that they have achieved in the United States, many "~movie"
theaters are to be found in all the large cities of Japan. SomeAmerican films are to be seen, but most of them are of Japanesemanufacture, of the "blood-andt-thunder" kind. W1e are speaking
here not of the fewv theaters showing films catering entirely to Ameri-cans and other 'foreigners, but of the native films and, theaters appeal-ing solely to the popular taste of the Japanese.

A few Japanese advertisers use films and slides for advertising
purposes; their method is usually to hire a small theater, distributefree tickets, andl then either show a story film. into which is inter-woven references to their prodLuct or, more commonly, show a straight* story film and, between reels, throw colored slides on the screen show-ing their product. However, the difficulties in the way of the eff'ec-
tive use of motion pictures by American advertisers are so many and
will so readily suggest themselves to the reader that it is extremely
doubtful whether this method of reaching the people can be turnedto good account. To be properly effective, a special story, devisedsolely for Japanese tastes, would have to be filmed, titles would hav'eto be~ in Japanese ideographs, and the machinery for dJistribution
through film exchanges and exhibitors would have to be created. Allin all, wve may consider that, for the present at least, we shall have to
eliminate the motion picture as a practical advertising medium for
popular use in Japan.On the other hand, the industrial film, for special audiences of
technically trained men or for those interested in methods of mianu-facturing or in construction problems, could be used j ust as it is made
in the United States. What the writer has in mind is something that
could be shown by or through the salesman or by the local sales
agency in Japan. With Japan undergoing an industrial trailsfor ma-
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tion, and constituting also a potential market for all kinds of macbin-
ery and similar equipment that it can not mlake itself, there would
seem to be a fertile field there for exploitation on the part of Amner-
can manufacturers and an opportunity to show the practical work-
ings of their equipment through the mediumn of industrial motion
pictures. It is doubtful whether any change of Japanese titles would
be necessary, the p~ictuire carrying the story and the indicated titles
in English being quite sufficient to be understood by such iicked
audiences.

STREET-CAR ADVERTISING.
U 4,

Electric street cars, or "trains," as they are called. are to be founid
in all the important centers of Japan, and in cities such as Tokyo
(where there are 1,400 cars claiming to carry about 800,000 passen-
gers daily) advertising carols are placed on the inside of the cars, as
in American cities. However, the lack of spaces of uniform size, the
extreme uncertainty as to prices, the absence of any efficient system
for the insertion and checking of cards as ordered, and the unsightly
and slovenly appearance of the cards are, among other objections, the
factors that would eliminate any consideration of this medium on
the part of prospective American advertisers.

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING.

Aside from startling displays of painted signboards to be seen in
the large Osaka and in some of the smaller railway stations, together
with the innumerable small posters hung or fastened on telegraph
and telephone posts, there is no development of outdoor advertising
in Japan. In the southern p~art near Osaka, " Jintan," the largest
advertiser, has made some special arrangements of its own for the
erection of billboards aloiig the railways. Also, at one time there
were a great many painted signs along the, railway between Tokyo
and Yokohama., but the Grovernment, which exercises a strict supervi-
sion in both this and many other matters, ordered them removed on
the ground that " they spoiled the scenery." In Tokyo and other
cities where there are fences erected around buildings ini course of
construction temporary advertising signs are p~ainted. The 200,000
telephone and telegraph posts belonging to the Japanese Government
have recently been leased for 400,000 yen (about $200,000) yearly,
and advertisingo signs of all sizes, shapes, and colors are to be seen
on them. However, the only Japanese advertiser that has really
made an effective use of signboards is the maker of " Jintan." 'This
advertiser, seizing upon the absence throughout Japanese cities of
street signs marking the names of streets, undertook, with the permis-
sion of the city authorities and the individual property owners, to
remedy this defect himself. Losing one's way in Tokyo, which covers
more than 200 square miles, is a daily experience even for those who
were bornc there, and to find the way about one is dependent wholly
on the " Jrntan " street signs, every one of which, in addition to the
name of the street, carries the familiar trade-mark.

There is no one organization rendering a selling or other service
for Japanese outdoor advertising, and unless the American adver-
tiser undertook to enter into negotiations with a great many people

U -
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FIG. 8.-CHARACTERISTIC INSIDE PAGE OF A TOKYO DAILY.
Nearly thrce-fourths is display advertising, and the remainder is news, The large, highlydecorated advertisement in the lower corner Is for stockings; the on-3 showingthe heads

of two women is for atonic.
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FIG. 9.-CROWD WAITING FOR THE DOORS OF TOKYO'S LARGEST
DEPARTMENT STORE TO OPEN.

It has advertised "reduced prices on fall and winter materials for kimonos."

FIG. 10.-SPECIAL GATE AND ELECTRICAL DISPLAY ERECTED AT THE KURUME
EXHIBITION IN JAPAN AS AN ADVERTISEMENT FOR "JINTAN."
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(in some instances he would have to secure the space itself throughthe property owner) this method of advertising would be closed.Obviously 511(11 arrangements could not b)e cond~uctedl from a dis-tance, and these dliff'iculties, together with the general confusion andthe questionable efficiency of its use in its present chaotic state ofdevelopment, would close this channel of advertising to any butJapanese who are on the ground andl fully acquainted with all thecircumstances.
ELECTRIC SIGNS.

In Tokyo, Osaka, KLyoto, and other large cities are to be seen a4 good many electric signs-none of them very elaborate when meas-uiredl by the advanced. American standard, but surprisingly intricateand interesting when one remembers how recently Japan has begunto develop this field.
4 The largest electric sign is that of a well-known brand of Japa-nese tooth powder, it contains 800 lamps, it cost 20,000 yen (about$10,000) to erect, and the maintenance charge is 300 yen (about$150) per month..

Through its Japanese affiliations an American corporation is saidto own 40 per~ cent of the stock in the largest electric-sign compnin Tokyo, with a branch in Osaka. This Tokyo company anvtOsaka branch are both under Japanese management, and they con-tract for, erect, and maintain illuminated signs in the principalcities in Japan. The cost of current averages about 10 sen (about5 cents) per kilowatt hour; there is no municipal or other tax im-posed, but a police permit must be obtained for the erection of thesign.
HELPING THE DEALER.

Rendleri ng such suipplemnental assistance to the dealer as mgtb
provided Iby sample packages, window-display material, or evenpractical store demonstrations has received scant attention from theJapanese manufacturers. It is true that sonic of the toilet-goodsmanufacturers mail samples of their goods directly to the homes, oreven distribute samples to patrons of theaters or at other places ofpopular assembilage. It is not practicable to sample through dealersor sampling crews; the former will sell the packages, and in thelatter case they will never get beyond the servants. (Families evenin moderate circumstances, wilth an income of, say, $1.00 per month,employ at least one servant.) However, in general the idea of defi-nitely assisting the retailer to moire goods off- his shelves has scarcelyeven ma de a start in Japan. Aside from a few large departmentr stores, fully 98 per cent of the retail outlets of Japan are tiny shops,conducted in many cases by the women and children of the family.The construction of these shops (we are again e~,-epting the depart-menit stores, with their excellent window displays of merchandise) issuch that they are practically without windows, so that the "speed-ing up" of sales, the demonstration of goods, or the attractive trim-ming of windows is quite out of the question, nor is there any pros-pect of a change taking place. in which such stimulating methods asthese will be used.

Attention has already been called to the meager use of advertisingon the part of Japanese retail merchants, the reason for which is
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possibly to be found not only in the fact that the large Japanese
newspapers have national rather than localized circulations, but
also in the perfect satisfaction which the merchant feels in selling;
merely to a limited number of people whom he personally knows,
and in the absence of any ambitious plans for extending his business
beyond its ordinary and accustomed channels.

In the larger department stores in Tokyo and elsewhere, the writer
has seen some very interesting; examples of window displays; inside
the store there are modern show cases and excellent displays of Japa-
nese as well as American and British goods. These stores are a
great rallying point for both the better-class and the mfidldle-class
.Japanese shoppers, most of whom are women; and not the least of
their attractions (after the surprise of checking; one's shoes or dn
ning shoe covering at the door) are their modern improvements
such as elevators and even escalators, as well as tea rooms, in addli-
tion to separate smoking rooms for both men and women. I

TRADE-MARKS.
LEGAL REQUIREMENTS."'

The trade-mark. situation in Japan has been a source of much an-
noyance to many American manufacturers. Standard American
goods have been reproduced locally i . bearing the United States
tradle-mark, have been sold by Jap, . manufacturers both at home
and abroad as "American-made gooU"L:Y" But it is only fair to state
here that in many instances these conditions are clue to carelessness
on the part of American manufacturers in neglecting to protect their
riohits under the provisions of the Japanese law.

Tfhe international agreement regarding trade-marks, to which
Japan is .a signatory, provides that a citizen of any country is to
have a priority of four months after the date of application for trade-
marks in his own country in which to file application in other coun-
tries subscribing to the agreement. Many American manufacturers
have failed to observe the rule and later have learned that some one
else has used their trade-mark on goods in Japan.

Another feature of Japanese trade-marks, as well as patents, is
that anything is considered to be "not new" if it has been publicly,
known or publicly used prior to the application, or if it has been
described in publications distributed in the Empire prior to the
application "to such an extent that the description can easily be put
into practice."

The situation therefore suggests that American manufacturers
should protect themselves in Japan as promptly as possible. The .
requirements are that the application must be translated into Japa-
nese and that a foreigner not resident in Japan must employ an
agent, resident legally in Japan, to apply for registration, in con-
nection with which certificates of nationality must be presented.
Trade-marks are registered for a term of 20 years, and the registra-
tion is renewable. The application fee is 3 yen (about $1.50) and the
registration fee is 20 yen (about $10), payable at once.

1"For further information regarding the Japanese lawy the reader is referred to
"Pointers on Japanese Trade-Marks," by J. El. de Becker, legal adviser to the Yokohama

&Tokyo Foreign Board of Trade; published by Kelly & 'Walsh (Ltd.), Yokohama; price
5 yen ($2.50). A copy is on file in the Bureau of Foreig"n and D~omestic Commerce and
may he examined by interested persons upon referring to ft le No. 45928.
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Classed as unregisterable are trade-marks similar to the imperialchrysanthemum crest, the national flag, or the insignia of the RedCross. The same applies to trade-marks that are identical with or
siilar to goods already registered or intended to be applied toidentical goods and to marks that have lost validity not more thanone year before. Trade-marks may be canceled when, without properreasons, the owner of a trade-mark right has failed to use his trade-mark within the Empire for more than one year from thie (late ofregistration or has discontinued the use thereof for more than three
years.

DANGERS OF REGISTRATION IN NAME OF AGENT.

An embarrassing situation may arise when a mark is registered inthe name of the local agent of the American manufacturer or ex-porter. As long as the exclusive agency continues there are usuallyno dlifficulties, but, should the principal desire to make a change inthe ag ency arrangements, lie may find that the agent has it in hispower to prevent the importation of the trade-marked goods exceptwhen consigned to him or under such terms as lie may dtictaite. Thisdanger was emphasized during the war by the experience of someexporters with agents of enemy nationality. The placing of thename of the agent on the enemy-trading list i'esulted in a suspensionof shipments to the former agent, while the' control of the trade-mark:through registration in the name of the agent preventedI shipments
from being made to any other except under a different mniirk.The following recommendations sum uip these two phases of the
question :

(1) Register your trade-mark in your own name in Japan andevery country where your goods may have even a future market.(2) Registe~r before--and long before -not after you begin export-
ling.

THE TRADE-MARK AS AN ADVERTISING ASSET.

'A suitable arid striking trade-mark is of even more importance inJapan than in the United States, and, as was previously stated, regis-tration is absolutely necessary if the manufacturer wishes to retain
possession of it. The greater importance of an effective tradie-markbecomes evident from the fact that, though there is a high degree ofliteracy in Japan, the people are less sophiisticatedl than Americansand are more readily appealed to by means of a strong, bold trade-mark in any of the primary colors. The better classes are voraciousnewspaper readers, and their eyes can be more readily caught " on,the run " with this same design in a black-and-white newspaper ad-vertisement or in colors on label, package, or poster.

The design should be simple and strong, and if it is in colors theyshould be bold. Also, the advertiser should 'remember that theJapanese language does not consist of letters as does the English lan-guage, but of idiograms, which are in effect pictures intended for theeye, and that it is not so important in devising a trade-marks to have,it translate or parallel the English equivalent as it is to have it de-scriptive of something pleasing to the eye with agreeable associations
and easily comprehended by even a Japanese child. If the trade-mark is to include a pictorial representation of any sort-whether itbe a flower, animal, human figure, or. what not-the greatest care
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should be exercised to see that it does not symbolize anything withan offensive, unfamiliar, or misleading meaning. There are certain
colors and even animals in Japan that have meanings, or at least
suggestions, quite the contrary of our own; white, for example, is
the color of mourning. Only a Japanese thoroughly versed in the
religious, social, and business customs of his country could advise
an imerican advertiser about to embark upon the important venture
of adopting a Jap~anese trade-mark, and enable him to choose onle that
is not only safe, but effective as well.

SUMMARY AND GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS.

In making an advertising survey of Japan, or, indeed, of any other
country, w-e Americans are apt to forget that nowhere -outside of
the United States has there been such a widespread and effective use
and acceptance of advertising as in our own country; nowhere else
has there been the combination of the factors of (1) a huge popula-
tion, (2) eager, growing minds open to new ideas, (3) a high stage
of literacy and purchasing power, (4) a highly developed organiza-tion sense, and (5) rapid transportation facilities-such as made
possible our extraordinary development and organization of news-
papers, magazines, and other adlverti sing medium s. Other nations
have developed one or another of these qualities, but none have in-tensified or coined them as we have. Y'et none of these things
sprang full-fledged into being, bult were the result of growth, anid ingetting a. proper precieon ote cutie hoeavertiinIg
advantages have not equal our own, it is well to bear in mind our
own near advertising past and its abuses.

Before summarizing the advertising situation in Japan or makingany general recommendations regarding it, it would perhaps be well
to remindl ourselves that advertising is, after all, only one angle ofthe problem of distribution, and that in Japan, even more than inlthe United States, the broader aspects of distribution shol beconsidered first. And so, while this report is not concerned with
credits, packing, Shipping, and other important considerations, it,can properly~ touch on the broader groundwork of distribution, of
which advertising is one phase.

Viewing distribution, then, as the most important consideration
and advertising as only a single angle of it, how is the nerican,exporting manufacturer to go about getting 0t If his bl)1ess war-rants it, his best outlet is, of course, a selling branch in Japan unler
the diraction of an American acquainted with his business and thelocal field, with native salesmen under him. Not very many Ameri-
can manufacturers have, branch offices in Japan, and only a prospect
of sales in considerable volume would justify so ambitious a plan.Next in order, and ini the absence of a factory branch, would comethe securing of local sales agencies, which can be appointed either
by the factory representative after a personal inspection or through
correspondence from the United States. It is obviously better that
this selling arrangement be made through the factory representative,
since only by a man on the ground, with ~all the facts before him, can
the entire sales situation be gauged to the best advantage. If,, how-ever, this selling arrangement is consummated by correspondence,
all possible care should be taken to secure at representation that will
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actively sell goods and not merely act as a nominal selling ag( encyBut whatever, the methods of ajjpointmnent, let it be an Amnericanrepresentation, not Japanese or European. Only the securing ofAmerican representation 1a will assure the best results. The principalconsiderations that should determine the choice of this agency shouldbe, first of all, its standing among; the Japanese trade, anid, second,its willingness and1 ability to "pu~ishl" the line. Of course, all capablesales agencies understand that they can not itse Americai " ginrr-upj" methods among the Japanese; that beyond a certainly point thelatter can not be hurried to a decision. Th'ley wisely adapt theini-selves to their customers' outlook, knowing full well that to the" Jap~anese the giving of an order means, as likely as not,. not merelythat they have bought a bill of goods buit that they have entered intoa new business relationship.

Therefore the right sales representation in Japan means, more- than any other one element, the success of the venture, and the wrongchoice means failure, regardlless, one is temnptedl to sa.y, of the relativemerits of the goods themselves. This is not geealsatmnapplying equally well to selling in the Uniitoed Seatate t ns estrongly emphasized in relation to Japanese merchants, who havealways been accustomed to doing business face to face and buying* only from those in -whom personally they have full confidence'and.with whom preferably they have more than merely a business rela-tionlship. 'We have already spoken of this sales agency being underAmerican direction, andl while some of its salesmen will also beAmericans, others -will be Japanese, as is proper. Now the Ameri-can factory representative can work with and through thlem, fre-quenltly making a round of calls with them, not only, to understandtheir methods (,perhaps now and then suggesting better ones) butalso to keep in closer contact with actual working conditions in thresales field. lie may. or may not, actually sell goods himself, butlie will in effect be the sales manager in Japan in so far as he canlearn to meet the requirements of the local situation.IHow can advertising enter into this stage of sales promotion? Itcan be used in this way: Through trade journals in the Japanese.or the English langruage,17 or both, it canm plat the mianufactutrer incontact with inquirers who may later be developed into general sell-ing representatives; or it may bring inquiries from jobbers anddealers. It can pave the way by acqu~ainting the, trade with the(article in question, thereby r during, if not breaking do-wn, salesresistance. It seems likely that the use of advertising in exporttrade journals will be of *greater importance to the mat~nufacturerwho can not: have, or who does not expect, a sufficient volume of salesjustifying him in sending a factory representative to Japan eitherfor direct selling to the trade or for appointing: sales, agencies there.* Such a manufacturer has greater need of some such means of firstgetting in touch with Japanese sales outlets-the standing of whichlie can check through American banks with branches in Japan-than has the larger manufacturer with a Japanese branch or with
1f A list- of responsible Amnerican importing houses and other sales representatives inJiapin may, be obtained from the Bureau of Foreign and D~omestic Commerce (flie No.FE-iPM102a) ;also information concerning the American banks with branches in ,apan,from whicli credit data and advice regarding the best sales representation may be secured.(There are no organizations in JTapan corresponding to Dun or Bradstreet.)17See section on "Export trade journals."
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active sales representation already established in the country. Even
in the latter case (and depending upon the article to be sold, andl
therefore the range and kind of trade distribution desired), trade-
journal advertising may -abe found useful, though not so necessary
as with the small manufacturer.

But -whether the outlook: for sales be large or small, and regardless
of the form of representation to be chosen, the mnanufactui'er will
do well to consult with the American banks that have branches in
Japan before hie decides on his sales representation. The managers
of these bank branches express their entire willingness to assist the
exporting manufacturer with detailed advice as to his best course
in choosing sales agencies in Japan, with particular reference not
merely to the credit standing of the latter, but also to their sales
ability along the individual line of the goods to be sold. In conver-
sation with the writer they agreed that frequently the importing
house or sales agencyy that might rate " Al" mighlt also be the worst
sales outlet for a particular product, by reason of competing lines
that it handles, lby a tendency to take on additional lines only with.
the purpose of " pigeonholing" them, through inactive handling of
new lines, through stressing the importance of old and established
lines, or for other reasons. So much for this brief sumnmary of
agency representatives and advertising to the trade.

As to consumer advertising, it has been seen that Japan's imports
per calpita, which in 1913 were $6.60 (of which about 11 per cent
came from the United States), rose in 1919 to $19.39, of which about
34 p~er cent were American products. But attention has also been.
called to the fact that more than 90 per cent of these purchases
were not merchandise susceptible of advertising, but rawNN materials
and semimanufactuired goods on which advertising can have no per-
ceptible effect. .Also, it has been seen that certain popular mediums,
such as outdoor and street-car advertising, as well as motion pictures,
are closed avenues for reaching the p~eop~le, and that " helping the
dealer" is an undeveloped practice offering no encouragement. It
has been indicated that the use of catalogues and direct-by-mail
methods are complicated by many difficulties. It has been shown
that, above all else, so far as the mechanism of advertising is con-
cerned, the most serious dearth was that of capable advertising
agencies that might act as intermediaries between the American ad-
-vertiser and the' mediums such as the newspapers and magazines,
which are read by millions of Japanese of all classes and which play
so important a part in their lives. As against these obstacles or dis-
advantages which have just been enumerated, there is the out-
standing advantage of the popular and widely read Japanese news-
papers and magazines, which, with all their uncertain circulations
and rates, are still an open and accessible channel for reaching all
classes of Japanese. The details of these publications, together with
the difficulties. and methods of using their columns, are discussed
elsewhere at length in this report.

Seemingly, the greatest barrier to free advertising intercourse with
Japan is that of language, yet actually that is not so. The most
nearly insuperable difficulty is divergence of viewpoint, of which
language is after all only a sort of superficial indication. When we
acquire the ability to write advertising from the angle of the Japan-
ese consumers, we will have made our selling messages in print the
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single most potent force for increased business with Japan, instead ofb~eiflg, as they are to-day, of negligible consequence. Always in ourpellsonal selling the language wi-ll be a barrier and will prevent usfrom reaching a hundredth p~art oil the potential customers. It is onlythrough advertising with a Japanese viewpoint that wve can talk to:millions instead of the thousands that we reach to-dlay. And thesemlillions--despite their literacy, which is the highest in Asia, anddespitee the fact that many of them are giving the lie to the o1(1 say-ing " The East changes not "-are, as a nation, still oriental to thecore.
There are already indications that, with its amazing commercialdevelopment and other material accomplishments, Japan is dlevelop-ing its own advertising me. Ths wVIhm the writer met (tewere usually in the employ of Japanese advertisers) quite franklyavowed that they hadi adapted. " American ideas" as a basis for theircopy. As Japanese they knew the overwhelming importance of pic-tures in all advertising aimed at a popular following; they knewthe necessity for sk illfuilly estimating the wants or desires of thepeople or of showing simly and pictorially the utility and satisfac-tion in the use of some strange article, which, while new to the.Jap~anese, might be an everyday commonplace with Americans.As to Japan's future purchases from us: It seems more than prob-able that they will consist, to an increasing extent of raw materialsand machinery, with 'the more readily advertiseable merchandisetaking a decidedly secondary place. A lso, there will be small placefor awvide range of easily advxertised articles such ats foods, clothing.and articles for personal or household use. Not that, within therestrictions implosedl by a (difference of customs and habits, Japan-would not uise such goods, b~ut because thing's that to us are cheapwould, in Japan, on account of protective tariffs and a lower scaleof living, become almost luxzuries, andl could not complete with thehomemade articles. There are in Tlapan, of course, as in America,a large number of p~eop~le to whom ' importedl" is a fetish, and tothem, of course, pri~ce is a secondary consideration.

In. conclusion let this suggestion be offered: Advertising- is not thequick and easy road to success in Japan or any other foreign country,as many experimenters have found to their sorrow. Neither adver-tisinr, nor any one factor alone, will sell goods, nor is there a magicwant of any kind that the American exporting manufacturer canwave over Japan and the Far East and achieve successful results.Instead there will be required the same careful consideration andattention to the practices of sound merchandlising thiat have been.successful at home, together with special and (detailed adaptation toJapan as demanded by its different customs, habits, lnguag. nother basic considerations. 
, gean
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CHINA.

GENERAL INFORMATION.

AREA, POPULATION, AND CLIMATE.

The Republic of China, including its dependenciess of Manchuria,
Mongolia. and Tibet, covers an area of more than 4,300,000) square
miles, being considerably larger than the entire continental United
States. More than 50 different peoples and tribes, with a total esti-
mated population of 400,000,000, live in this vast stretch of country, '
but China proper (excluding Manchuria, Mongolia, andl Tibet),
while comprising only about one-third of this area, contains more than
nine-tenthis of the population. Going further, we find that even in
China prVoper (by which is meant its 18 Provinces) more than three-
fourths of the people live in one-third of the area. No reliable land
survey or census figures are available from governmental or other
sources, nor do any two estimates more than approximately agree as
to China's population, but we may accept the above estimates' as be-
inor sufficiently correct; for our purpose.

bwing to the scarcity of railways, the absence of roads, and the
custom of succeeding generations of Chinese remaining on the same
land for as long as a th~ousand years, one finds curious contrasts of
population concentration in different parts of the country. Along
the delta of the Pearl River at Canton and from Shanghai up thle
Yangtze liver for a hundred miles, as well as along the canals that
lead to these rivers, there are crowded so many tens of millions of
people that one is astonished at the dense crowds and teemling habita-
tions; there thle population per square miile. is not exceededl in any
country in the world. Far back in the interior away from rivers
and convenient waterways, and particularly in Mongolia, the popu-
lation is very scanty, not only because of the disinclination of the
people to leave their ancestral homes, but, as was mentioned above,
by reason of the absence of adequate transportation facilities and,
what is worse, the total lack of roads. In thousands of miles of
Chinese territory, footpaths are the only means of connection be-
tween towns, and, save ini North China, horse or mule vehicles of any
sort are never -seen.

Obviously, in so vast a country the variety of climate is also ex-
treme, ranging from the biting cold of the semiarid northern plains
to the semitropical southern country. For commercial purposes the
country may be considered as being divided into three* parts, with
the northern section tributary to cities like Peking andi Tientsin,
the southern part to the cities of Hongkong and Canton, and the
central and most important part centering in Shanghai, the metrop-
olis of China. It is in these and other treaty ports that the majority
of the 25,000 Americans, British, French, and other foreigners are
to be found.
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RESOURCES AND INDUSTRIES.

In sharp contrast to the hugeness of l'Chinai's area and lpopulationare the small units into which its activities are dlividled. Probably80 per cent of its people are farmers, cultivating no more than anacre of ground each ; its merchants conduct small shops that arelittle more tlmti " holes ill the wall "; its artisans, regardless of theirparticular handicraft, do their work with minute care while housed
in tiny "cubby-holes " that serve as both houses and shops.

Yet, though these farmers possess no modern implements and thehandicrafts are patiently wrought out with crude homemade tools,China is on the eve of what promises to be an amazing industrialawakening. Under its soil lie unlimitedl quantities of those basicindustrial' necessities, iron and coal; varying estimates regarding
the quantities available have been made, but the practical fact stands
out that the countrv is mining annually about 30,000,000 tons ofcoal and is lprI.dcing more than 500,000 tonts of pig iron every year.
It is probably the stupendous size of China and the fact that theeast proportion of its people are still small farmers, small artisans,or small merchants, that blinds us to this change that it is under-going. 'there are in China 45 cotton mills with 1,500,000 spindles,
and among other manufacturing industries that are becoming im-
portant in its modern industrial growtmabeeniedspad
inilcanne tries, cemenothn preparation of egg products, knit-tin milscanerescemnt ndbrick works, chemical works, elec-tric-light plants, glass and porcelain works, cold-storage plants, tan-neries oil mills, palmer mills, printing and lithographic works, rail-

way shops, rice hulling and cleaning mills, silk filatures, silk mills,
sugar refineries, tobacco factories, waterworks, and woolen factories.
Yet, with all this, less than one-half of 1 per cent of the people are
engaged in industry on more than a small-shop scale, and even with
a rapid speeding upi) of industrial life, it will be miany decades beforeChina is able to- supply more than a small fraction of its own needs
in manufactured goods. So, viewing, China to-dlay and for years tocome, we may think of it here andi for our purpose as a country
primarily of farmers and secondarily of small merchants and small
homne-cra ft workers.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.

Of all the countries of the Orient, China is the second largest pur-
chaser of American products, being surpseintarsecolyb
Japan. pse nta epc nybIn the total foreign trade (imports and exports) of China, which
in 1919 amounted in round figures to $1,750,000,000 United States
currency, Japan led with 37 per cent, Great Britain (including
I-ongkong) came second with 32 per cent, while the United States
was third with 10. per cent. The American share is, in reality, some-what larger than it appears to be, because a. considerable amount ofgoods shipped from or through Hongkong, Japan, and Canada is
actually American merchandise but is not credited to that source.
Mention should also be made of the fact that this 1Q1 per cent for the
United States represents an enormous increase in actual volume over
former ,years, and in percentage alone represents a doubling since1913, The bulk of this increase doubtless was gained from Qer-
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many-Japan and the United States heaving' secure(' nearly all of
this business. Also, while both Japan andh Great Britain lead.
America in China's foreign trade, the United States is first in the
number of lines and the diversity of products. But what is even
more encouraging is that for the Arist time the United States leads5 in
the foreign trade of Shanghai, the significance of this being better
understood when one is reminded that through Shanghai passes 40
per cent of China's entire foreign trade. There are many reasons for
this creditable showing, but probably the most important one is that
the United. States is now conducting its trade with (China directly
thoulgh the agencies of its own shipping and banking, and through

te300 American firms directly established in the field.W
China's principal imports are cotton goods andl cotton, metal prod-

ucts, machinery, electrical equipment, railway materials, kerosene,
lumber, sugar, marine products, dyes, tobacco, matches, leather, hard-
ware, and building materials. Its principal exports are silk, beans,
tea, vegetable oils, hidles and skins, 'wool, tallow, minerals, eggs and
egg products, wood oil, short-staple cotton, and bristles.

LANGUAGE.

There are really two distinct languages in China, the written andl
the spoken. The written language,, because of the almost universal
illiteracy of the people., is readt by less than 10 per cent; but at least it
is uniforin, being written in the colloquial style for the common
people and in the literary style for the educated class. There is, how-
ever, no common spoken language, but, instead, a score or more of
dialectss varying so widely that frequently two Chinese from differ-
ent parts of the country can not understand each other's speech. So,
for all practical considerations, they are not dialects but different lan-
guages. The only thing approaching a common tongue in China, is
the Mandarin dialect, which is spoken by more than half of the
people.

Even this brief outline tells only half the truth about the unwieldy
nature of the language. F or example: In the Pekingese official dial-
lect there are 420 monosyllables, each one of which has 105 different
meanings which are (determined by a, slight difference in pronuncia-
tion or by the association of one word with the word next to it. Thus
we have here the bewidering complexities of 44,000 or more words,
each of which when written has a distinct ideograph.1 To master the
language one has to learn what are, in effect, 44,000 written symbols,
instead of, as in English, 26 letters. A minimum of about 3,000 of
these ideographs or characters is necessary in order to read news-,
papers intelligently, and a very well-educated Chinese is able to read
and write about 20.000 of them.

Many attempts at reforming the language have been made. but
without much promise of success until recently when the new pho-
netic alphabet of 39 characters (with official support and taught in
the schools) made its appearance. Even newspapers are being
printed in it, and it is hoped that in time it will place reading and
writing within the reach of all the- Chinese, just as the adoption

' The Chinese language has no alphabet, but :consists of many thousands of ideograpim,
or "characters," as they are called, each one of which represents a picture, sound, or
syllable,
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' of the 54-letter alphabet has put education within the reach of themajority of the Japanese people.
H-owever, so far as the American advertiser's translation is con-cerned, these difficulties need not concern him, since the task of put-ting his English message into Chinese will be undertaken by nativecopy writers, as we shall see in a later chapter. The difficulties ofthe language and the changes it is undergoing aemnindhr

as attrs f gnerl iterstand to give the advertiser an ideaof the reason for the general illiteracy of the Chinese people, buir-(dened as they are with a language the reading of which, with anydegree. of ease, is quite beyond the hope of any except a very few.
CURRENCY AND BANKING.

Because of the widespread interest in, but general ignorance of,the subject of Chinese currency, a broad Youtlirie of the topic at thispoint may b~e interesting and helpful. Yet despite the fact thatthis currency is the most chaotic mixture of unrelated mediums ofexchange that has ever existed in any one country, it need notgreatly discourage and certainly need not deter the American ex-p)orte~r in undertaking to do business with China, since his financialtransactions will be handled through importers and. Americanbanks in China.
There is, first of all, the " cash," a small copper coin which is thecommon medlium- of exchange for the everyday transactions of thecommon people ; it has a hole punched in the center through which.a string as passed in lots of one hundred or more. It takes about2,000 of these battered disks, some of which have, been used for athousand years or more, to equal an American dollar; they repre-sent such infinitesimal values that they are not used in any~ foreigntrade transactions, nor, indeed, do Americans or other foreignersever use them for any purpose. There is also the "copper," ofwhich there are from 140 to 170 to the " Mex." dollar, dependingupon the day's rate of exchange and the city in which the exchangeis mnade; labor in Shanghai and some other cities is paid in thesecoppers, but this coin does not enter into our consideration.Then comes the greatest~ complication of all, taels versus dollars.The tael, in which all foreign and large local financial transactionsare calculated, is not a coin at all, but an ounce of silver, 50 of whichtire made into a lump which is stamped by the agency that issues it.Nor is there uniformity in the value, of the taels of different Chinesecities, each one varying from the others, according to the fineness of* the silver used. Thus a Shnga tael has a value different from thatof a Ilankow tael. If one bank owes another $10,000, it can not payin dollars but in taels, and these stamped lumps of silver are draggedthrough the streets in wheelbarrows. Sixteen different Chinese citieshave tael's named after them, and no two kinds of taels have the samevalue.

We now come to the dollar, commonly called " Mex.," which isthe currency used locally by foreigners in China. There are manykinds of dollars, such as the Hiongkong, Mexican, Yuan, Peiyang, andothers, and these have not the same value. Thus, if one starts out with,
sange t00 Hongong dollars and does' not spend them but merely ex-chnestemrom one local currency to another in going from city
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to city, the exchange which each native lbanker or money changer
clinlrges will entirely consume the original amount. However, for
,ill lpractical p~urposes, either the Yuan or the Mexican, dollarr is worth
a full dollar in nearly every large place where the traveler is likely to
go; however, not manly und.e -take to carry the burden of several thlou-
sand of these silver dollars in, their travels from city to city. There
are also smaller silver coins, nominally 10 and 20 cent pieces, though
actually their value varies from clay today with the price of silver.
Thus one may receive 11 or 12 ten-cent pieces in exchange for a dollar,
and, also, in return for each 10-cent piece may receive 11 or 12 copper
cents.

Silver is the basis of all currency computations in Chlina. Nor are
there any hank notes except the depreciated ones issuedl by Chinese
banks and the ones issued by American, British, French, and other
foreign banks andl accepted at par in all cities in China where such
banlKs have branches. W

To give the reader an idea of the relative values of the tael as comn-
p~aredl with the dollar, mention may be made that the Yuan (dollar is
worth about two-thiirdls of a IlIaikwcan tael.

Joially, a dollar in China could be bought for $0.43 in T'lited
States money, bunt so tremendous were the fluctuations and rise in the
price of silver (luring the war that at one time it cost $1.30 U~nited
States currency to buy a Chinese dollar-this representing three times
the normal value.

It would lie well to bear in mind also that the dollar in China is
always written with the mark "$" before it, the same as in Unitedl
States currency.

As has been pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, all these
apparently inextricable m-azes of the Chinese monetary system needle
not (deter prospective exporters from entering the field, as the smatter
of exchange and payment is conveniently computed and made lby the
importer or American branch bank in C~hina.

There are many hundreds of native banks in China., hut the scopeC
of their operations is generally so limited and their methods ar~e so
primitive that their service is entirely restricted to financing small
local enterprises and to money lending on a small scale; they also act
as money (changers.

Ijowvever, even in Chinese banking circles sonic very interesting de-
velopmnents are taking place, and an increasing number of these banks
are now financingenterprises of no mean proportions. Also, during
1920 Chinese and American financial interests combined to form what
promises to develop into an important link: in the trade chain between
the two countries, and the hanks which they opened in Shanghai and
Tientsin. met with encouraging success from the very start.

In addition to this Chinese-American establishment, many power-
ful American banks have large branches in all the important Chinese
cities, as have also thme British, French, Japanese, and other financial
interests, and it is through these well-known banks that practically
all the American and other foreign-trade exchange operations with
China are carried on.

TRANSPORTATION.

The greatest single hindrance to China's commercial advancement
is its lack of means of communication, particularly transportation,
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Its railway mileage is only 6,500 (4as compared with 265,000 miles in
the United States), and even Canton is not yet connected withPeking lby rail. In all of China there are only a few hundred milesx of highways or roads, so that, aside from these and the streets in the
foreign settlements in a few of the cities, animal-drawn vehicles arenever seen. Coolies pulling carts or pushing wheelbarrows, or withloads suspended from poles on their shoulders, are the commonest
methods of transporting goods in China. Yet, despite unlimited sup-
plies of this man labor, which is the cheapest in the world, the costof transportation is from 10 to 20 times as high in China as it is in
the United States.

Ponies, mules, and camels are employed as pack animals in theextreme north. Canals, which crisscross the country like a network
in some places, provide an important means of communication, yetin many places these have been permittedl to become silted up; eventhe Grand Canal, running straight through the heart of China for900 miles, has been neglected; formerly the tribute fleet of 4,000 boatsladen with rice for Peking made its way to the capital through this
canal, which is now being dredged and improved by American
engineers.

There can b~e little do~aibt that the greatest single need of Chinato-day is improved transportation facilities, both railways and roads.In the encouragement to build them, Chiina* possesses one great ad-vantage over the United States, where railways preceded lO ua
tion and, indeed, were constructed to open up new territory and
attract people to it. In China, on the other hand, in tens of thou-sands of square miles, where railways are a crying needle, some places
have a population of nearly 1,000 to the square mile. They arecompletely shut off from the world; their wheat, coal, and otherproducts are practically valueless to them, and, receiving nothing
for these, they can buy no foreign products in return.

The construction of adequate railways and the unifying of its
chaotic currency system are China's two most pressing needs, and amost hopeful indication of the recognition of this fact is seen in theorganization in 1920 of the Consortium of American, British,French, and.Japanese bankers, with these two projects as their pri-mary consideration.

CUSTOMS TARIFF AND " LIKIN."

There is no prohibitive tariff standing in the way of the exporter
who does business with China, nor is there any preferential treat-ment accorded one nation as against another. Imports into Chinafrom all, countries are treated on the same basis, paying 5 per centad valorem, plus 24 per cent if intended' for nontreaty ports in the
interior.

Exports from China pay the same duty a~s imports, which fact ismerely mentioned in passing as of general interest but with no direct
bearing on our subject.

Another much-discussed matter of general interest that is butvaguely understood is "likin." In brief it means that China isdivided into scores of zones cut off by tariffs, and its effect is to pe-nalize Chinese products as they pass from one city or Province to
another. For example: Yalu lumber, cuit on Chinese territory, pays
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duty five times, amounting to 20 per cent of the market value, before
it can enter Peking. Incredible as it may seem, China thus discrimi-
nates against its own native products.

MANNER OF CONDUCTING BUSINESS.

The distinctive features that characterize Chinese trade are (1)
the import (and export) houses called thongss," (2) the comprador,
and (3) the Chinese merchant. Let us consider each of these as
briefly as the importance of the subject will permit.

The importing house (we are not concerned here with exports from
Chiina) may, so far as its importing and selling are concerned, buy
for its own account or act merely as a selling agent.

Through these houses, or hongs, are imported practically all
of the foreign goods that reach China. They are principally Ameri-
can, British, or Japanese, the Chinese merchant as a rule not having
developed to the point where he does business directly with foreign
countries on a large scale; in this respect hie is unlike the Japanese,
who is inclined to purchase directly on his own account.

The Chinese seems quite content to buy of these hongs through
the latter's Chinese comprador, of which important individual we
shall speak later.

Now and then one sees an American salesman, accompanied by an
interpreter, calling directly on the native trade with the purpose of
getting in touch wN ith actual conditions or of satisfying himself that
no important avenues for sales are being neglected.. In the last
analysis, however, such business must pass through the hong that acts
as his importing or selling agent, unless his firm establishes a branch
office.

Outside of Shanghiai and other large cities, there are comparatively
few foreign (American or European) retail stores, and these are
devoted to clothing, jewelry, or drugs ; the bulk of the retail mner-

chants are ChMinese, not merely because they are natural and skillful
traders, but because their customers are nearly all Chinese.

Thus far we have spoken only of import houses selling a variety
of lines. In the event that the American exporting manufacturer
has a branch office ini China,-it is, broadly speaking, only an import
house specializing on the sale of one line of goods. Instead of repre-
senting and selling 50 different kinds, it sells one kind.. Or, in the
case of a cooperating branch office representing a number of American
manufacturers, it sells their goods exclusively without division of
interest. Obviously, the branch office (and, after that, the cooperative
office engaged in, selling similar and related but noncompeting lines)
is the way to get the best results. Naturally, such offices will be in
charge of American factory representatives. If the prospective busi-
ness will not justify such concentrated representation, the next (and
indeed .the only) channel open is that of the hong or import house
described above, which will either buy on its own account, as the
needs arise, or act as the selling representative of the manufacturer.

Whatever the decision of the manufacturer, his selling representa-
tion in China should be American. If he is going to conduct his dis-
tribution through an importing house, say, in Shanghai, it would be
well. for him to send a capable factory representative there and let
him choose the agency right on the ground.. Whether hie does this or
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FIG. 11.-NEW TYPE OF MODERN ARCHITECTURE USED BY CHINESE SHOPS IN
LARGE CITIES.

FIG. 12.-SMALL CHINESE SHOP OF THE BETTER CLASS.
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FIG. 13.-CHINESE STORE IN SHANGHAI.

This is typical of thousands of native shops.
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FIG. 14.-CHINAWARE MERCHANT, PEKING.



not, the American banks with branches in the principal Chinesetreaty ports can and are willing to render invaluable assistance bygiving specialized advice as to the best outlet ; frequently a small b tactive agency is better than a, large one. Above all, the manufacturershould not go at this matter helter-skelter as so many have done dur-ing the " rush " years of the war. Let him remember that China is avast country, and that he should have representation not merely inShanghai, but also in Tientsin (for the north) and in Hongkong orCanton (for the south). If possible, let i;s own factory representa-tive visit and work with these agencies at f -, tient intervals, andl notbe content with merely appointing them and then trusting to their
While the writer was in Shanghai, a friend of his there received arequest from a small oil company in California:, which referred himto "its representativee" Upon investigation, the representative inquestion turned out to be a school-teacher living in an inconsp~icuousboarding house. le knew nothing either about oil or the Chinesemarket, but had requested and received the "representation" with-out any inquiry from the manufacturer as to his fitness.Auiother example will emphasize the importance of having onlyAmericans representing United States enterprises in China. A largeAmerican oil company, seeking to enter the field quickly, selected asits selling agent in China one of the largest non-American housesthere. All went well until the Chinese boycott against business ofthis particular foreign nationality began, and within a month. not a,dollar's worth of this American oil was being sold. Rg alizing themistaken selling policy, this American company opened its ownbranchles and is slowly recovering the business that was taken awayfromt it almost overnight.

The comps ador performs a unique function in Chinese trade, andfew' unlortig or branch houses have been able to dispense entirelywith his services. le is, in effect, a go-betwee~n who is so thoroughlyin touch with Chinese buyers that hie acts not only as a sort of salesmanager but is the salesman himself; h~e usually receives a salary plusa small commission. But hie is more than a salesman; he is credit manlas well and guarantees the accounts of his Chinese customers, so thatif any of them neglect to meet their obligations, hie makes good theirfailures. Thus the comprador acts as an invaluiable point of contactbetween the East and the lWest; he is interpreter, salesman, andcredit man all in one. Hie is bonded (as is also the "shroff" or cashierwhom hie employs), yet so strong is the tradition of personal honorand pride with him and so profitable are his business dealings that thebond, is the least of the obligations that hold him.. Seldom does onerepudiate his agreements, and rare indeed are the compradors whohave fled leaving the importer to " hold the bag." There have beenmany protests against the extravagances and uncertainties of thissystem; many have protested against its costs dlue to extortionatecommissions exacted; others have objected to it on the ground that itgave the comprador the "whiphiand" over the importer, since onlyhe dealt with the Chinese merchant and he could---and sometimes(lid-engage to act as comprador for a rival importer. Also, coin-1)radors have been known to band together to control the market.Yet granting all this, the fact remains that this system will continue
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to be usedl in China until such time as the foreign importer is as
closely in touch with prospective buyers as the comuprador, can sell to
them as effectively, and has as complete credit :information.

Two of the largest American selling organizations in China-
one specializing in the marketing of cigarettes and the other in
kerosene-hiave entirely eliminated the comprador. But they have
been in the field many years and have their own American repre-
sentatives who can deal directly with the Chinese because they
speak the language and know the customs of the country. These
two companies require their Chinese agents (who carry stock and
are really jobbers) to post a cash bond and title deeds. These Chi-
nese agents have their own salesmen who visit and sell to the small V:
Chinese shops scattered all over the country. Foreign (American)
salesmen are prohibited by law from selling to Chinese dealers out-
side of treaty-port cities, but avoid a direct infringement of the
law by visiting the dealers in company with the Ohinese agents'
salesmen.

Other large American houses have also relegated the comprador to
a less important position and deal directly with the Chinese mer-
chant, accepting as security, in the absence of reliable credit infor-
mation, a deposit or "bargain money,"' as it is called, to guarantee
the contract.

Thus we see that the importer or sales agent in- China escapes
from dependence on the compuador just in prop)ortion as he learns
the language and customs and consequently the sales possibilities
and credit limitations of the Chinese merchants.

Also, the dependence on the comprador will gradually lessen as
advertising mediums such as Chinese trade journals reach out to the
thousands of small merchants. But with the prsn eelpeto
adetsn nCinta saln okaeThe Chinese merchant is the final channel through which all

foreign merchandise reaches the Chinese consumers. Aside fromd
a comparatively few European or American stores in Shanghai or
Hlongkong, all the retail outlets, both in the big cities and in the
small towns, are in the hands of Chinese merchants. They buy
from samples or even from catalogues if the goods are well known
to them, but, being canny and even suspicious, they prefer to see
the goods themselves. Mlost of their stores are very small, being
hardly more than "one-man" shops; the merchants are not pro-
gressive, and make no attempt to create a demand or to stimulate
trade. They follow the well-worn grooves made by the customs of
the generations that have preceded them, and nothiing outside of a
direct demand from their customers for a new article could pursuade
them to stock it. True to their traditions, they will buy whatever
p~r, mises to turn them a profit, regardless of whether it is of Chinese,
European, or American make. It is to these merchants that the com-
pradors sell the foreign goods. There are, of course, the Chinese-
owned and managed department stores at Canton, Ilongkong, and
Shanghai; these stores, strange to say, are not the result of a 'slow
growth, but are such an amazing leap forward that they can be com-
p)rehended only by one who has seen them and compared them with
the bazaars andi "small shops that surround them. Some of them are
10 stories in height, and cover more than half a block. They have
attractive plate-glass windows, broad aisles, inviting displays of
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goods, elevators, and even roof gardens containing .ea rooms andlmotion-picture theaters. Some of them deliverr goods by motortruck, which is as surprising in China as would have been'(eatmen-stredeliveries by airplane in the United S tates in 1910.Also, all. their goods bear price togs, and the prices are .maintained.Knowing that no oriental likes to be deprived of the pleasure ofhaggling over a price, regardless of the amount hie may save, thewriter asked the Chinese manager of a lHongkong department storewhether there were not some occasions when the tagged prices werediscounted ; to which he replied that very 01(1 and very importantcustomers sometimes got a 5 per cent rebate on their purchases ifthey applied to him in person. From which one mnay safely inferthat fixed prices have at least made a start in China.
PRINCIPAL BUSINESS CENTERS.

First of all, the reader must be reminded thait, vnihywseto do so, Americans and other foreigners ar eno f the wishednbusiness outside of the 48 "treaty ports" where special trading privi-leges have been granted them.
China covers a vast area, but, so far as the American exporter isconcerned, there are only three distinct trading zones-the south,with either Canton or Hlongkong as the focal point ; the north, withTientsin (the port for Peking) as the trade center; and, for centralChina, Shanghai, through which passes 40 per cent of the entireforeign trade of the country. Dairen, a free port lying at the tipend of Manchuria, has become very important since 1915; it is, how-ever, leased; Japanese territory and, as a result of the extreme activityon their part, it is economically and commercially dominated by theJapanese, and as such is more a part of Japan than of China.Ports such as Amoy, Swatow, Chefoo, and others specialize par-ticularly in exporting native Chinese products, and comparativelyfew foreigners have perm~anent business or residence quarters .there..It is with Canton, Tientsin, Hankow (600 miles, up the YangtzeRiver from Shanghai), and particularly Shanghai, the commercialmetropolis of China, that the American exporter is concerned.Strange as it may seem, Canton, Tientsin, and Shanghai have nodeep-sea harbors at all, but all lie up muddy, winding, and shallowrivers, these positions having originally been selecte( oxy the Chinese" as a protection against attack by roving pirates. 'With care, theriver leading to Shanghai (population 1,500,000) (., navig abl byocean-going liners except those of the largest size--these latteranchoring at 'Woosung, whence their cargo is lightered up the remain-* ing 14 miles to Shanghai. Canton (population 2,000,000) can notbe reached by steamers of more than 10-foot draft. Tientsin (popu-

s noiigkoig, a British Crown colony, is an Island lying Ayithin sight of the coast, ofChina. and only 70 nilles from. Canton, and is the most important transshipment pointfor goods destined for the Interior of, South China. Aside from Tsingtau and D7airen(both of which are held by the Japanese), it Is the only deep-sea harbor on the C hinacoast, and both importers and exporters usually h ve their principal office for SouthChina in l-otigkong, with possibly a branch in Canon. :Hongkong is a free port, andgoods shipped from there into China pay the same Import duty as though they came froma foreign country. Politically Hlongkong Is, of course, British, but commercially It is notonly a part of China but' dominates nil the southern part o'f the country. 'Thirty percent of the entire foreign trade of Chinia passes through it, this volume 'Of business beingexceeded only by Shanghai. In very few discussions of China Is this Important pointproperly emphasized, possibly because of the stressing of the technical niceties ot thecase to the disadvantage of the praclienil facts involved
a
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lation 1,000,000) is icebound two months of the year, and even during
the favorable seasons, and at high tide, vessels drawing more than
14 feet can not cross Tatku bar.' Three hours by rail from Tientsin
is Peking, the capital of China; it has changed but little since it was
founded in 1121 B. C. and, save in its superficial aspects, is wholly
untouched by foreign influences; it has only two kinds of business,
Government and retail, and as a trade center for the average importer
is of negligible importance.

Viewed from almost any angle, Shanghai is the most important
city in China, its commercial preeminence being chiefly due. to the
fact that it lies at the mouth of the Yangtze River, the valley of which
contains a p)opulation of approximately 200,001000, which is half
of the entire population of the country. Through this city passes
40 per cent of the entire foreign trade of the country, and inl it are
found the chief importing and advertising activities of China.

Shanghai, like man other Chinese treaty ports, really consists of
two cities-the native and the foreign. Thel1 native city, with its
population of more than 1,000,000, has the narrow, crooked streets,
the bazaar-like shops, the good-natured andl noisy populace, as well
as the general disorder (though less of the uncleanliness) that char-
acterize all Chinese cities. The foreign city, on the other hand, is
that curious anomaly found only in China, in which foreigners dle-
siring to establish permanent places for trading purposes, yet finding
China unable to protect them, demanded and received the right to
build their own cities on Chinese territory. In cities like Tientsin,
Ilankow, and others, the principal European nations as well as the
Japanese have, in this way, built their owtin settlements or " conces-
sions," as they are called; each concession is ruled and policed by its
own nationals, so that as one rides through mile or so of the streets
the only indication showing whether one is in British, Russian, or
Japanese territory (and formerly, also, German and Austrian terri-
tory) is the uniform of the police or soldiers along the way. In
these concessions the various nationals have their offices, -warehouses,
and residences. In. Shanghai, however, there is not this bewildering
array of individual concessions, the foreign city there consisting of
the International Settlement-in which are found the British,
.Americans, Japanese, and others-and the French Settlement. In
these two settlements the foreigners in Shanghai have built their
business houses and homes, so that aside from the population, which
is still mostly Chinese, they have all the appearances of being Euro-
pean. *What with broad, well-paved streets, modern office buildings,
tram cars, thousands of automobiles, and other conveniences ce
manded by the Americans and Europeans, one might forget that one
was in China were it not for the streams of Chinese who do business
or seek protection there and the hialf-naked, patient coolies whio by
thousands push their cumbrous wheelbarrows, or pull heavy carts,
or in other ways perform the labor required.

More than 2,000 Americans live in Shanghai, and about 150 Anieri-
can firms maintain: their principal offices there; the leading English-
language publications are issued there, as well as the most important

a As an instance of the high cost of coastwise shipping in China this fact speaks for
itself : that the cost of cargo spacee in steamers between Shanghai and Tientsin nearly
equals the freight charges all the way from either San Francisco or London to Shanghai.
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Chinese newspapers. There are centralized also the offices of the
important adlvertisers.

So far as it can be done at all, selling andl advertising for the rich-
est part of China can be-conducted from Shanghai Following it,though of much less importance, is Hongkong, which is not oniy
British in ownership but in the direction of most of its importing
and exporting activities.. Aside from banks and three large selling
organizations there-only one of which is a general importing
house-American interests have made little headway in Hongkong,.
most of this business passing through British hands. There is nlo
railway communication between Hongkong and Shanghai; travel by
sea takes from two to three days. Tientsin is the chief trade center
for North China, and import houses usually have a branch office there,
or, in the absence of sufficient business to justify it, use their prin-
cipal office in Shanghai as the point from which to cover North
China. Because of the comparative nearness and the railway com-

' inications between the two cities, advertising for Tientsin may be
handled from Shanghai. Hlankow the fourth business center, is 600)
miles up the Yangtze River from shanghai ; there is no railway be-
tween these two cities, but excellent river steamers make the up-trip
in 3? days. lankow is the chief industrial city of China as well as
a* busy exporting center for the products of a vast and undevelopedl
hinterland ; its importing activities, however, are not nearly so impor-
tant; and, from an advertising viewpoint, it may be considered a part
of the district centering in Shanghai.

TWO MARKETS. FOREIGN AND NATIVE.

It was the Chinese who gave the first New England merchants the
name of " Yankee," which means " foreign men.'

Let us look at these people a little more closely for a moment and
try -to visualize their civilization, so that we may the better appraise
them and the market they afford for foreign goods.

First of all, there is no such thing as caste in China, in either a
broadh or a narrow sense. They are essentially a businesslike people
in their practical, material outlook; they have a keen sense of humor
and are even inclined to jest under difficulties; they have an inordi-
nate curiosity and love of gossip and, with all the proverty of the
lives of most of them, believe that they can become rich by their own
efforts.

Further along in this report, in the chapters dealing with copy
and the bearing that Chinese superstitions, customs, and habits have.
in the gauging of the advertising appeal, we shall have occasion to
speak at some length of the curious twists many of their beliefs take
and, in doing so, shall try to show the striking contrasts they present
to ourselves.

Let uts now get clearly in mind the classes that form the buying
public in China. We may conveniently divide it into two groups-
(1) the 150,000 foreigners, or, excluding the Russians and Xapanese,
the 25,000 Europeans and Americans; (2) the 400,000,000 Chinese
themselves. With the first group we are but little concerned., for, de-
spite their high average purchasing power, they represent so infini-
tesimal a portion of the market as to be negligible. With the second
group, however, we are concerned; roughly speaking, we may divide
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them into three classes: (a) The mandarins, the officials, and in gen-
eral the governing classes; they can be numbered by tens of thousands.
perhaps, and, while comparatively few in number, have great wealth
and tremendous buying power. (6b) The merchants, business men,
teachers, professional men, etc. ; much greater in number than the
class above, they have, of course, less purchasing power per capita,
but are probably the single most influential class, both for their own
purchases and the ones they influence. These tw'o classes comprise
the literates. (c) The farmers and particularly the millions of cool-
ies, who, living on the bare edge of existence, have so little purchas-
ing power per capita that it can hardly be measured, yet who in the
aggregate hold the purse strings of China in their hands; they are,
almost wholly illiterate and comprise that 90 per cent or more of
Chinese who can not read or write. This classification represents, of
course, quite general subdivisions, which may overlap at the edges,but, for getting a bird's-eye view of the social and economic status of >
the Chinese lpeop~le, it will serve.

LITERACY AND PURCHASING POWER.

Whly is it that, (lesp~ite its widespread illiteracy and low per capita
imports,4 China still attracts the foreign trader? Why is it that he
tempts himself with hypothetical and at times amusing surmises, such
as "if only 25 ) per cent of the Chinese could be persuaded to wear
shoes," or " if only each of the 400,000,000 would buy one stick of
chewing gum?" The reason why the prospect of selling goods to
China provokes such queries is because even the slightest modification
in the prevailing mode of life is capable of creating ain enormous
market, and, with the entire social structure in a state of flux and
progress, trade possibilities are limitless. It is true that the coolie
who earns 20 to 30 cents a day complains not of the high cost of
living but that " rice is dear," for the reason that rice is almost the
only thing that lie buys every day and he measures all costs by what
is most familiar to him. Yet that same coolie is buying cigarettes
made from American tobacco, and lie is buying American kerosene--
things unknown to him 20 years ago--simply because they have ap-
pealed to his taste or his need, and because they have been presented
to him attractively, in small packages, within his means, and their
"chops" (trade-marks) have been made known to him through ad-
vertising. There are hundreds of items such as these whose sales can
be expanded indefinitely within the space of a few years as China's
industrial life grows, simply because people are there to produce or
consume in unlimited quantities.

It is true that less than 10 per cent of the Chinese are literate, and
that only 1 per cent of them, are enrolled in schools, as compared with
20 per cent in the United States. But even the illiterate coolie can
readt a few characters on a shop front or label and has been taught
to buy his oil and cigarettes by advertised trade-marks, and. the 1
per cent of Chinese in schools means that 4,000,000 children are re-

' As indicating the low average of China's purchasing power for foreign goods, in con-
trast with other countries of the Far East, thle per en pita imports for the prewar year
of 10113 were : China. $1.06: India, $1.53; Japan, $0.60. Even in 1918, when exchangewas on an unusually favorable basis for imports into China, its per cap~ita purchases from
abroad rose to only $1.75.
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ceiving a, ruim~entary education such as very few Chinese childIren.
enjoyed afew years ago..

This buying power of 400,000,000 people, hluge in the aggregate yet
low in its present per capita amount, awaits the stimulus of trans-
portation and industrialism-the factors that brought Japan for-ward in a. fewe years from mnedievalism to modernity. Ale have al-
ready pointed to the industrial awakening that China is ju~st begin-ning to experience, which will enable the country to sell the products
of its soil and labor and, correspondingly, to b)uy the foreign goods
that its people can be taught to want, buHt at present can not alford to
purchase.

A BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF CHINESE ADVERTISING.

In walking through almost any Chinese city, one's first impression
is that it is a huge bazaar with the outstanding features of banners,flags, and signs, and that the bulildings are of qulite secondary im-
portance. One suspects, too--and closer inspection confirms the sus-
picion-that these thousands of highly decorated, flags and bannerscarry advertisements of one kind or another. And so they do, even
if no more than the name of the shop. Gaudily colored posters, con-
sisting of a simple picture and a few Chinese characters, cover wallsand fences, and indeed are found in every place where " sniping "
can be done. Posters of one kind or another constitute the single
most wisely used and most important advertising medium in China.
It is with primitive, easy-to-understand methods such as these, as
well as with parades and gifts of puzzles, calendars, or kites, all.
bearing advertisements, that the advertiser reaches the common peo-
ple of China. Even some of the junks and sampans on the Yangtz-River have advertisements painted on their sails. The ancient cus-tom of itinerant story tellers going from place to place still obtains
here, and they, instead of the " movies," furnish tl e only relief from
a humdrum life that the country people know. But even these story-
tellers have been turned to advantage by the advertisers, and many of
them may be heard weaving into their tales the stories of new brands
of cigarettes or kerosene or whatever the advertiser has paid them
to tell about.

The American who wants to reach the masses of China with his
product must completely readjust his entire idea of what advertisingis since the crude poster and still cruder " ballyhoo" methods (allofwhich will be discussed in detail in other sections of this book)
must form the backbone of his campaigns.

For selling higher-class articles, there are of course other means to
be used in conjunction with or separate from these outdoor methods.There are, for example, the mails, which are invaluable as a means of
reaching those who can read; they are particularly important because
any written message is regarded as almost sacred "by the Chinese and
is never thrown away.

As to publications : Ten years ago there were a. scant handful,despite the invention and use of movable types in China 500 years
before their invention in Europe. To-day there are some 400 pub-
lications of one kind or another. They include certain dailies and
weeklies in the English language, published by British or American
interests and intended almost wholly for the European and Americahi
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residIents andl for the '^oinpIaratively few Chinese who prefer to get
their news in a foreign iangtiage. Alost of these 400 publications are,
however, Chinese dIailies. They come and go with startling fre-
quiency, and while many of them are little more than political orans
of ambitious Chinese politicians (and as such lead a precarious life),
there are a good many excellent ones. The best of these vernacular
dailies, some of which were established 30 years or more ago, are
published in Shanghai, and the leaders each have bona fide circuila-
tions in excess of the total of all the English-language dailies in
China. A few of the English-languiage and a score or more of the
Chinese-language publications are under Japanese control or
(lirection.-

Advertising is not nearly so well organized in China as it. is in,
Japan, andl with its present development it would be impossible to
arrange for it or place it from the United States except through somec
kind of intermediary in. China. There are a number of advertising
agencies there, 1)oth (hinese and foreign; one particularly capable
agency under American direction is located in Shanghai.

Before the war the (emans and Japanese were the most aggres-
sive advertisers in China. Indeed, the Germans continued their gyen-
eral publicity efforts (despite the fact that they had no goods to,
sell) until 1917, when the Chinese Government ordered them stopped;
the Japanese were extremely active with both newspaper and poster
advertising until the boycott of May, 1919, closed all Chinese publica-
tion channels to them. The British have never done much advertis-
ing to the Chinese consumer, and the French have done even less.
American advertising until very recently was largely limited to the
efforts of a few houses with active sales organizations in the field,
which were supported by consumer advertising; during 1919 and
1920 a considerable number of new American advertisers began
modest campaigns. on a " try-out " basis.

The largest single advertiser in China is the Britishi-American
Tobacco Co., known familiarly as the " B. A. T." Under British
management, its advertising is in the hands of Americans; its yearly
publicity and sales-promotion expenditures reach about $1,800,00

2ex., ot which less than 10 per cent is expended in newspapers and
other publications, the remainder being devoted to posters, calendars,
premiums, displays for dealers, etc. They have their own poster
plant, and outdoor advertising constitutes the backbone of their
appeal to the Chinese masses. They make and sell but one prod-
uct-cigarettes-and, as regards the marketing of one article, 'their
large and efficient publicity department in Shanghai is better
acquainted with the avenues and uses of advertising than any organ-
zation in China. A few of the large general import houses in
Shanghai have their own advertising departments, but no one of
them seems to have delved dee ply into the problem of using advertis-
ing as a means of reaching China "from top to bottom " with a.
variety of products.

NEWSPAPERS' AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS.
GENERAL REVIEW.

Mention has already been made that there are some 400 publications
of all kinds in China; these 'include dailies, weeklies, monthlies, and
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even occasional pamphlets in Chinese, English, French, Japanese,
Russian, and other languages. At the very outside not more than 10
per cent of them are worth our consideration, and they are printed
in either Chinese or English ; the best- of them are published in
Shanghai, those of lesser importance in Tientsin and Canton, and
the still smaller ones in other cities. Roughly speaking, we maydivide these publications (possibly 40 in number) into three gen-
eral groups for further consideration- (1) leading Chinese news-
papers with circulations of 10,000 to 30,00; (2) secondary Chinese
newspapers; (3) English-language publications.

CHINESE NEWSPAPERS AT CLOSE RANGE.

Aside from a few vernacular papers in Shanghai and Hlongkong,
the entire Chinese press has grown up since the fall of the Manchus
in 1911. With that fact in mind and the further fact that China has

" not enjoyed the benefits of a stabilized government, it is not surr-
prising that its political chaos is reflectedl in the newspapers. With-
out any tradition of journalism (there are no trained Chinese jour-
nalists) and with an innate penchant for politics, it is not strange
that the Chinese in these few years have developed newspapers that
are, with scarcely an exception, wholly political. *Without capable
business mnagvemnent and depending for their support not upon ad-
vertising and subscription revenue~ but upon political subsidies, they
not only lead a precarious existence, coming and going almost over-
night, but are subljected to the whims of opposing political parties,
leading to frequent suppressions. W~e are speaking here not of the
few very excellent Chinese papers that are creditable in almost every
way, but of the rank and file of the overwhelming majority of them.
So intertwined are they -with the curious political econiplexities of
the country that it is difficult to describe them apart from these con-
nections. .A very few hundred dollars can start a paper in China,
and as a consequence e,- ery political aspirant and everyone with a
grudge either buys an exis:ting daily or starts one, Every organiza-
tion and every guild in Chinla has onec ,even the Beggars' Guild in
Canton being represented in the publishing field. So well recognizedis this tendency that the announcementl of a certain treaty-port
daily that " Our subsidy from having ceased, we will hlence-
for th be an independent organ" caused no more than a temporary
surprise.

Another unfortunate development that is possibly inseparable from
these early stages of Chinese newspaperdom is the habit of regis-
tering their publications with a. foreign consulate. A word on this
subject may not be amiss at this point, particularly since the nominal
or claimed ownership of so many newspapers in China is often.
merely a cloak to disguise their real: identity, or serves as a means
of placing them outside the reach of the law which Chinese politicians
invoke to silence opposition papers. Stated as briefly as possible,
the method and meaning of registration with foreign consulates on
the part of Chinese publishers is this: The foreign consuls in China
permit a publisher to register his publication with them as though
it were the bona-fide property of one of their own nationals; the
publisher's purpose in doing this is to place himself under the ex-
traterritorial protection enjoyed by the foreigner, amid thus avoid
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stippression by or annoyance from his own countrymen. Having
thus placed himself under what really becomes a sort of obligaltionl,
the publisher not infrequently modifies mterially his editorial policy
and, to discharge is obligation, defends or indirectly favors the
particular interests of the country in whose consulate his prop-
erty is registered. The American and British consulates require
indisputable proof that 51 per cent or more of the actual ownership
of the publication seeking protection is held by American or British
subjects, and thus lessen the likelihood of abuse. Other foreign
consuls are not so strict in their interpretations, one nationality in
particular being very liberal in the protection extended to Chinese
publishers seeking registration. It is therefore important for the
prospective American advertiser to satisfy himself as to the actual
ownership of a Chinese newspaper before selecting- it to carry his
advertising message.

With this background, which will indicate something of the strug-
gle that the newspapers in Chinat are undergoing in an effort to gain
a foothold, let ius consider such phases of them as have particular
reference to advertising.

We have already saidl that Shanghai is the commercial metropolis
of China. Nothing could more clearly demonstrate that fact than
its Chinese newspapers, which are by far the best in the country.
Shanghai's three leading papers, which are the Shun Pao, the Sin
Wan P~ao, and the Shih Pao, each have daily circulations of some
30,000 (which actually means ten or twenty times as many readers, as
we shall presently explain), whereas it is doubtful whether Canton,
Tientsin, or Peking, with their 30 dailes -each, can boast of more
than one or two apiece with circulation reaching. 10,000. In all of
these cities, even including Shanghai, the common run of dailies
seldom reach a circulation of more than 3,000, and not infrequently
they have even less. Peking, for example, with 30 dailies, more or
less (they are continually coming and going), has about six news-
paper presses for printing them.

W1e have said that not iywre than 10 per cent of the 400 publica-
tions of China could be of the remotest interest to American ad-
vertisers. The only exception to this would be the patent-medicine
advertisers ; a, number of these use as many as 100 vernacular papers,
the space of which they buy at very low rates. But for the average
advertiser, 30 Chinese papers would cover the field generously.

In other sections of this 'report we have discussed the language
difficulties of China, calling attention to the fact that while the
spoken and written tongues are quite separate and distinct, axt least
the written language is uniform throughout the country and can be
read by all who are literate. The so-called " literary " written
language is the one in which nearly all newspapers and other print-
ing appear. On the other hand, there is coming into very recent
use what is now called the " colloquial newspaper," -which, as its
name implies, is printed in the every-day speech of the common
people. So popular has it become that at score or more of the smaller
dailies are now using it, and, with its wider appeal to the people at
large, it bids fair to become the means whereby the newspapers may
vastly widen the field of their appeal and thereby increase their
Jvalue as advertising mediums. It is true that most of these "col-
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CHINA. 61
Joquiai newspapers" are only one-quarter the size of the ordinarydaily and consist of only one sheet folded twice, making them look;more like handbills than newspapers. But in judg~ing these, as wellas all other advertising developments in Chinai, tie prospective ad-vetsrmust not carry his American standlard1s with him but musttake the existing means and methods a1nd adapt them to his use.

CHINESE RESPECT FOR THE PRINTED WORD.

There is another side of the Chinese newspaper that can scarcelylbe overemphasized as an offset against its many faults as an adlver-tising medium; that is the extraordinary ap p al that all forms of
wFritino and printing have to all classes of Chinese. The years ofeffort required to master the language and the consequent illiteracyof the hulk of the people have resulted in this iLatural reaction, thatthose who can readi have a deep)-seated and unconscious respect for* that which cost them so much labor, and those who can read butlittle, if at all, view with profound respect (amounting almost toreverence) not merely a newspaper, but a handbill or even a label off

a" bottle or anything carrying the magic of words. Thus no pieceof printed matter is ever thrown away, and newspapers are passedon from reader to reader--selling for a trifle less at each transfer-until, too ragged to be longer legible, they are carefully burnt. F+or.that reason., a. newspaper with a circulation of 30,000, which is thelargest in China, has a reading public out of all proportion to itsnominal circulation.. News that is a day or a week 01(1 is just as in-teresting to the average Chinese as are our morning paper's cablesand telegrams that we scan so eagerly. Furthermore, advertisingto the Chinese is always news, and as uhesrlyjutasaidya
the text matter. Newspapers, as a means of getting in totwh withlife outside his village or country, are so new a thing to the Chinese
(we must rely ember that his newspapers have nearly all grown umpsince 1911) andl the p~rintedl word is so nearly sacred in his view-point, that if the message is simple enough, and tells him of sonme.-thing 11- wants and can affordl to buy, nothing can keep him. frombuying it if the advertiser's distribution is as effective as his adver-

tising.
SPACE MEASURED IN SQUARE INCHES, NOT LINES.

The American measure of advertising spas, i s the column line, butthat is impossible in Chinese publications, because of their variationin both length and depth and the further fact that there is no uni-formity in the line measurements of the various dailies. Conse-quiently, in this report all space measurements have been reduced tosquare inches unless otherwise stated. Chinese newspaper pagesaverage about 13 by 18 linear inches, and it is advisable to use spacein some fraction of this size, such as one-quarter page of 9 by Glinear inches, or one-eighth page of 44by Cq or 9 by 31 linear inches.
CHINESE PERIODICALS AND TRADE PAPERS.

'There are a few class periodicals and trade papers issued inCyhinese, but thus far they have scarcely reached the stage where -theyare entitled to serious consideration or even mention by name. The
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country is keenly in nleedl of trade papers as a means of reaching
the merchants, and an encouraging start has been made by the Tradle
Journals Publishing Co. (American), of Shanghai, -which during
1920 brought out two such publications, namely, the Chinese Drug-
gist andl the Chinese Engineer and Contractor. A publication known
as Jndiustrial (China, about which many advertisers have made in-
quiries, is not published in China, nor is it event known by name
there.

ADVERTISING RATES IN CHINESE NEWSPAPERS.

In consequence of the poor business management and the conduct
of newspapers as political rather than business enterprises, there are
no fixed rates for advertising space. Experienced space buy ers for
patent-miedicine concerns pronounce it to be very cheap, and the fact
that some of them use eighth or quarter pages daily in a large lisft
oif paper seems to support their statement. Space 'in these smaller
papers can be bought for as little as 1 cent per square inch, or one '
may pay 50 cents for the same space, all depending on the needs and
attitude of the publisher and the bargaining skill of the buyer. The
1)etter papers have more nearly stable rates, but even in these a con-
sidlerable fluctuation occurs. Also, the element of the exchange rate
plays a considerable part; the, Chinese dollar, nominally worth about
$'0.43, rose to $1.30 during 1919. This was, of course, exceptional.,
buit just Such contingencies must be taken into consideration in the
establishing of advertising relations with China.

From what has been said, the reader v A readily understand the
futility of attempting to present in this fortot even an approximate'
list. of Chinese newspapers with their advertising rates. To-dlay's
list of publllications would be incorrect to-morrow; nor does any
newspaper make more than a pretense of maintaining iuniformn rates.
howev-er, as a general guide to the advertiser, there is offered below
a limited list of the leading Chinese newspapers, together w1ith the
displays advertising rates that can be securely in them through a cer-
taini reputable American advertising agency in kShanghai; prices are
in United States currency:

Slitatrgimot i
Shun Pilo ( eircula tioll nbont 30.000) _ ___,qumi i-e melt per insertion--.. 0.8
Sin1 Wanl Pao ab1lot 80,000) _.. ... ---.. ----- ao - .30
S11111 h-10. of "EOat&t 'tnesf~5" t abIotlt 25,000)..------d . 20
I-Tsin Shune Pao (about 15005. A ro.

Social Welfare' (I Shilb Pta) .- quarter page daily for oneI li~ollt 140. 00
Peking Jill Psto-----------------.-------.............d.... 200. 00

Tientsin:
Social Wvelfare (1 Shi1 a)-------.. -... d 140. 00
Tat Kuing a.... -.. - - - - -- ..- - o 87. 00

Hanlo w :
Kut Mli I-Thin Pa-----------------1....50.00
Iian kow Tiiies . ._ ... . . ... ..- - o 451.00

Nanking: Non Fon .111 Pao .... - ...... - - - ...... 3x. 00

SIatn g Pl a o- - -- - -1lnl-.il 't ._.- ... .. .. _._....- - - -.___ __cc) (384.00

Stinm Pao ----- _.__ -- - ---..- - -. d.. 45.00

Seventty-Twto (mudi~s Prs..--------------o. .. 50.0i)
H~ongkonmg :

(1iese 1ornziuercial Nes.------------ ----...... 140. 00
Wall Tse 1Pao-..-------------------------------____do.-- 110.00
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Fooebow: Fukien Daily Nt.ws--A__uart~iy page dally for one iioith- $35.00$Aiu : Kiuii Sheng Jdii o__). -------- ----- .oSw tw 'a ~ing r'lTungr 'al) - ---- _d __ 35. 00Tsinan :Great D emhocrat-------------------- --- ------------------- (----~ 45.00Ilangchow Ohekiang Jili Pao------------------------ --- o 0.00soochow Soochow 3 ih Pilo--------------------- -----(hLdo__. 35. 00Niugpo: Ningpo J:ih IPao------------------------------------O 490

ENGLISH-LANGUAGE AND OTHER FOREIGN PUBLICATIONS.

Like the Chinese press, the foreign-languagre press centers prin-cipally in Shanghai, as covering Central China, and. secondarily,in Ilongkong for the south ahicl Tientsin for the north. The Japa-niese and Russians publish a fewn papers for their own nationals,
and the F+rench issue L'Echo de Chine in Shanghai and L' echo deTientsin in Tientsin. It is, however, the English newspapers andlperiodlicals, mostly under British ownership, that command the only" ~ important share of attention in the foreign-press field. Alith regardto all these publications, but particularly with reference to thosep~rintedl in English, sonmc general indication should be made concern-ing their scope and the use to which their advertising columns canbe put.

The statement that " English is the second language of Cintshould not be taken too literally. Chinese who have been educatedabroadl do speak it, and those living and doing business in treaty portslike Shanghai, where they come i n close contact with British andAmericans, show a much greater facility than (d0 the Japanese in ac-quiring a command of English. Also, the missionary schools, whichhave been established for decades, teach English, so that, all in all,there is a surprising number of Chinese who have never been out ofChiina y et speak English fluently. And yet it is quite certain thatless than 1 per* cent (an influential I per cent, it is true) have anyknowledge of English. If one bears this is mind, the absurdity. oftrying to reach the masses, or even the Chinese merchants, through aforeign language becomes evident. For reaching the British, Anmeri-cans, and other English-speaking foreigners, who number perhaps25.000, as well as the limited number of educatedh Chinese who preferto read English, the foreign-language press undoubtedly can be usedto good advantage. Or, in marketing special products such as en-gineering and construction materials, the foreign press plays an im-
4portant part because the purchase of such equipment is largely inthe hands of foreigners.

Another pitfall that the American advertiser who is at a dis-tance may well guard against, both before and after lie selects hisselling representation in China, is the habit that some selling agen-cies have of using advertising to mislead him, or of wasting itby using it in the wrong places. For example: Some importinghouses in Shanghai receive as part payment for their services fromforeign exporters, a fixed sum to be expended for advertising ; notinfrequently they take all these appropriations, lump themr together,and run full pages in the English-language papers and then sendcopies of this advertising to other exporters whom they wish to, rep-resent, calling attention to " the clippings of big-space advertisinginclosed." In many cases, only a small proportion of these advertis-ing appropriations should have been expended in the foreign press,

-U
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bult rather should( have gone into the Chinese press, or at least
thzroughi some channel that would have given greater promise of
reaching the Chinese merchants or consumers. Foreign sales agencies
have even been known to request and receive from publishers in
China two advertising bills, the larger of which is sent to the Ameri.-
can manufacturer, while the smaller one is retained by the agent,
this securingo for him a rebate amounting sometimes to half of the
sums appearing on the manufacturer's bill

Another abuse, to which the ignorance of the American advertiser
lays hima open, occurs when hie appoints as a representative anyone
who is other than ain American. Regardless of the nationality of
such representation, it is only reasonable to suppose that, if an ad-
vertising expenditure is authorized by the American manufacturer,
it will be spent in publications with which the representative in
Chiina is best acquainted. It is quite certain that the mediums cho-
sen will not be American (we are supposing that the selling agency
is not American) but, what is more serious matter, they may even
be those that are indiirectly or even openly anti-American. WoTrking
at logditne, and trusting, as the exporter must, to the judgment
andl integrity of his selling agency in China, his only safety lies in
selecting capable. American representatives and in exacting from
them some reasonable assurance, not merely that the advertising
money furnished by the manufacturer is not being spent in anti-
American publications, but that it is really being used to promote
sales along intelligent advertising lines.

Before passing on to a detailed consideration of the English-
laniguage papers, perhaps a general account of their appearance,
character, and influence may advantageously be given. Those under
British ownership carry nothing but advertising on the first two or
three pages, followed by several pages of solid news and "leaders"
(editorials), these being followed in turn by more pages of solid
aclvertisina. This advertising-except that of American goods-is
frequently little more than a bare statement, this tradition dating
from the days of early British tradiing in China, when the mere
plain announcement of the " arrival of cargo of cotton goods per
,steamship '' was sufficient for the purose. The news, too,
is briefly told and without guiding headlines to attract the reader;
news of world-wide importance appears in the terse language of a
visiting card, just as the cable brings it in and without any attempt
at editing or rewriting. It is all very staid and austere,,and appears A

dull at first glance; only upon closer examination does the influ-
ence of such dailies become apparent. The American dailies (there
are only two in China), on the other hand, are more enterprising,carry comic strips5 and feature stories, present the hews attractively
with characteristic headlines, and are, all in all, more interesting in
appearance. Yet it is doubtful whether they wield the influence of
their older and less progressive British rivals, which, beginning many
years aigo, set and fixed the standard.

Following is a brief review of these English-language periodicals,
arranged by cities:

smAxNaHAT.

Tihe North China Daily News (British) has a circulation of about 3,50O0 datily.
Its display advertising rates are froin $0.22 to $1.20 (United States currency)
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per column. inch. It is the oldest, most important, ai~d most influential English-language newspaper in Shanghai, and should be included and put first in anycampaign directed to British, Americans, or other foreigners in 'and nearShanghai. The weekly edition, the North China Herald, with about the samecirculation and rates, is also widely read.'The China Press was formerly American-owned but wats recently purchasedbiy British interests. It is newsy, enterprising, andi widely read by Americansin Shanghai anti vicinity. Its physical appearance remains the name as whenit was American-owned, and no change 'in its editorial policy is apparent asyet in consequence of its control by British Interests. It has, however, neveroccupied nearly so prominent a place, or exercised so much influence as theNorth China. Daily News (see above) among Engllsh-sMpeakinig residents ofShanghai and the Yangtze Valley region. Its daily circulation is about 4,500;its display advertising rates are' $0.21 to $0.45 " Mex." per column inch..y The Shanghai Gazette, a daily, is nominally under joint Chinese-Americanmanagement. This is a new daily which has adopted an old name; it is notimportant as yet.

The Shianghiai Times and the Shanghai Mercury were both formerly Britishdailies, and by many are still supposed to be such; however, both their editorialr and news contents, particularly in a crisis, are strongly prio-Japanese. Thelatter of these two papers has a Japanese editor and manager, and it alsopublishes a weekly called "The Celestial Empire.".Millard's Review of the Par East (American) is the only weekly paper ofany consequence in Shanghai. Its attitude is aggressively American ; it is oneof the most widely read English-language publications in China ndc has a con-siderable circulation among the Chinese. It should be inclalded in any cam-paign dir ected at Americans and other English-speaking foreigners. Its circu-lation in China is about 5,000.
China and Far East Finance and Commerce is at new financial weekly aboutwhItch no opinion is ventured until it has more firmly established itself.The Far EastePrn Review is an old andi widely rv-nd monthly devotedl to engi-neering, financial, and commercial subjects. Its editorial policy hats recentlyundergone a marked modification.
There are at number of other weeklies and monthilies of so littler consequencethat no mention need be made of them here.

TIENTSMN.

The Peking and Tientsin Timges (British), with a circu lation of about 1,000daily, is the most influential English-language (laily 'in North China. andi shouldhead the list of English dailies in any campaign directed at the foreign elementin. Tientsin and Peking.
The North China Star (American) is aggressive, newsy, and enterprising.Its circulation of about 2.500 daily is much larger than that of its British rival(see above), but it is, apparently, not so influential.There is also North China Commerce, an English weekly. It was established!in 1920, and has not found a place for itself as yet.

ITONGKONe,.

In Hongk-ong there are four English lilies, the morning ones being the SouthChina Morning Post and the Hongkong Daily Press (hats weekly edition also),and the evening ones the Hongkong Telegraph and the C'hina Mlail (hats weeklyedition also). All of them are British owned or managed. There is little tochoose between them except possibly in the case, of the Daily Press, and theiraggregate circulations will not much exceed 5,000 daily. 'Their display advertis-ing rates are all about the same and range from $0.15 to $0.45 cents (UnitedStates currency) per column inch. One of their own business managers franklytold thri writer that in his opinion "none of them were of much use for ad-vertising purposes except to carry shipping notices." The foreigners in Hong-kong are nearly all British, and these newspapers are the only local mediumsthrough which they can be reached.

CANTON, PEKING, AND HANKOw.

Canton has one English-language daily, the Canton Times. Pekin, has three,the Leader, the Daily News, and the Standard. Hank ow li.q the Central China
4621--2
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Post. None of these Canton, Pekting, or Hankow dailies are worthy of serious
consideration from an advertising standpoint.

"CHOPS " OR TRADE-MARKS.

So much vagueness and mystery has surrounded the so-called"chop" of China as to confuse, the simple fact that it is after all
only a trade-mark. It may be a picture, or several Chinese charac-
ter s, or it may be a combination of the two, but the purpose of it is
to permit the easy and certain identification of the article on which
the " chop " appears. There are, it is true, other uses of the word
in China. When you ask a Chinese to pult his chop on a piece of
paper, he understands that you want him to sign his name; or, when
you ask a Chinese bank or money changer to " chop " the silver dol-
lars you are buying from him. hie "chops" them with a metal stamp)
or punch, whiich carries his name anid his guaranty that the money
is what it purports to be.

Unfortunately, China has no trade-mark laws whereby either the
native or the foreigner can be protected; the only form of protection
open to the American is that of provisional registration, which can
be obtained through the American consulate general in both Shang-
hai and Tientsin, as well as through the Chinese Maritime Customs.
However, at the same time the registration of the American mark
must be effected in Japan, as this is the only means by -which even
formal protection is extended to American marks against Japanese
infringement. Even with all these precautions there is no assurance
that the mark: will not be pirated or, what is still worse, that inferior
goods bearing identical or similar trade-marks, in1 imitation of the
original, will not flood the market. Some American manufacturers
and advertisers who have perfected their provisional registration in
China have not hesitated to bring suit against dealers and distribti-
ters in China, who haye either knowingly or unwittingly sold goods
bearing pirated trade-marks.

In South America (as the writer has explained in his reports
covering those countries), tradk-mark piracy, while not uncommon,
is largely the result of failure to register promptly and properly,
but it is not so insidious as it is in China, where the theft of trade.
marks nearly always involves an imitation of the goods themselves.
Sometimes only the stolen trade-mark is used., and the package itself
contains goods of an entirely different nature. The Britishi-Ameri-
can Tobacco Co. (China), Ltd., is one of the chief sufferers from
this'method of unfair trading, and only by the utmost vigilance and
through the use of widespread advertising has it been able to retain
even a semblance of its rights. A particularly flagrant imposition' on
these rights was recently met and countered by them with poster
advertising reading as follows:

UTNF AIR TRADING.

We find that there have been put upon the market in China various solip
Mnd other toilet articles packed in packets which are close imitations of the
packets in which some of our well-known brands of cigarettes are gold.. The
manufacturers of these toilet articles undoubtedly seek by this means to obtain
the benefit of our advertising and to misl;,ac the piiblie to suppose that we

5 See two retorts (Special. Agents Series Nos. 185 and 1190) covering advertising
methods in cile, Peru, Bolivia, ,Argentina, Uruguay, and Brazil,

U-



have some connect ion with their productions. We therefore publish herefull-color reproduluons of certain of our packages which have been imitated,together with representations of the packings of the toilet :articles above re-ferred to, and we iwarn. the public that ,,ucl toilet articles are not manufacturedby us and that we have nothing to do with theni.
(Signed) BaiTrzs-1mRluCAN 'fOJIACCO Co. (CHINA), LTD.

In thle above imitation the marks in question were not in Chinesebut in English, the goods being intended for both the foreign andnative markets, but more particularly the latter. It should be re-membered that very few Chinese read English; that for the mostpart they are acquainted with it in only a very general way, and thennot with the detailed features of English letters, the conformationof which is so different from their own familiar ideographic char-acters. To indicate how easily the Chinese confuse Enlglish lettersthat are entirely familiar to us, let us take a concrete case of infringe-
e nent that occurred while the writer was in China. A certain Ameri-can toilet article, which we will call Pod's Cold Cream, is very pop-ular there, but suddenly the sales dropped off at an alarming rate.Investigation disclosed that there was a cheap imitation on the mar-ket that reproduced what to a careless eye seemedl to be an exact fac-simile of the original label. Closer examination, however, showed,among other evidences of piracy, that there was a fine hair line run-ning down the side of the letter P. making the word in reality" Rod's." To the Chinese eye, unskcilled in reading English letters(just as ours would be in reading Chinese characters), the originaland the imitation looked to bie thie same because of the similarity ofthe general outlines. Through, the exholrt house that acted as hisselling agent in Shanghai the American manufacturer brought suit,had the imitation g-oods destroyed and the dealers fined, and in gen-eral produced asalutary, effect that acted as a warning to future in-fingers. The case is instanced here, however, not for its legalaspects but as showing the necessity not; merely of affecting registra-tion but of keeping a close eye on. the market for the work of im-postors.

As indicating how far this knavery has been carried and bow difi-icult it is to check itthe following glaingeasl ssgiiat
A poula brnd. oregn iquor is sold in MY ancliuria, the bottlebearing the name of a well-known brand and, in addition, the amaz-

Ainlg English label: " Made at 236 Church Street, Scotlandl. Bewareof imitations." Either the manufacturer himself did not know thatkotland was not a city but a country, or counted on. the ignorance ofr his native customers.
The best " chop " is nearly always pictorial, supplemented in mostcases with a few easily read Chinese characters. One of the very bestchops is that used by the Japanese " Jintan" (see illustrations) , whichis advertised and useol all over China. This chop consists of nothingbut the head and shoulders of a man wearing a distinctive kind ofhat, together -with two simple Chinese characters that even the mostilliterate coolie can read, and remember.
The little grinning gnomielikce figure that characterizes the ad.-vertising of a popular brand of A.merican chewing gum is becomino'more widely known in China, although at first the figu ire itself wasviewed. with superstitious fear as being "bad joss," or what we would
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call "bad luck." The appeal of this gnomelike figure is that it is
in itself a distinctive and simple pictorial appeal, with the further
advantage that the spear which accompanies it bears some resem-
blance to the peculiar peaked roofs which characterize Chinese archi-
tecture; also, the spear easily adapts itself to the formation of Chi-
nese characters.

We shall take occasion in a later section to touch on the question
of superstitions and the large part they play in the lives of the
Chinese. Here, however, we shall be content with warning the
advertiser of the tremendous bearing that these age-old prejudices
and beliefs in good and bad " joss " (luck) have on the daily lives
of the people, and the importance of having the name, trade-mark,
or other identifying symbol pass the scrutiny of a trustworthy Chi-
nese before it is adopted. Thus, a dog is a despised animal in China,
and it would be unwise to picture a dcog in the advertisement of any
article, because such a representation would probably mean, to a 1
Chinese that it was fit only for dogs. Also, the dragon, long a
favorite symbol, has fallen into disuse since the Republic replaced
the Empire in 1911, and it no longer has the appeal of former days.

It is not always desirable and seldom possible to translate literally
an English name, descriptive trade-mark, or slogan into the vernacu-
lar, because it may require the use of such complicated characters as
to be unintelligible to the average Chinese. It is far better to leave
the Chinese translator free to put the sense of the English meaning
into lus own language and into characters that will be understood by
the rank and file of the people. It is still better to disregard the
English meaning entirely and to have the " chop " or other identify-
ing symbol chosen with its basis in some favorable Chinese belief;
something that is pleasant, something that is easy to understand and
with a wide appeal.

But whatever the " chop " is, let it be used at all times without the
slightest -m-riation, because Chinese eyes, trained to perceive the
niceties in the shadings of their own ideographs, readily detect any
change in their favorite "chop," however slight it may be. Two ex-
amples will suffic(, to illustrate how much keener their eyes are than
ours, and also how much more distrustful of change their minds are.
A well-known cigarette used on its " chop," among other things, a
favorite Chinese flower, but before reprinting some labels a new
drawing was made and the artist carelessly showed the flower with
seven petals instead of eight; the Chinese would not buy the packages
until they appeared with new labels showing the correct number of
petals. Another example also involved a slight difference caused by
new printing plates; in this case the advertiser used as a, part of his
" chop " a landscape, which in his old plate failed to show any
clouds. The new plate showed the clouds d istinctly, hit the Chinese
would have none of the goods until the old label showing the familiar
"chope" appeared and allayed their suspicions.

"1COPY.,,
Advertising is so new a force in China that we can really know

very little about the effectiveness of the various mediums there, and
still less what " copy " appeal to use or not to use in them.
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Those Chinese who have been able to analyze the mental and social
habits of their own people, and to explain to a foreigner in his
language just what they mean, will say, first of all, that the language
of American advertising, because of its very directness and definite-
ness, can not be translated into Chinese, that it must be remade into
the familiar and indirect vernacular, which employs high-sounding
phrases auid a lavish use of exaggerated metaphors and figures of
speech. In its very essence the Chinese language lacks exactness; its
verbs have no tense; its highest number is 10,000, so that a Chinese
wishing to express, say, 100,000, is as likely as not to say vaguely
"Many times 10,000."

The old adage that " human nature is much the same everywhere"
becomes merely a comfortable evasion when one notes the funda-
mentally different manner of living of the Chinese anct the .Ameri-

cans and their divergent methods of thought. Whether viewed super-
ficially as to clothing, food, housing, and other outer aspects, or in
the mental processes and social customs of the two peoples, there is
discernible not one thing in common. Presently we shall describe
some of these differences, but at this point it may be well to instance
some concrete examples of marketing and advertising difficulties
that Americans have experienced.

An advertising campaign to promote the sale of canned milk fea-
tured its use in coffee and tea, overlooking the important fact that
the Chinese do not drink coffee, that they take their tea without even

sugar, and that at present the chief market for canned milk in China
is among children and invalids. Campaigns to sell safety razors in
China have always encountered a number of unexpected difficulties,
among which may be mentioned the facts that the Chinese have a
very scanty growth of hair on the face (the older men grow a
scraggly beard when nature permits) and that the trade of the barber
is commonly "looked upon with disfavor; from this latter prejuce
has come a reaction against personally wielding a razor, so that the
itinerant and insanitary barber plies a busy trade. Another. cain-
paign, this time advertising a well-known American toilet soap, por-
trayed certain Egyptian figures in its illustrations, just as it does in
the United States, but the story element was entirely lost on even
educated Chinese, who sawi in the Egyptian figures merely a reminder
that these ancient peoples had been a race of slaves, and as such
despicable. ,

,Another manufacturer of toilet goods found a ready sale for his
talcum powder, cold cream, and tooth powder, particularly among
the Chinese women; upon trying to market a shampoo preparation he~
found that, wl-ie the three other articles sold well because they ~
readily met existing customs, the shampoo preparation faced this
obstacle, that Chinese women dress their hair most elaborately but
seldom wish it; that while the talcuni and tooth powders and cold
cream -were readily accepted becau se they were for familiar uses, the

shampoo preparation needed most careful educational demnonstra-
tionis as a preliminary.

USE OF COLORS.

The tremendous ramifications of Chinese superstitions, and the
popular knowledge that white is used for funerals and red for wed-
dings, have misled nmar-~ into thinking that a decision as to what
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colors to use or not to use on labels, posters, and other advertisingmatter is attended with. gravm dangers. The writer is inclined to thebelief that there is very little real basis in this fear of offending

IPI'i. .18.--Another crude but successful advertisement.

Chinese by using the wrong colors in advertising. About 40 differentChinese of both sexes .and of different classes -were asked to suggestcolors for a certain hypotb-tieal label Every imaginable combina-tion of colors was suggest'.,I, and without niny evidence that any of
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them in any combination were " tabu" the composite Chinese opin-
ion really forced the conclusion that any or all colors were good so
long as the general effect was striking and somewhat vivid.

TRANSLATIONS.

We have already cautioned the advertiser concerning the impor-
tance of translations and of the practical impossibility of having
such work done outside of China. A number of American advertisers
in both New York and San Francisco have trusting~ly placed their
translation work in the hands of Cantonese who Live obligingly
turned American foreign trade terms into phonetic Cantonese Clhi-nese equivalents, which, while possibly understood in Canton, are
entirely unintelligible in Central and North China. This matter of
translating into a foreign tongue, particularly Chinese, should not
lbe undertaken carelessly, and should be safeguarded with some fur-
ther assurance than merely the fact that the translator is a native
of the country.

CHINESE ADHERENCE TO OLD CUSTOMS.

lWhile it is true that the Chinese are now in a stage that is marked
by rapid changes and that foreign influences are having a noticeable
effect on their business and social life, the fact remains that they
ai'e still largely actuated by the customs that have descended to them
as a, sort of birthright from their very old civilization. These racial
traits, together with their age-old customs and habits, are so deep-
seaked and so fundamentally opposed to our own, that only a long
and intimate contact with the Chinese would enable an American to
comprehend the reasons for the things on which their daily life is
based. We have said that only a Chinese living in China can effec-
tively prepare advertising intended to interest and convince his own
people; perhaps a brief glimpse at a few of the thousands of differ-
ing customs may emphasize that point to advantage.

It is true that there is no system of caste in China, the people on
the whole being distinctly democratic, but there is a sort of unavoid-
able grading into classes based on education and wealth. In China,
however, the scholar (who is held in great respect) and the official
come first; then comes the farmer, and following him tihe merchant.

The family and not the individual is the unit in China, and as a
consequence a number of branches of the same family live under
what is practically the same roof. There may be a number of build-
ings, depending on the wealth of the family, but they are all con-
nected and surrounded b~y a common wall. "Not only the villages,
but many of the large cities are walled; there are no sidewalks, but
only narrow crooked streets. Outside the cities there are few places
that have even roads, as we understand the term, but only paths.

The outstanding importance of the family as contrasted with the
individual has in turn produced ancestor worship; tablets in con-
memoration of these ancestors are kept in the homes, where formal
and sometimes elaborate ceremonies are performed before them on
certain days of the year set aside for that purpose.

Women occupy a decidedly secondary place in the Chinese home
life ; it is not uncommon for a Chinese father to mention only his



sons when asked how many children he has, the reason being thatdaughters (i,! Chinese girls marry very young) will later enter an-other houschof d. Because of the position of women, Chinese rarelyentertain in their own homes--though this custom is creeping in asone result of foreign influence-but rather in hotels and restaurants,where female entertainers sing and play. When respectable womenare seen in public gathering places they are always seated in separate,sections provided for them.
It is commonly believed that the queue has been discarded bythe Chinese, but such is not the case except in Canton and the southof China. In other sections, and particularly in the north, it is stillw -ery commonly worn.

rxo. ] J.-Cigarette advertisement, one oY a series showing familiar phases of Chineselife. The native artist shows little flexibility or imagination in carrying out hisa ideaspictorially, yet this advertisement was most effective in a newspaper, campaign.

Among the men, foreign clothes are seldom worn, their universalgarb still being the long inese gown, usually of silk. Foreign bats,however, are worn to a considerable extent, and also, though to aless extent, foreign. shoes. The women without exception still clingto trousers, which are the dress of a Chinese lady; nlw and then thetrousers are covered with a s~kirt. Like the Japanese women, thoseof Chin wear no head covering of any kind, preferring to dress theirhair very elaborately, adding various hair ornamnents and jewels.Among C hinese of even ordinary culture, politeness and ,all theforms of courtesy are so marked as sometimes to make the imnpa icurtand blunt foreigner feel a bit boo. ish. Instead of shaking hands,the old custom of raising and clasping the hands to the chin stillprevails, though this, like other customs, is not so widely indulged in

0H.TNA.
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by Chinese who have been abroad. In accepting or presenting a
gift, a Chinese uses both hands.

Above all, the foreigner should remember that the Chinese are a
very old people and that their pride of race is intense. Naturally,
they object to the always offensive name of " Chink" and, to a. less
extent, to that of " Chinaman." Individually andl collectively they
should be referred to as " Chinese." The matter of Chinese names is
another thing that is often confusing to a foreigner; Chinese names
commrionly have three characters, or what would appear to us to be
three nmes, but Lii Hung Chang, for example, should not be ad-dlressedl as " Mr. Chang " but as " Sir. Li."

ADVERTISING AGENCIES.

There are no United States advertising agencies with branches in
Ch mna or witli connections or representation there that would( enable
them to serve the American advertiser. Nor, with the present priri-
live development of publications and other mediums there, would a
large, wall-uiuipped, modern American agency be justified in yen-
ttirn into the field.

There are, however, a number of so-called advertising agencies in
China, but 'aside from one in Shanghai, which we shall. discuss later,
there 'ire none that would be helpful to the American manufacturer.

City by city, the situation is as follows : In Hongkong there is a
pulblicity buieaiu as an adjunct to the British Chamber of Commerce ;
it has established cordial relations with many of the newspapers in
Souti (China, of which it has a complete list and for whichi it is
endeavoring to secure advertising fro rts auatrrwt
little success thus far. Brtsmaucueswh

All the other advertising agencies in China are in Sh'incrhai.; among
them are several of European nationality, a, good many Vihinese, and
on(. American. With the exception of the last namied, they are all
simply brokers (often .living a hand-to-mouth existence) or ex-
clusively represent a few mediums, and would not be in a position to
render inbiased or competent service. The one American advertis-
ing agency is, however, able not merely to write excellent Chinese
adlvertising' and place it intelligently, but to conduct comprehensive
market surveys as well. While it specializes on Shanghai and Cen-
tral China in particular, it also has local agents in Canlton, H-ankow,
andl Peking, so that thoroughly comprehlensive campaigns can be "
iniitiated and carried on. Its office in Shanghai, -with native copyv
writers and artists, is conducted on lines far in advance of the general
advertising development of the country. A rather large number of
American advertisers who have selling. representation ini China, have.
u~sedl the services of this agency in conjunction with their sales camn
pa igns.

For many reasons that must be evident it is almost impossible
for an advertiser in New York or San Francisco to do business
directly with Chinese publishers. Their rates are not uniform to all
buyers, and, incidentally, they always charge a much higher rate for
adlvertising~ received from another country. Neither will they extend
credit to one whom they do not know, nor are they likely to send
voucher copies. Very few Chinese publishers can cart r on a corre-
spondence in English ; among the smaller publishers teeare fre-
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FIG. 20.-PAINTED SIGN OF JAPANESE "JINTAN," ONE OF THE BEST-KNOWN
"CHOPS" IN CHINA.

4..

FIG. 2 1
.- CHARACTERISTIC PAINTED SIGN OF BRITISH-AMERICAN TOBACCO

CO., NEAR TIENTSIN.
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FIG. 22.-SIGNBOARDS FOR CHINESE PRODUCTS.

Notice that no pictures are used-only text matter.

A

FIG. 23.-SHOP SIGN IN PEKING.

Showing the difficulty experienced by Chinese In distinguishing between similar letters
and saunds in English.



quent changes, both in the name of the publication and in the owner-Ship itself, nor will they quote rates (when they quote them at all) inany currency except " Nex." dollars.
'Ithere are a number of so-called advertising a ;eiicies in the United:States which claim to be. able to cairy on a 1ve~tiSing campaigns illChina, whereas, as a matter of .fact, they are merely publishers'representatives acting exclusively in the interests of certain Chinesepublications. They should not be condemned on this account, ibllttheir function as publishers' representatives anad not adv~ertis ingagencies should. he clearly undlerstoodi by the advertiser before hiebuys spaLce from them.

" ~ CUSTOMS LAWS GOVERNING ADVERTISING MATTER.

The following advertising supplies, bearing advertisements, arepermitted to enter China free of duty, but must be declared : Coloredposters, catalogues, booklets, folders, postal carols, photographs, andinexpensive calendars.
The following are subject to the usual 5 per cent customs tariff,based on the c. i. f. China value : Copper and zinc electrotyipes,coppe)Cr hlalftone engravings, matrices, advertising blotters, photo-graphs (if without printing), calling cards, business stationery,nearly all adi erti sing novelties, expensive calendars.

DIRECT-BY-MAIL METHODS.

Direct-by-mail advertising has been successfully used in China. ina variety of ways. Both English and American mail-order houses,'selling clothing, jewelry, and even foodstuffs, have successfully usedthe English-language press of Shanghai and Hongkong in appealingto the resident foreigner. As in the United States, so in China. theirchief effort has been directed toward persuading the foreigner tosend[ for a catalogue; in other cases they have featured onme leadingarticle with price quoted and sold on ia money-back; guaranty. Theyusually quote prices in "Msex." dollars and have somewhat minimizedthe uncertainties of fluctuating exchange by estimating as carefullyas possible the trend of the silver market, basing their quoted priceson that and then readljusting them from time to time when widevariations have taken place. Their (difficulties, however, may be". realized: when it is recalled that "Alex." (dollars in 1914 were worthabout $0.45 in United States currency but steadily mounted, until in1919 they reached $,41.30, or nearly three times their normal value.At the present writing (early in 1921) they have slipped back toabout $0.50 United States currency. Some of the Britishi mail-order
Houses add a footnote to the prices (which they tote in both "M1ex."dollars and sterling) somewhat as follows : th n rce heteabove, $4.80 'Mex.' is estimated as equal to £1 sterling."pme qoe

GAs articles for delivery through the T aited States Postal Agency at Shanghai (theonly American post office in China) are subject to Chiinee customs duties and regu-lations, considerable delay and inconvenience has been experienced in the past in effectingdelivery of parcels sent from America and forwarded through the United States PostalAgency because of the absence of customs declarations or invoices. In order to facilitatethe delivery of such parcels is the future the Post Office Department has directed post-masters in the United States to require all parcels addressed for delivery through theUnited States Postal Agency at Shanghai to be accompanied by a customs declaration,properly filled out and securely attached to the parcels.
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All the foregoing applies almost wholly to mail-order sales to
foreigners. The Chinese, on the other hand, can also be reached,
but through different approaches; they will not send money to
England or the United States and order " sight unseen" even with
a money-back guaranty, though sometimes theyHwee will order on ap-
proval and pay after having seen the goods. Hoeethey will
sendl money through the mails to agents located in Chiina ; in fact,
the method of mailing letters, book lets, circulars, and similar adver-
tising matter accompanied by a. personal letter and order form has
proven amazingly successful. For example, a selected list of several
thousand Chinese names was circularized for a popular-priced
American watch by a Shanghai agency, with the result that 30 per
cent of the entire list bought at least one article ; the cost per salewas about $0.06 United States currency. The Chinese receive very
few letters and so great is their respect for' any written commlunica-
tion that it is absolutely assured of a reading, at the very least.Y

A responsible American advertising agency in Shanghai 7 has a
carefully classified list of about 100,000 names of Chinese, all of
whom have known purchasing power; the list is classified as to both
occupation and income; the cost of using it is about $50 "Mex." per
thousand, including; ci rculars in Chinese; and 95 per cent delivery is
guaranteed. Other mailing lists in China, are either privately owned
and therefore not available, or are not so dependable or so well
classified.

CATALOGUES.

Catalogues in English which are intended for foreign or Chinese
import houses in the treaty ports are satisfactory, provided they give
complete information and anticipate every probable contingency and
every likely question that the importer may ask. But for the thou-
sands of Chinese merchants, an English-language catalogue would
be quite useless, nor does it appear probable that one issued in*
Chinese, even if the expense of such a special edition were justified,
would produce results of itself alone-unless, of course, it described
goods obtainable in China or was used purely to supplement the
work of salesmen.

DIRECTORIES.

There are no directories in China devoted exclusively to one city,
but rather general directories that endeavor to cover the country as !
a whole. The important ones are:

Rosojnstock's Directory of China, published at 22 Nanking Road, Shanghai;
the only classified business directory covering all of China. There is also a
separate edition that includes the Philippine Islands.

Directory and Chronicle for China, JTapan, Straits Settlements, the Philip-
pines, etc.. published by Hlongkong Daily Press, 'HonigkoDg. Tis is not classified
but contains more detailed information than Rosenstock's directory,.

EXPORT TRADE JOURNALS.&

Within the confines of their extremely limited circulations in
China, export trade journals in English are suitable mnediumns. Those

z This is the same advertising agency mentioned in the " Advertising agencies " section
of this report,* Its name will be furnished upon application to the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic commerce or any of Its district or cooperative offices, mentioning file No. 45928.BSee also It, 3.3



in which the text matter covers the whole field of foreig-n trade ina br oad way would reach foreign as well as Chinese importing houses,in both of which English is readt. Those journals of a technicalnature edited for engineers would probably touch a narrower fieldbut would reach it more intensively because of their specialized:appeal; also those who are interested in such subjects or in any wayplaced so as to be able to influence purchases, (can readt English, beingprobably either Europeans or Americans. It is not to be expected,of course. that any English-language export trade journal has morethan a thinly scattered circulation in China ; indeed, the circulationof such publications there or anywhere in Asia is largely incidentalto their primary influence, which is in countries where English isthe chief if not the only language.

STORY'-TELLERS, PARADES, AND OTHER NOVEL METHODS.

Mrany of the sales-promotion methods used in China by bothChinese and foreign advertisers are entirely outside the scope ofAmerican advertising in even its broadest sense, yet they have beenso effective that some of them should be related here, if only for theinsight they give into certain phases of native life. Obviously, asthe reader will readily see, they are methods that can be employedonly by those resident in China and with a thorough understanding
of the nature of the people.

We have already told something of the itinerant Chinese story-teller, who is paid to weave into his tales of monstrous legends othertales concerning cigarettes and medicines bearing certain advertised"chops" (trade-marks). The largest foreign tobacco company inChina uses 25 of these story-tellers, who are skillfully stationed atboat landings and other congested gathering places and who aremost carefully coached by Chinese employees of the company. Evenwomen story-tellers are making their appearance, which is all themore remarkable when one recalls that 10 years ago no Chinesewoman, except professional entertainers, ever appeared in public inthe same company and place with men.
Not to be outdone by its foreign competitor, a Chinese cigarettecompany distributes free rice-accompanied by suitable publicity-at the time of rice shortage or famine. This same company also, byy means of a spectacular parade in Ilongkong, eclipsed all previousballyhooo" methods which have played so large a part in givingpublicity to cheap goods.
Scores of other unusual and stimulating devices have been used by* different advertisers, all of them taking advantage of well-knownracial traits or customs. Thus the Chinese are very fond of the theater,all classes sharing alike in the common devotion; so pronounced istheir taste in this respect that important newspapers assign a specialreporter to dog the footsteps of famous actors that no detail of theirdaily lives may be hidden from the people. b~ut it remained for anAmerican soap company to secure from the most famous Chineseactor a written indorsement and testimonial of its toilet soap. So'effective was this that it is now a matter of pride with all Chinese whocan afford to buy it to be able to say that they use the same soap asMei Lang Fong.
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Th'le exploiters of " Jintan," the most widely advertised Japanese
product in China, have. carefully studied every possible avenue
through which native customs can he most readily appealed to. One
of their many schemes is to erect boxes-with the advertisement of -

the familiar " Jintan " chop on them-in which the Chinese may put
scraps of printed paper, thus taking advantage of their dislike of
throwing away anything bearing the written word-, which they SO
greatly revere. Th~lese boxes are emptied at regular intervals and
the paper contents carefully burnt.

MOTION-PICTURE ADVERTISING.

E xcept among those of the more sophisticated Chinese who live in
somewhat close contact with foreigners in the treaty ports or who
have been abroad, the motion picture, particularly the one from
America, strikes no familiar chord-. And the reason is found in the
wholly different outlook on life of the two peoples, especially in the
equality of and the freedom between the two sexes in America, the
entire idea of which is basically incomprehensible to a Chinese unless
he has had a foreign education. The great popularity of the theater
in China would seem at first glance to make easier the appeal of the
" movies," were it not for the fact that the Chinese actor depends
more on. his voice and less on his acting than does ours, and that lie
also depends less on the story or plot than is customary with us.
These differences are far from insurmountable, as is indicated by the
fact that an increasing number of American films are being exhibited
in China each ,year; they are mentioned here rather to show= to what
extent these varying national traits make difficult the immediate and
wide use of the motion-picture appeal among the masses of Chinese.

Industrial motion pictures could be used in much the same way as
dlescribedl in the Japan section of this report, and would make much the
same appeal in China as in Japan because they would naturally have
selected audiences. In popular films carrying either a direct or an.
indirect advertising story, some success has also been achieved. For
example, one of the large cigarette companies in China hires theaters,
engages strolling companies of actors to give characteristic Chinese
jplays, and, as at part of the performance, shows motion pictures es-
pecially designed to appeal to the average native taste. Admission
to these performances is obtained by coupons, one of which is in each
package of cigarettes which are sold at the door.

Such methods, even when practicable, are of course open only to
advertisers who are located in China and, who aire thoroughly ac-
quaintedl with all the (ifficulties and advantages attending suich forms P
of advertising.

It may be added, also, that while many motion-picture theater ex-
hiibitors in Shanghai and other treaty-port cities welcome the loan
of short advertising films, there is no organization among them or
any outside agency through which a distribution of such films could
be. effected.

ABSENCE OF STREET-CAR ADVERTISING.

There is no development of street-car advertising anywhere in
China. Cities like Peking and Hankow have no street cars of any
kind, travel through the streets being either on foot or by jinrikisha;
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FIG. 24.-PAINTED SIGNBOARDS ADVERTISING CHINESE PRODUCTS, PEKING.

FIG. 2
5.-PAINTED SIGN ALONG RAILWAY, NEAR TIENTSIN.

Note the Chinese characters in addition to the English name.
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FIGS. 26 AND 27.--BILLBOARDS AND POSTERS IN PEKING.
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0o1 the tramways of the for gYn settlements of Shanghai, ilongkong,and Tientsin (iliere are no < rs in the native cities there) a few scat-tered cards are to be seen oi the inside of the cars. Now and thenoutside painted boards or posters are attached to the fenders.No organized companies or even individuals handle this business,it being entirely a matter of arrangement between the advertiser andthe transportation company. The cigarette, medicine, andl other com-panies which have madie such general use of all forms of poster andoutdoor advertising, neglecting no avenue for reaching the masses ofthe people, have not used the tramway cars for this purpose. IFromthat fact one may fairly conclude that it has been found impracticablein one way' or another.

POSTERS AND PAINTED BOARDS.

*In spite of the general use of painted boards and posters. (no formof advertising is so widely used in China as posters), it is in <a badlydisorganized condition. In and near the principal r ailw ay stationsand along the streets of the large cities there are a great iiunber of"hoardings" (billboards)--most of theme being very unsightly andsuffering deplorably fromt the ravages both of vandals and of theclimate. Many of these locations are leased stations, which theowners have tried in a fashion to keep in good shape, but betweenthe climatic difficulties and the Chinese coolies (who are no re-specters of private property) their efforts have met with but littleencouragement. Any coolie with enough money to buy a pot ofpaste and a brush can become a billposter, aind painted signs. fences,wa-lls, and alny other surfaces are subject to .his "sniping." So rep-rehensible have these abuses become in large treaty ports like Shang-hai that as many as 12 gangs of coolies have been known to suc-cessively cover up the preceding gangs' posters -within 24 hours,with the result that none of the 12 postings had any value what-soever. Even where these conditions do not obtain and where thecircumstances are more favorable, it is estimated that the life of aposter does not exceed three dlays.. In Shanghai the municipal coun-cil annually passes a law to the effect that posting shall be taxedfrom $0.05' to $5 " Aex." per square foot, the exact amount to beimposed being left to the discretion of the revenue office; actuallythe result is that the law is seldom enforced and brings in practicallyno revenue to the city; all it does accomplish is to give the police thepower of preventing objectionable posting in the residential sectionsoccupied by foreigners.
Yet in the face of all these objectionable features and despitethe unorganized condition of this avenue of publicity, posting (orrather "sniping") is the most widely used form of advertising inChina, and in the opinion of the large advertisers of cigarettes,medicines, kerosene, and other products, it is far more effective thanany other method of advertising, even including newspapers. Thereason for this is~ of course, to be found in the almost universalilliteracy of the Chinese masses, who can be reached most readilythrough highly colored posters having as their basis a pictorialappeal. The most ignorant coolie can understand a picture, par-ticularly if it depicts something that is familiar to him in his dailylife and belief; the advertiser, knowing these natural limitations,
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tells his advertising story through posters very sitnply, using noth-
ing but vivid colors, simple pictures, and a few Chinese characters
showing his "chop." All of these large advertisers have their own
plants in which they make their painted signs and banners: their
own large crews attend to the erecting of them on leased locations;
also they do the "sniping " (which forms the backbone of their out-
door campaigns) on city walls, temple walls, fences, or wherever a
surface presents itself, there being no regulations prohibiting such
yandalism. But even these offending advertisers realize that, a dlay
of awakened public sentiment and consequent reckoning may come;
they realize, too, as a practical consideration, that their posting is
short-lived and disproportionately expensive because it is not im-
mune from other "snipers." As a result of all this, a movement has
been started in Shanghaii byr the Advertising Club of (China (which
is affiliated with the Associated Advertising Clubs of the World)
to reorganize the entire business and put it on a basis that will raise
it in the public estimation and give it greater security and value to
advertisers. This movement to reform its abuses will be watched
with much interest by other Chinese cities which have large foreign
settlements, and the degree of success it attains in Shanghai wvill
probably determine any moves in this same direction by other comn-
mnunities. But in most of the cities of China and in the villages
snipingg " must unavoidably continue for many years as the basis
of posting throughout the country.

For the present, the system, while bad, is effective, and an advertiser
undertaking to popularize a low-priced article in China must take
posting into consideration. The advertising agency mentioned in the
section on "Advertising agencies"~ is prepared to advise American
manufacturers regarding its facilities covering this .medium, as
regards both painted boards and paper posters.

The standard poster used in Chiina is 30 by 40 inches and can be
produced there at a cost ranging from $35 to $60 united States cur-
rency per thousand. In addition to the cost of printing, the actual
cost of posting averages about $'20 lper thousand.

ELECTRIC SIGNS.

Aside from the glitter of Shanghai's "Great White Way" and
the electric signs erected by the Japanese in Dairen and other Man-
churian cities which they dominate commercially, there is no general
dev elopment of this form of advertising anywhere in China. In the
larger cities now and then a shopkeeper whose establishment is larger
and who is more enterprising than his fellows boasts of his growth
lby means of a simple electric sign, but these cases are exceptional.
Nanking Road, which is Shanghiai's "Great White Way,"startles
the visitor with its spectacular lighting effects, of which not the least
are the electric signs advertising cigarettes, medicines, and other
goods for popular consumption. Also, on this same street are to be
seen the brilliantly lighted Chinese department stores, as well as the
smaller shops, each trying to outdo the other in ingenuity of lighting
effects. There is no other such thoroughfare in all of China, and it
is, in a measure, its contrast with other streets 'that has earned for
Nanking Road and Shanghai, too, their somewhat spectacular but
deserved renown. IHongkong's streets, aside from the restaurant
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district, are nearly as quiet and as free of electric signs as the roadsof an American village. Canton, save along the river front, showsno electric signs. Likewise, Peking, as utterly unlike Canton as twoChinese cities can well be, has not taken advantage, of its broad thor-oughfares to illuminate them, except with occasional street lights.As with all other forms of advertising in China, the arrangementsfor erecting electric signs, even in Shanghai, are not in the hands ofcompanies organized for this purpose and rendering a selling, con-struction, and maintenance service, but are a matter for individualnegotiation between the prospective advertiser and the propertyowner, as well as the electric construction company. Such advertisersas have secured desirable locations have done so only after a thoroughpersonal survey of the location, traffic, cost of erection and main-tenance, and other fundamental considerations.

DISTRIBUTION OF HANDBILLS AND CIRCULARS.

Very few advertisers in. China overlook the importance of hand-bills, circulars, cheap booklets, and other printed matter which canbe distributed at a very low cost. Here again, the factor of curiosityand respect for the printed word acts as a considerable offset againstthe illiteracy of the masses into whose hands most of these circularsfall. The coolie who is too ignorant to read will save his booklet orhandbill until some more literate neighbor or passer-=by reads it forhim. The Chinese, particularly among the lower classes, tare anextraordinarily curious and gossipy people, and through this habitboth good news and bad travels hundreds of miles in a very shorttime. An instance is that of a coolie in whose mouth a cigaretteexploded; the obvious explanation, that' It was either the result of apractical joke or carelessness in the making of it, never occurred tohim and his fellows. Like wildfire the news spread that a certainbrand of cigarettes were "bad joss," resulting; in a complete stoppage
of sales in villages for miles around; the cigarette company, takingadvantage of this superstitious undercurrent, started a favorablecounter-rumor, and thus brought the cigarette into favor again.Many a cheap article started on its course toward popularity inChina from no more pretentious stimulus than circulars and luridlycolored booklets; the news of such free gifts spread from house tohouse and into adjoining towns, and for a long time these booklets,* the only new and strange thing in the village, were a main topic ofconversation. The Germans were the first to take advantage of thischaracteristic, which is common to all illiterate peoples but is par-ticularly noticeable in the Chinese as a result of their insatiablecuriosity. Tho Japanese have made skillful use of this method,many of their patent medicines being almost wholl promoted inthis way. It is not a method that can be used so effectively in thelarger C hinese cities, or among the more literate classes, because ofthe competition of newspapers, but even there it is by no means to

be slighted.

POPULARITY OF CALENDARS WITH ALL CHINESE.

If one were to select Athe single most effective and lasting appeal
s among current Chinese advertising methods, it would be that of the

462W----
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calendar. It is the single most potent means of touching the inti-
mate life of every Chinese, because lie regulates his decisions by the
planets and by lucky and unlucky clays, and -nevaer undertakes a busi-
ness venture or a journey without consulting the omens and signs,.
which are " legion" in China and which are all set forth in his cal-
endar. It is his calendar in which lie seeks his answers to queries
about good and bad "joss" (luck) and which pronounces the lucky
days for weddings, feasts, etc. It is the calendar, too, that occupies
a place of honor near the household gods and it is the one written
or printed paper that is consulted most frequently.

For these reasons no advertiser in China, whether hie be native
or foreign, ever lets pass the Chinese New Year (which comes in
February) without distributing calendars; those who indulge in
no other form of advertising at least give away calendars. Some of
them are very elaborate and costly, being lithographed in 10 or more
colors, with most elaborate and intricate designs. Formerly these
designs were pictorial representations of old Chinese classics and
legends, but of late years the " pretty-girl " picture has come to the
front and now seems to occupy first place. The advertisement plays
a secondary part, consisting of little more than the " chop " of the
advertiser displayed just conspicuously enough so as not to escape
attention. The greatest care is necessary in the preparation of the
designs, which must be absolutely correct from the Chinese view-
point; the failure to attend to this has caused many foreign-made
calendars to become merely objects of ridicule. Some of the older
British merchants formerly had the designs made in. China so as
to insure absolute correctness, and then had the plates made and
the calendars lithographed in England because of the superior class
of work obtainable there. With improved facilities, particularly in
Shanghai, it is now possible to have excellent work done in China
without sending abroad for it.

There are even calendar collectors in China who make as much
of a hobby of it as stamp collectors do in the United States. Small
merchants do a thriving business-their little shops (where they sell
nothing else) finding customers at all seasons of the year, but more
particularly around New Year's time, which is in February. In
investigating this curious appeal, the writer bought a great many
calendars, for some of which, on accouiit of their rarity or beauty,
he paid as much as $2, though their original cost of production
was probably 25 cents or less.

Large advertisers distribute as many as 100,000 of these calendars,
the only deterrent to much wider distribution being the high cost;
cheaply printed ones sometimes do more harm than good, it being
a, common mental trait of the~ Chinese to estimate the character of
the donor and the quality of his product by the value of the gift.

Novelties, particularly puzzles, bearing advertisements, make an
instant " hit" with the Chinese, and only the unit cost of them pre-
vents their wider distribution as an advertising medium.

HELPING THE DEALER..

Aside from a few lirge department stores, silversmiths' shops,
silk shops, and the like in Shanghai, Hongkong, Canton, and a. few
other cities, practically all the retail outlets of China are tiny shops
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conducted by one or two persons. Because of the size and construc-tion of these shops, and, because these merchants afare in many caseshalfpedderswho base their business on interminable hatygling, themeaning of " turnovers or speedingg up sales " has never enteredtheir heads. Yet they have the shrewdest commercial instincts in thewvorfdl and as natural traders are far ahead of the Japanese. Wherethe opportunity exists or where some foreign influence has beenbrought to bear, there are no people more ready than they to seizeupon a new idea that will bring them in more business. As evidenceof this, they have built in the leading treaty-port cities splendid de-partment stores owned and managed by Chinese and most skillfullyand profitably conducted on up-to-dlate lines. As new ideas sug-gested themselves they have been seized upon and adapted to Chineseuse. Even unenterprising merchants in the smaller towns have beencoached ini the proper use of counter, window, and shop cards assupplemental to well-arranged stocks and attractive window dis-plays; not many manufacturers have taken the trouble to do this,but where they have done it, their goods stand out startlingly inthe general disorder that characterizes Chinese shops. These fewfarsighted manufacturers have realized, that nearly all Chinesedealers merely " keep a store " and that its unattractive and " take-it-or-leave-it" appearance is largely the result of the proprietors'never having. known anything different and never having been shownhow to do things ina better way. ZThe few companies such as those marketing medicines, oil, ciga-rettes, and toilet goods through extensive sales organizations havebeen the pioneers in this work and have blazed the trails of all theadvertising and merchandising progress that has been made in China.
[NOTE.-Persons desiring very detailed information. concerning China andall the aspects of its commercial and economic activities are referred to the"Commercial Handbook of China," in two volumes, published by the Bureauof Foreign and Domestic Commerce as Miscellaneous Series No. 84. The pricesof volumes 1 and 2 are 60 and 40 cents, respectively, and the books may beobtained from the district or cooperative offices of the Bureau or from theSuperintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.]
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THE PHILIPPINES.

GENERAL INFORMATION.

LOCATION. SIZE, POPULATION, AND CLIMATE.

The Philippine Islands are more than 6,000) miles from San Fran-
cisco and within 600( miles of the China coast. Some 3,000 islands go
to make up the archipelago, which, beginning just south of the
Japanese possession of Taiwan (Formosa), stretches for about 1,100
miles southward almost to Borneo. Of the 3,000 or more islands
(which hav-e an area of approximately 120,000 square miles, about
equal to that of the New England States plus New York State),
about half are large enough to be named, and of the entire number
only about 400 are inhabited. The largest and most important island
is Luzon, wihichi is about the size of the State of Ohio. Manila, the
capital, principal port, and chief commercial center of the islands, is
on Luzon~.

The 10,0)00,000 population of the Philippines, aside from a thin
scattering of A1mericans, Europeans, Chinese, and Japanese, consists
of Filipinos, who -,re racially and basically Malays, iflterbredl to
some extent with Spanish blood and with a, trace of the blood of the
Chinese, who have for a long time been the merchants of the islands.
Of the entire population of 10,000,000, more than 90 per cent are
classified as Christians, the remainder being grouped as either
Mohammedan, pagan, or unclassifiable. Of the foreign population,
there are about 15,000 Americans and Europeans (nearly all in
Manila), 20,000 Chinese, and about 2,500 Japanese.

The climate is tropical, and tobacco, sugar, hemp, and coconuts
-are the chief products of the soil. The mountainous section, where
many of the hardy upland natives are to be found, is invigorating
and healthful, while the sea coast, including the capital city, Manila,
is humid and somewhat oppressive and, save for a few winter months,
is only rendered livable as the result of American sanitary precau-
tions which are even more rigidly enforced than in the United States.
The rainfall averages 72 inches annually, most of it ,being concen-
trated in the summer months.

RESOURCES, INDUSTRIES, AND TRANSPORTATION.

Compared with the agricultural wealth of the Philippines, the
mineral products are of minor imortance. There are believed to
be considerable deposits of coal a:nd some amount of iron, but very
little is really known about either the quaxitity or the quality. It is
in agriculture that the present wealth of the Philippines lies, more
than 90 per cent of the exports being products of the soil. For the
most part, very primitive methods of tilling the soil are employed ;
less than one-half of the arable land is under cultivation to-day: As
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one result of the opportunities opened by American occupation, atleast four-fifths of the farming land is worked by small owners, theother one-fifth being worked by tenants.
While the islands~ have made some advances toward industrialism(Manila has about 840 factories, whose 17,000 employees produceabout $20,000,000 worth of goods annually), there is little in thisfield of activity that can be considered modern ; most of it is, andwill continue to remain, that of household or small-shop industries..The making of baskets and hats is typical of the native householdmanufacturing activities; lace making and tobacco manufacturing,on the other hand, show considerable development as special indus-S tries on a larger scale. However, the climate, the character of thepopulation, and the easily acquired wealth from the soil are the fac-tors that determine the future of the Filipinos as a nation of farmersor planters, rather than manufacturers.

Despite the sovereignty of the United States, Americans come sec-ond in investments of foreign capital, the relative positions being :British, $670,000,000; Americans, $272,000,000; Japanese, $61,000,-000; Dutch, $28,000,000.
That there is not more than 800 miles of railway (most of which ison the island of Luzon, where Manila is) is probably due in greatmeasure to the excellent water transportation enjoyed by the islands,as well as the splendid highways; of the latter there are about 2,300miles of first-class roads, 1,200 miles of second-class roads, and bu2,000 miles of poorer roads.dabu

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
The total foreign trade of the Philippines for 1920 amounted inround figures to $300,000,000, of which about $149,000,000 repre-sented imports, mostly of manufactured goods. Of the exports ofapproximately $151,000,000, about 90 per cent were products suchas hemp, sugar, copra, coconut oil, and tobacco -products.Of this total foreign trade, practically all of which passes throughthe port of Manila, the share of the United States was approximately66 per cent (61.7 per cent of imports and 70 per cent of exports), fol-lowed by Japan and Great Britain, with 7.7 and 5.7 per cent, re-spectively.

g CURRENCY AND BANKING.
The currency is on a cgold basis, the unit being the peso, which isworth nominally $0.50 Pnited States currency and which istho

te-retically 
supposed to show no variation in the relation to the UnitedStates dollar. In reality, fluctuations have occurred, and early in1921 San Francisco exchange on Manila could be purchased at about10 per cent under par.

American banking interests are well represented in the Philip-pines, the following banks having offices in Manila : American For-eign Banking Corporation, Asia B3anking.Corporation, InternationalBanking Corporation, and also the American ExpressC'o.
CONFUSION ARISING FROM MANY LANGUAGES.

English is not only the official language of the Philippines but isthe leading commercial language as well, having rapidly outdis-
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tanced Spanish in that respect. The reason for this is not far to seek
when one recalls that for the past 15 years there have been from
200,000 to 600,000 pupils enrolled in the schools that were established
shortly after the' American occupation; in these schools no language

- ~PIjjUEASNWI

LA PINTURA ES LA UNICA PRO-
TECCION CONTRA LA HUMEDAD.

Examine usted su casa, muebles, vehi-
culos, etc. y vea si se deterioran en al-
gunas de sus partes. Si es asi, la hu-
medad esta produciendo sus malos
efectos, y es tiemnpo entonces de pin-
tarlos.
Las pinturas y barnices SHERWIN
WILLIAMS han lido el modelo de
hace cincuenta ailos.

De Venta en Todas Partes

PACIFIC COMMERCIAL COMPANY

Unicos Agentes.

rr. 28.-Advertisement in Spanish, used in Philippines, employing as its illustration
the nipa house, familiar to all Filipinos.

other than English is taught. However, so involved is the problem
of the variety of tongues still spoken in all parts of the islands that
the Pacific Commercial Co., which has pioneered all the advertising
problems of the archipelago, finds it necessary to prepare advertis-
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ing matter in English, Spanish, Chinese, and also nine separate dia-lects (of which Tagalog is the most important), as well as Arabic,*which is used to reach the Moros. In other words, it takes 13 differ-*ent languages to cover the islands completely, either with public~i-tion adirertising or other printed matter. On the island of Luzonalonle--thle most important of the group-five different dialects arespoken, in addition to English and Spanish. While this babel oftongues would seeni to produce a hopeless adv ertising tangle, suchis not the case, as the districts in which the different dialects arespoken have clean-cut boundaries and do not overlap.In a general way it may be said that all the younger Filipinos who' are literate speak and read English, and, except perhaps in Manila,where Spanish may be considered their second language, they alsospeak, the dialect of their province. Persons of the older generationin Manila and the other cities incline to Spanish, but usually speaksome English. Tagalog is the most widely used of the dialects, andstreet directions in Manila are printed in it as well as English andSpanish. Chinese is used only by the merchants of that race, who,by the way, control about 7 5 per cent of the retail business hislands.
Certain it is that English is fast becoming the one common tongueof the Philippines, and that in another generation, unless some un-fortunate setback occurs, it will be used practically to the exclusionof the other languages, the multiplicity of which has, more than anyother single obstacle, delayed the progress of the islands.

PURCHASING POWER.

It is extremely difficult to estimate the number of Filipinos whoread publications more or less regularly and who have buying powersufficient to class them as purchasers of advertised goods in anyvolume. The consensus of opinion among Americans who have lived"in the islands a long time, and have given the matter serious thought,is that the number does not exceed 125,000. However, that does nottake into account a much larger number who may not read publica-tions with any degree of regularity, but who can read in some dialector language and who, for the advertiser who has devised a means ofreaching them, should at least be classed as potential buyers in smallvolume of one kind or another of foreign goods ; the number of these4 might reach a million but certainly would not at present exceed thatfigure. For marketing purposes, this means that approximately 10X per cent of the Philippine people are possible buyers of foreign goods,who can be reached through advertising of one kind or another.An interesting sidelight on this problem of the per capita consum-ing power of the Filipino for foreign goods is the fact that it is onlyslightly less than that of the Japanese or Mexican, and considerablyhigher than that of tiie Chinese. The per capita imports of thesecountries for a fairly normal year such as 1914 were : Philippines,$4.90; China,, $1.06; Japan, $6.60; Mexico, $6.46. However, the differ-ence in the population of the four countries must be borne in mind :Philippines, 10,000,000; China,' 400,000,000; Japan, 56,000,000; Mex-ico, 15,000,000.
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MANILA AS A PORT AND TRADE CENTER'.

Manila is not only the capital of the islands and the sett of govern-
ment but is also the most important port and trade center, practi-
cally dominating the archipelago commercially. Situated on the

" principal island, Luzon, it is one of the chief ports of call for vessels
*bound from America to Japan, China, the Malay Peninsula, and

British India. In an air line, Manila lies about 500 miles from
Hongkong, 1,200 miles from Shanghai, 1,800 miles from Yokohama,
and more than 6,000 miles from San Francisco. Through its harbor
passes more than 90 per cent of the entire foreign trade of the is-
lands; the inner harbor is protected by a breakwater, inside which M

vessels handle cargo by lighters ; this is done with much of the cargo
going to the Pasig River and its connecting canals. Manila also has
five modern piers, at which the large ships plying the Pacific can
dock.4

Other ports, in the order of their importance, are Iloilo, Cebu, and
Zamboanga., all on separate islands. The distances by water from
Manila to these three ports are : Manila to Iloilo, 346 miles; to Cebu,
400 miles ; to Zamboanga, 500 miles.

IMPORT HOUSES AND RETAILERS..

It has already been noted that exports from the Philippines are
almost wholly agricultural, while imports are mostly manufactured
goods. Among some of the Filipinos there is a tendency of late years
to engage in business, but for the most part they have p referred other
pursuits, so that as a consequence about 90 per cent of all business is
in the hands of foreigners. The main volume of trade is transacted
through a few large commercial houses, mostly American ; they act
as importers and sell to the dealers, about 75 per cent of whom are
Chinese, the remaining 25 per cent being Spaniards, Filipinos, or
Americans.

The Chinese retailers, there as elsewhere, have proved themselves
among the shrewdest small merchants in the world, and, as adapting
themselves to the requirements of their customers, have been keen
enough to push trade-marked goods-particu~larly when dealing with
Americans--because they have learned that such merchandise is
easier to sell. Incidentally, they always keep prices just a little
below those prevailing in non-Chinese shops, but rarely attempt to
cut under each others prices. Even the Spanish merchants have
not been slow to recognize that it is more profitable to carry goods
which local advertising has made well known. As a result of these S
tendencies, accelerated by the characteristic enterprise and aggres-
siveness shown by both American import houses and the few Ameri-
can retail stores, the easy-going Chinese-Spanish way of doing busi-
ness is being replaced by the American way. All of this goes to
show how the spirit of enterprise can overcome the disadvantages
of climate and inherited customs.

At this point it seems desirable to give in considerable detail ,the
methods employed by the largest American import house in 'the
Philippines, for the reason that it offers a concrete example of the
success that has attended the transplanting of American methods in
a foreign soil. This house has somewhat adapted its methods to the
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country, it is true, but always with the underlying policy that suchmethods were only a more or less temporary expedient andl to bereplaced slowly but surely by a complete Americanization of thechannels of trade andl the methods employed, regardless of thenationality of the merchants through whom business is (lone. In.all the Latin American and Asiatic countries in which the writerhas made investigations, he knows of no other company that hasattempted to market so many widely varying products and that hascarried out an American sales and advertising policy on such broadlines. The results would not be unusual in the United States, wheresuch methods are the order of the day; they are remarkable in the4, Philippines or in any other country where the climate, the characterof the people, and the established procedure all lend weight to theargument that "it can't be done." As briefly as possible, let us nowoutline the methods of this company.4 It represents large American manufacturers on an exclusive agencybasis, carrying large stocks not only in Manila but elsewhere on theislands; it has its own "bodegas" (warehouses) and tradiiig boats.Incidentally, it does some local manufacturing. In general, it usesthe same sales-promotion and advertising methods as it would in theUnited States, but with a slightly different application, and themethods are further varied, depending uponi whether the goods to besold are canned milk,, motor cars, plows73 or other articles. It em-ploys about 150 Americans and 60() Filipinos in its sales and importdepartments. The management of the company is carefully charted;the import and sales operations are carefully divided into depart-ments based on the character of the merchandise to be sold; thesedepartments are further sectionalized under a sectional manager whois responsible to the department manager for the success of his sec-tion. There being no Dun's or Bradstreet's, the company has de-velopedl its own credit department.
The main office is in Manila, with branches at Cebu, Iloilo. andZamboanga-all complete in themselves. At smaller strategic centerssuch as Legaspi, Tacloban, Aparri, and Vigan, it maintains residentagents (Americans), who have experienced Filipino assistants underthem. North and south of Manila., traveling out of the Manilaoffice, the territory is covered by American salesmen, with Filipinosas assistants; these men completely cover the islands, which are care-4 fully mapped and divided into 12 sales districts. These salesmentravel on schedule and their itineraries, together with mail and tele-graphic addresses, are furnished daily to every department. Eachsalesman is furnished with a call report, showing customer's name,town, credit limit, sales, reasons for failure to sell, and other details.These call reports are mailed back to the Manila office or the sales-man's headquarters after he has covered each town.A bonus system withl cash prizes is in operation, and is shared inby both Americans and Filipinos.

A far-reaching statistical section provides a daily comparison ofsales against the same day of the month past and the same day ofthe. year past. These are consolidated at the end of the month andfurnished to each department. Detailed statistics are kept on eachof the thousands of different articles sold, and these figures show thesales of each article by salesmen, districts, and branches. Graphic
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charts are supplied indicating the trend of different commodities and
the total sales of departments.

The districtt sales department has statistics covering the planting
seasons of every district and of every crop, as well as the harvesting
seasons, fiesta dates, garden (lays, and carnivals. It lists every store-
keeper, whether an actual or a prospective customer, together with
his nationality, the language used, and the variety of stock carried.
This information covers any and every factor wh ch, directly or in-
directly, may affect sales.

No sales or advertising 1 campaign is inauguiratedl without a con-
ference between the department manager handling the product, the
district sales managers, and the publicity manager. Questionnaire y
forms are sent to salesmen and dealers, and every bit of information
on competition, distribution, and other factors touching the market-
inlg of the article in question is secured and analyzed before any ef-
fort to push it is made. ,

In addition to reg ular salesmnem, the company maintain s a force of
specialty and technical salesmen. For example, when a district shows
a nmnber of goodl nmachinery prospects, a technical machinery oani
is sent out into the territory.

About 60 salesmen are continually in service, and 10 more are in
training. The Philippines being primarily agricultural, a corps of
demonstrators for plows, tractors, and pumps are kept constantly in
the field. These men do nothing but demonstrate, covering territo-
ries on fixed schedule, the salesmen following, behind to reap the bene-
fit of the demonstrations. Standard exhibits are placed at provin-
cial carnivals, and during garden days and meetings of all sorts.

Salesmen travel by automobile whenever possible; much of their
travel is necessarily by water; they use such transportation methods
as are necessary, even bull-carts being used in taking them from place
to place. So primitive are the means of transportation in some places
that it would take one salesmen 12 months to cover the islands comn-
pletely.

Intensive dealer and consumer advertising campaigns through
direct-by-mail methods and publications (in 13 languages and dia-
lects) is closely coordinated with the work of the sales force.

The comprador 2 has been entirely eliminated by this company,
which distributes directly to dealers, thus keeping the entire conduct
of its business in its own hands. I

A BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF PHILIPPINE ADVERTISING.

Mention has already been made of the, variety of tongues spoken
in the Philippines, all of which are represented ini one way or another
by newspapers, weeklies, or monthlies. Aside from one English-
langutage weekly, which is the most influential publication in the
islands, most of the publications of any consequence are daily news-
papers. There are some in English, 'in Spanish., and in Tagalog;

I This comnp any is also the largest single advertiser in the islands, spending annuallyabout $175I,000, the majority of which goes into direct-by-mail work, the second largest
medium being newspapers.2About 75 per cent of the retail business in the Philippines is in the hands of Chinesewho in terown country are accustomed to buy through the comprador, who acts as amiddleman between them and the import house that employs him. See the China section
of this report, p. 51.
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others in English with Spanish sections or editorials, and Spanishnewspapers with dialectt sections; there are dailies ini seven otherdialects besides Tagalog, as well as newspapers in Moro and inChinese. Their policies and their value as advertising mneditunsvary as widely as the languages in which they appear; they rangeall the way froin clean-cut, free-spoken, honest, independent orgYansto newspapers at the far endl of the scale. There are also lperiodlcalsdevoted to education, farming, and other special interests.To one familiar with the publications of any Latin Americancountry, the publication situation in the Philippines, while some-what more confused as the result of the many dialects spoken there,presents many points of similarity.
The bulk of the newspaper advertising is placed locally; a smallpercentage of it is sent directly from the United States, bunt practi-cally none from other countries. The rates charged foreign adver-4tisers are considerably higher than those paid by local ones, evenwhen there is a Manila distributed' of the article advertised; whenthe space is contractedl for locally, even if paid for by the Americanmanufacturer, the local rates prevail. It should be said, however,that, except in three or possibly four papers, no fixed rates obtain,though rate cards are p~ublished.. It is difficult to see how it wouldbe possibly to carry on intelligently and, economically a comjpreben-sive campaign in many Philippine mediums from the United States,because of its much higher cost under such circumstances, and thefact that 13 languages would be required; this difficulty would, ofcourse, be somewhat lessened in a more restricted campaign whereonly English and possibly a few Spanish publications were used.Of the two largest advertisers in the islands, the Pacific Commer-cial Co. spends about $175,000 annually in advortisino' andl theManila Trading & Supply Co. about $50,000. Both o~'these areAmerican import houses; manufacturers whom they representusually share in the advertising expenditures.

There are a number of small, local service agencies in Manilaoperating as advertisi ng agencies, but their work is almost whollywith local retailers and others-probably because of the dominanceof the large import houses which prepare and place most of theforeign advertising, representing products for which they have theexclusive sales agencies.
r Direct-by-maif methods, including letters, booklets, folders, andother printed matter, together with house-to-house distribution ofhandbills, have proved to be the most important single means ofreaching both dealers and consumers, this condition being due toP the fact that the great majority of those who can read some languageor dialect do not regularly read newspapers.As regards outdoor advertising, it may be said that posting isnot done at all, on account of the heavy, rains which make the use ofpaper impracticable. Painted signs, however, are used in Manila,tihe organization controlling this medium being affiliated with thePoster Advertisinig Association of the United States. Many of theseboards are excellently situated and are electrically lighted fortnight

Sreet-car advertising is done to some extent in Manila, where thecards in the cars appear in three languages-English, Spanish, andTagalog.
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METHODS USED BY ,SUCCESSFUL ADVERTISERS.

Because of the many-sided (lifficulties which it overcame, it seems
well to present here an outline of the organization, as well as some
details of the methods employed by an American import house 3
which has successfully used advertising in the Philippines in pro-
mnoting the sale of articles ranging from canned milk to thrashing
machines.

Its advertising department in. Manila consists of nine copy writers,
of whom two are American, four are Spanish, two are Chinese, ,and
one is Tiagalog. In addition, there are also eight native translators,
seven artists, a. photographer, and the usual file and mail clerks. The
mailing' list of 165,000 consumer names is segregated as to language
or dialect, buying power, and sales district in which located. Also,
some 8,000 merchants are listed and, classified as to sales district, na-
tionality, and goods handled. ~4

When an advertising appropriation has been made to promote the
sales of, say, soap, canned. milk:, or similar articles of wide consump-
tion, the manager of that particular department, together with the
publicity manager, decides whether the campaign is to be sectional
or is to cover the islands. The district sales department notifies all
salesmen, resident agents, and interested branches that a campaign
is to be inaugurated on a certain date. These salesmen and provin-
cial representatives advise the dealers of the coining campaign, and
at the same time letters are sent to all dealers in the territory to be
covered, supplementing the work of the field representatives. Litho-
graphed hangers for windows and stores are supplied to the dealers.
Letters in the different languages and dialects are then sent to a
large list of consumers and advertising is placed in all mediums
whose circulation justifies the expense. Handbills are sent to the
dealers for distribution to consumers, and a house-to-house distri-
bution of more of these same handbills is made by employees of the
publicity department. The text matter for all advertising is written
ini Eng'lsh, and then carefully translated into the various languages
and dialects.

In the case of higher-priced, goods such as improved plows, tractors,
thrashers, and even technical equipment (with most of which few
Filipinos are familiar), this company again resorts to direct-by-mail
methods, except that in these cases they lay a most careful ground-
work of educational advertising which explains simply and pa-
tiently the uses and advantages of this new or strange equipment.
Sometimes several years pass with. sales so meager as barely to pay
for the educational advertising and demonstration; yet, in the long
run, an immensely profitable business not only in farming machinery_
but in more technical equipment has been built up.-

This company whose advertising procedure has been outlined here,
as well ats other companies which have carried on their work on asomewhat smaller scale, have successfully advertised, demonstrated,
and sold 60 rice thrashers in one year, 60,000 specially designed plows
in six years, and 600 tractors in 15 months, as well as other equip-.
ment, none of which had ever been used or even seen in the Philip-
pines in former ,years.

'The sales-prom~otion methods of this same importing house are outlined in some details
in an earlier section (p. 88) hooded "Import houses and retailers,"
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NEWSPAPERS AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS.

GENERAL REVIEW.

We have noted the fact that 13 different languages or dlialects arerepresented in the 106 newspapers, weeklies, and periodlicals pub-lishecd in the Philippines. That bare statement would seem to in-dicate that the publication situation is inextricably tangled; suchhowever, is not the case, owing to the fact that English is the dom-inating language, followed closely by Spanish, with Tagalog andthe other dialect publications occupying a, very distant third place..No publication printed in any language other than English or Span-ish dominates the field or even occupies more th an a very smallportion of it. Practically all papers outside of Manilla are in onedialect or another; fortunately, the language districtss do not over-lap, the boundaries within which any dialect, is used being strictlydefined, Thus, the Tagalog dialect is used in andl adjacent to Manila,except }where English and Spanish are used; the Ilocano dialect isspoken by the people and used in the newspapers of the (districts of.Cayagan, Isabela, Ilocos Sur, Ilocos Norte, and La Union; the peoplein P'angasinan speak and read the Pangasinan dialect; all Cebunewspapers are in Cebu Visayan dialect, while those of Iloilo are inIlongo dialect.
F+or convenient consideration we may divide all these 106 Philip-pine publications into three groups--(1) English-language, (2)Spanish, and (3) Tagalog and other dialectt, p)ublications. Out ofthat number, 65 (including all the important ones) are issued inthe capital city of Mfanila; some of them have merely local circu-lations, while others are found throughout the islands. After allow-ing for a considerable duplication of circulation, it is safe to saythat there are not more than 125,000 regular readers of newspapers,weeklies, or moiitliies, out of a total population of about 10,000,000.The result of this has been that direct-by-mail methods have formedthe chief support of most successful campaigns, with newspapersrelegated to a second place. The largest advertiser in the Philippinesuses only 47 publications in even the most comprehensive campaigns.As further indicating the -attitude of Manila advertisers towardthis problem, it is significant to note that the largest one devotesonly one-third of his appropriation to newspapers and periodicals,

whilen the second largest one-possiblyr because of his incompletemaln ist-spends two-thirds of his appropriation in publicationsof one kind or another.
The writer believes that only 4 of the 106 publications strictly ad-here to their published rates and treat all advertisers alike; thesefour aire, significantly enough, the dominating publications. Mostof the others either shade their prices shortly after negotiations areopened or--in the case of the less desirable ones--take what they canget. In this report, therefore, it is inadvisable to attempt to quoteexact rates.
As supplementing the above, it is interesting to observe that prac-tically all newspapers outside of Manila ask about 12j cents UnitedStates currency per column inch, regardless of the size of their cir-culation.
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ANALYSIS OF IMPORTANT MANILA NEWSPAPERS AND WEEKLIES.

All the important Philippine publications are issued in Manila.
and from there circulate throughout the islands; aside from purely
local dailiess in cities like Czebu, Iloilo, and Zamboanga, which might
be used in a very comprehensive campaign, there are no others
worthy of even passing consideration. In the order of their im-
portance, the four dominant ones are the Philippine Free Press
(English-language weekly), La Vang uardia y Taliha (Spanish even-
ing daily with an edition in Tagalog), the Manila Daily Bulletin
(English-language morning dailyr), and the Manila Times (Eng-
lish-language evening daily) . These four are so far ahead of all the
others, in bo0th circulation and influence, that further details are ? r
given as follows:

Philip pine Free Press, Manila.-Weekly in English with Spanish section.
Its circulation of about 12,000 is wore than double that of any other English- 4language publication, including newspapers, in the islands. A large portion '

of its readers are in the Provinces, but, whether for reaching the farmers or
the city population, every advertiser puts it first on his list. Despite its out-
spoken policy and its opposition to the independence movement, it is even more
widely real by the younger Filipinos than iby Americans. Its page size is
0j inches wide by 12-- inches deep. It can use mnats. It maintains the fixed dis-
play-advertising ite of $35 United States currency per page.

La, Tanguardi'a y Tqal a, 31anila.-Evening daily. in Spanish, its special
Tagalog edition being called " Taldiba." It is second in influence and circula-
tion to the Philippine Free Press (see above) and has a daily circulation of
about 8,000, with about 12,000 on Saturdays. It has a better news section
than any Englishi-language daily. It is inclined to lbe sensational and somewhat
anti-American. It is easily the best Spanish daily in the islands and should be
given second place in any list for a campaign, whether for patent medicines or
automobiles. Its ptige has eight /columns, and the columns are 2 by 201 incites.
Its display-advertising rates are. 5,000 or more column inches, 25 cents United
States currency per inch; less than 5,000 inches, 30 cents. It maintains rates
very closely.

Ilfqnjla, Daily Brlini.- Englishi-language morning daily, owned and managed
by .Americans. This is a business Main's paper and has, also, a general circula-
tion. It is readt by Filipinos, b~ut more particularly by Americans. It should be
third on any list covering medium or high grade articles for either popular or
sp(wiallzed consumption. Its circulation is about 4.000. Its page has eight col-
umns, and the columns are 2 by 20;t inches. D~isplay-,advertising rates (strictly
maintained) :Less than 5,000 column inches, 25 cents ; more than 5,000 inches,
20 cents.Mlanila Tim c8s.-Englisli-1 tnguage evening daily ; also Sunday morning. The
ownership is in doubt, but it is believed to 'be in control of Filipinos, though
mnanagedl by Americans. It is sewisensational at times and is more popular
with Filipinos than Americans; the Sunday edition is widely readt in the Prov-
inces. Them circulation is about 4,50{), which is slightly larger' than that of
the Daily Bulletin (see abcove), but does not reach quite so high-class a clientele.
It should lbe included in any list, ranking at least fourth. Thle page and column
size, as well as the display-advertising rates (which are uniform), are the
same as those of the Daily Bulletin.

The reader is referred to the Appendix (p. 106) for a list and de-
tails of other Philippine newspapers, weeklies, and monthlies.

METHODS OF PAYING ADVERTISING BILLS.

American advertisers sometimes complain that local advertisers
in Manila obtain lower rates than they. This should occasion no
surprise when it is remembered that even the New York advertising
agency, buying space for a national advertiser in, say, Chicago or
Sana Francisco newspapers, can not buy space at so low a rate as carn
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be obtained by the local advertiser, wNho may be a selling representa-tive of the manufacturer wishing to advertise. Desirable as a changein this condition may be, the two cases are not exactly parallel, forthe reason that, unlike the ..American publishers, the Philippine pub-lishers, with few exceptions, do not maintain standardized rates.Not infrequently two local advertisers, placing the same amount andcharacter of business under the same conditions, pay different rates,neither of which may be that appearing on the publisher's rate card.Neither the Philippines nor any other Far Eastern country has anorganization corresponding to the Audit Bureau of Circulations inthe United States, nor is there any pressing demand on the publishersfor proven circulation claims and stabilized advertising rates.Some advertisers have had recourse to the method of having theirrepresentative in Manila buy space at the lowest rate obtainablelocally. But for advertisers and advertising agencies that wish tohandle the matter' of payments directly with the publishers, atten-tion is also directed to an arrangement which the wrbierhersonll
made with American banks in M1anila. This arrangement is as fol-lows : The advertiser or advertising agent sends the original order,accompanied by matrices, eng raving s, etc., directly to the publisher,.at the same time sending a, duplicate of the order or a mnemorandunmof it to the Manila bank. Upon the 10th of the month followingthe date of insertion the publisher presents his bill to the bank;accompanied by a voucher copy of the publication carrying the ad-vertisement. 'he bank satisfies itself that the basic conditions ofthe order have been met, and in that event will p~ay the bill at therate specified, less the cash discount specified in the order. In theevent of a serious disagreement over position or anty other importantdetail of the proper carrying out of the order, the bank will notundertake to adjust the difference. This is a manifest weakness ofthe plan, which is offered, however', as a " stop-gap " until a betterarrangement can b~e effected. It will be necessary for the advertiserto open a credit to cover his orders, so that the bank will experienceno delay in making payments promptly.

All the American banks--Americani Foreign Banking Corpora-tion , Asia Banking Corporation, International Banking Corpora-tion--which have branch offices in Manila are willing to Undertakethis service on a commission basis of 1 per cent of the amount they
W disburse in the payment of advertising bills.

"COPY" AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

Nearly all the copy used in Philippine advertising is in eitherEnglish or Spanish, with a comparatively small amount in Tagalogand a much smaller amount in the other dialects. Language, however,is only what may be called the mechanical means of presentation;it is the ideas behind the text and illustrations that count, and no-where has the failure on the part of American advertisers to recognizethis fact been more strikingly exemplified than in the Philippines.The Filipino reader of the advertising message may understandEnglish, but it does not follow that colloquial English or the use ofideas in text, or illustration that are outside the range of his experi-ence, or that he can just barely grasp, are effective; he may under-stand Spanish, but to use the idiom or the appeal that one would
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use in reaching a Mexican or an Argentinian is to miss altogether
the point of the Filipino's distinctive racial traits. The language
is only the shell, and it is not until we know the Filipinos' language
as they think it, as well as their manners, customs, living conditions,
and ideals that we can reach them with our advertising messages.

Many American advertising managers stubbornly insist that their
copy-and the same copy- be used without change in the Philip-
pines and Latin America, failing to recognize that it is more nearly
impossible to prepare uniform and standardized copy for all those
countries than it is to prepare a uniformly effective or even usable
English-language appeal for, say, Americans, Englishmen, and Aus-
tralians. The differences between the various English-speaking peo-
ples are, after all, only minor ones, while the gulf* between the Fili-
pinos and the Cubans or Chileans or Peruvians is nearly as great
as that between ourselves and the peoples of a wholly different race.
The Filipino may be rapidly coming to acquire English as his na-
tional tongue, but hie is substantially the same Filipino as he was
before, and only very slightly modified in his dress, housing, food,
and, above all, in his physical and mental associations. His dress
(we are speaking 'sere of the average and not the exceptional cases)
is still white duic -)r cotton the year around; if he is a middle-class
dandydy" he prof!~ dy wears an embroidered and transparent shirt
made of pineapple cloth. His home is a nipa house thatched with
straw, though it may be electrically lighted. If he is a farmer he
wears only enough clothes to protect him from the sun; he uses a
crude, one-handled wooden plow, until years of patient demonstration
have convinced him that a steel plow (which must, however, be one-
handled) will help him to produce better crops; hie was not interested
in a tractor when it was described and illustrated in advertisements
as " an iron horse," but it readily touched his familiar understanding
when it was pictured as "an iron car abao," because the carabao4 and
not the horse is his beast of burden and farm animal.

The Filipino is not eager to adopt foreign goods, as is frequently
asserted, but he is willing to adopt them if their usefulness or
ornamental value can be shown as -worth his while, and if the appeal
is skillfully directed. Of course, his ability to purchase them must
be taken into account. Approaching this same problem in a concrete
way, let us take the instance of a watch. Americans think of a watch
as primarily an article of utility and only secondarily as decorative.
Not so with the Filipino; climate and other factors have made him
inclined to consider the element of time as not highly important.
Therefore it is better to advertise a watch to him rather with the
appeal that it is something primarily ornamental and only inci-
dentally a timepiece ; if it has a luminous dial, it would be better to
present that feature as a novelty and for its uniqueness rather than
as a device for telling time in the dark.

Electric lighting plants, tractors, watches, and a multitude of
other unfamilar things have been advertised and sold to Filipinos,
but in every case the appeal and the argument has been directed to
them as Filipinos and not merely as people who spoke Spanish or
English or a local dialect.

' The carabao of the Philippines is the same anip~al as the water buffalo of India.
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The Iron Carabao
El Carabao de Hierro

What Owners in the

Philippines Say About I.

Lo Que Sus Due flos
En Filipinas

Dicen De. El.
PmG. 29.-Covet of booklet- in both English and Spanish.

46220-21---7
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The American advertising manager or advertising agent may have
a complete list of Philippine publications with all data concerning
them ; he may have a mailing list of Filipino prospects ; he may have
translators whose Spanish is irreproachable ; his illustrations and
his copy may be beyond criticism from an American angle. Yet,
when his advertisement a appears in newspapers or weeklies or direct-
by-mail matter, it may fall flat, or not be understood, or be com-
pletely misunderstood, or even appear as an object of ridicule, for
the perfectly obvious reason that it failed to take into account the
only really important thing-the mental associations and equipment
of the Filipino prospect.

Very few except native copy writers (or capable translators who
are given a wide latitude) are able to avoid these pitfalls. But to
cover the islands entirely in all the 13 languages or dialects requires
not merely English and Spanish copy writers but intelligent dialect
translators as well. Manila is the commercial metropolis of the .
islands, it is true, but it is only the radiating center of their activities.
It is a tremendously important city-out of all proportion to its
300,000 people. But there are 10,000,000 people in the Philippines.
Nearly all the merchants are Chinese, and while many of them have
a smattering of English or of Spanish, their understanding is
touched most readily through reading their own tongue. Th
younger Filipinos who have attended American schools read and
speak English, but how about their fathers? Isn't it wise to reach
both the father and the son with advertising? And the father uses
one of the eight dialects, depending on the Province in which he
lives.

,All of this lends weight to the belief that it is next to impossible
to prepare a comprehensive advertising campaign except in the
islands. From which conclusion there follows the natural question":
What are the facilities there? Several American importing houses
(one in particular) have excellent advertising departments, which
are well equipped to write and handle any cam paign; their services
are, of course, entirely restricted to the manufacturers whom they
represent as selling agents. Practically all the successful campaigns
in the Philippineshave been planned and placed by these advertising
departments, not merely because the copy was written or translated
by and for Filipinos, but because the advertising was closely linked
up with the sales policy.

There are also several local "advertising 'service agents"' in
Manila who have done creditable work but who are unfortunately
restricted in breadth of services owing to their being " one-man
businesses; they are similar in scope and equipment to the hundreds
of small copyy shops " which serve local advertisers in nearly every
city in the United States. 'For one reason or another, they have done
practically no business directly with United States advertisers, so
no real test of their services on a comprehensive scale has been made.

SUCCESS OF. DIRECT-BY-MAIL METHODS.

The fact that a letter can be sent from New York to Manila (a
distance of about 9,000 miles) for 2 cents, and that other domestic
postal rates likewise apply, ,has led many Americans to conclude
hastily that a direct-by-mail business with the Philippines was
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merely an extension on similar lines of their United States enter-prises. Such, however, is not the case, because of a number offactors, the chief one of which is that the Filipinos are not yet

ANG MALALAKAS
NA TAO AY SI
YANG NAGPA-
PADAKILA SA
ISANG BAYAN.

Ang mnga taong palakain fig karni ay nagging malakas,niataba at masigla ang katawan. Sila ang niga taong kung
miagsasaka ay nag-aani fig sagana. Nakagagawa sila fig
inaraming niahalagang bagay, at nakapagtatanggol sa ka-
nilang bayan kung panahon fig labanan.

Ang miga karni sa lata nii ARMOUR y puno fig miga
kagalifigan, at sadyang nakapagbibigay fig lakas at kalu-
sugan fig katawan spa taong "kumakain nite.

PACIFIC COMMERCIAL COMPANY
Maynila, K. P.

1Gi. 30.-Booklet page, in one of the eight distinct Filipino dialects.

accustomed to. buying outside of the islands and are loath to sendmoney abroad for articles that they have not seen, even when offeredto them on the basis of "money back if not satisfied." In time, nodoubt, this habit can be overcome and. advertising can help to over-
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come it, and, with confidence established in the place of suspicion,
business of this kind can be carried on.

As indicating what can be done locally, it may be mentioned that
a large Chicago mail-order~ house has offices and showrooms in
Manila and, assisted by advertising, has built up a thriving business.
Other local Manila houses have done the same thing because they
have had the confidence of the people as the result of being estab-
lished in a local and familiar place.

In other sections of this report on the Philippines, reference has
frequently been made to the outstanding importance of letters, book-
lets, folders, and catalogues, if used not so much as a means of
obtaining immediate or direct-by-mail business, but rather as a
part of the educational program on which most Philippine adver-
tising must be based before it becomes productive. Summed up
briefly, the situation is this-that the most successful advertising in
the Philippines has originated in Manila and has used mail methods $

as an essential part of its success, newspapers, in many instances,
having been relegated to second place ; that the letters and follow-
ups to the trade have been in English, Spanish, and Chinese; that
the letters, booklets, and other mail pieces to the consumers have been
in English, Spanish, and the native dialects ; that the trade and con-
sumer mailing lists have been painstakingly compiled from innu-
merable sources over a period of years and in no instance were " lists
of prospects " secured from directories or other sources open to all
alike.

The largest mailing list in the Philippines contains 165,000 names.
of prospects with known buying power; they are all carefully classi-
fied as to language, occupation, amount of income, and other factors.
This and other good lists are not, however, available for general use,
being the private property. of large Manili importing houses which
use them as a part of their advertising progr~am.

For such advertisers as may wish to 4cdinsult or use directories
relating to the islands, one may mention' Rosenstbek's Directory,5

which has a classified business directory of Manila, and the Manila
Telephone Directory, published by the P~hilippine Islands Telephone
& Telegraph Co., which carries a section classifying all telephone sub-
scribers according to occupation.

There are excellent printing and lithographing establishments in
Manila of American ownership and management, which are well
equipped to handle high-class work.

PROTECTION OF TRADE-MARKS.

Both in theory and in practice, trade-marks are substantially as
well protected in the Philippines as in the lUnited States. Registra-
tion is not absolutely essential but is strongly advised. The period
covered by protection is 30 years, the fee is $25 United States cur-
rency, and the application may be made in either English or Spanish.

The following letter, which touches both the legal and the practical
aspects of the question, was received by the writer as a digest of a.
conference which he held with a responsible trade-mark 'attorney,
in Manila:

The law provides for the registration of trade-Ynarks and for the issuance,
of injunctions and recovery of damages for infringement. It also provides for

sSee section headed "Directories" in the China section of this report; p. 76..
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the issuance of injunctions and the recovery of damages in cases of unfaircompetition, even though the mark or form of package simulated is not regis-tered. The principal thing seems to be the use of the trade-mark or generalmake-up of the package in question. The law provides that no article shall.be imported which simulates the name or trade-mark of a domestic manufac-turer or bears a mark calculated to induce the public to believe that it wasmanufactured in the Philippine Islands. This section contains a proviso thatthe section shall not affect the rights which any one may have acquired byvirtue of having registered a trade-mark under the laws of the United States.As to the length of time necessary to use a trade-mark and acquire the exclu-sive right to the name, the law provides that it is sufficient to prove use forsuch a length of time that use by another would be calculated to deceive thepublic. The law also provides that unfair competition consists in the use ofpackages whose general appearance is such as to influence purchasers and de-ceive the public, thereby defrauding another, or his subsequent vendor, of legiti-mate trade. This section applies where the general appearance of the packageis misleading, even though the packages, devices, or words are not by lawcapable of appropriation as trade-marks. No trade-mark shall be registeredwhich so closely resembles another as to deceive or confuse. Registration underthis act shall only be prima facie evidence of the exclusive right of a personsecuring registration of a trade-mark to the use of the same. The trade-markis valid for 80 years, and may be renewed. This period does not apply to for-eign trade-marks, which expire here at the same time they expire where origi-nally issued.

TPhe rules of the bureau which has charge of the registration of trade-marksprovide that an importer may register a trade-mark either in his own name orin the name of the owner of the trade-mark. If hie registers it in his own name,he must file written authority from the owner. Tih-e rules also provide thatno trade-mark similar to one already registered will be accepted, and that con-flicts must be settled by the court. No action can be maintained by one wvhohas himself used a trade-mark to deceive the public. In a case decided heresome years ago it was decided that plaintiff could not recover where he himselfhad been guilty of usurping the trade-mark of a third person, even thoughsuch third person had never registered the trade-mark in question. There arenumerous cases where injunctions and damages have been granted without re-gard to technical infringement, where the general: effect of the appearance wasto deceive the public. However, we recommend registration of all trade-marks,in order to avoid, at least to a considerable extent, any arguments or litiga-tion.
Owners of trade-marks registered in the United States and In foreign coun-trie which afford similar privileges to citizens of the United States and of thePhilippine Islands may obtain registration in the Philippine Islands by filingwith the Bureau of Commerce and. Industry in Manila a statement in eitherEnglish or Spanish specifying the name, domicile, location, and citizenship ofthe applicant, the general class or classes of merchandise to which the trade-mark claimed has been appropriated, or, in case of a trade name, the de-scription of the business, profession, or occupation It is to distinguish, a de-scription of the trade-mark or trade rLame itself, with facsimiles thereof, and4 a statement of the mode in which the same is applied and affixed to goods orIs to be used in the busines, profesion, or occupation, and the length oftime during which the trade-mark or trade name has been used. This applica-tion must be aconmpanied by a written declaration, verified by the person or bya member of the firm or officer of the corporation applying, to the effect thatI such party has at the time a right to the use of the trade-mark or trade namesought to be registered, and that no other person, firm, or corporation has theright to such use, either in the identical form or In any such near resemblancethereto as might be calculated to deceive, and that the descriptions and fac-similes presented for registry truly represent the trade-mark sought to be reg-istered. This statement and declaration should be accompanied by what is calleda letter of advice, signed by the applicant or duly authorized member of thefirm or corporation presenting the same. Six facsimiles of the trade-mark:should be presented, and the fee for filing the same is $25 United States cur-rency.

EXPORT TRADE JOURNALS.
Practically all the importing ito the islands is controlled by afew large houses, most of which are owned and managed by Ameri-
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cans; they represent United States, manufacturers on. an exclusive
selling-agency. basis. These import houses sell. to the retail mer-
chants, about 75 per cent of whom are Chinese, the remainder being
Spaniards, Filipinos, and Americans, in the order named. The re-
tail merchants do very little direct importing, not only because they
are small or unableto finance themselves, but because the large houses
control the importing of most of the desirable lines. Therefore, and
for the following reasons, it is exceedingly doubtful whether adver-
tising in export trade journals in either Spanish or English has any
perceptible effect in helping to market new goods : (1) The import
houses are not inclined to take on such lines as in their judgment
will not sell, or will cost too much to sell profitably. (2) Through
their buying agents in the United States and through factory repre-
sentatives who call on them in Manila, they have the pick and choice
of such representation as they may wish to take on, and so strong is
their hold on the field that they usually dictate their own terms. (3)
Nearly all of the retailers are Chinese and, :. such, beyond the reach
of English or Spanish journals; the Philippine merchants who read
those two languages do practically all their buying through the im-
port houses, who are thus more easily able to'switch 'them to
similar lines which the importers represent.

MOTION-PICTURE ADVERTISING.

If we may take the experience of Philippine business houses which
have successfully advertised a wide variety of American as well as
local products to the Filipinos the motion picture as an advertising
medium is not practicable. ;hese advertisers have found the lan-
guage difficulties to be so considerable that an attempt to have copies
of the same films made with separate titles in Spanish, English, and
the dialects p aces the cost out of all proportion to the results.

Even in Manila it might be necessary, in appealing to the mass of
the people, to use Tagalog as well as English and Spanish, and even
then the different theaters and districts would have to be carefully
classified so as to determine the language most readily acceptable to
the mixed audiences. This condition, together with the fact that the
overwhelming majority of the people are farmers and therefore not
in touch with town life, renders the motion picture. at present an
impracticable advertising channel for reaching the Filipinos.

STREET-CAR ADVERTISING.

Manila is the only city in the islands with street cars, and it is
excellently provided with modern American equipment. There are
about 50 miles of track, with from 120 to 140 cars daily,. which carry
about 3,200,000 passengers annually. The cars are divided into first
and second class compartments; the majority of the passengers ride
second class. The spaces for advertising cards are of the same meas-
urement as in the United States. The seats, instead of running the
length of the car, are built crossways facing the front, so that very
few of the cards are in the logical line of one's vision. All three lan-
guages-English, Spanish, and Tagalog-are used, but it is seldom.
that more than one language is used on the same card.

The handling of this street-car advertising was taken over and.
reorganized early in 1920 by Grimes & Co.,. 301 Masonic Temple,
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Manila. Their space rates are $50 per month on annual contract for
a guaranteed run of 100 cards, with charges pro rata for 25 or 50
cards.

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING.

For climatic reasons lithographed posters are not practicable in
Manila; between the torrential summer rains and the humidity and
heat at most seasons of the year paper posting when tried has been
found to be not feasible. Some excellent painted signs on blind walls
are to be seen in and near Manila's many plazas and other congested
gathering places; these, of course, are matters for individual arrange-
ment between the property owner and the prospective advertiser:.

Nor are there, properly speaking, electric signs anywhere in
Manila, but rather painted signboards electrically illuminated.

* These signs, which serve by day as well as night, together with un-
lighted signs for day use only, form the basis of all the outdoor adver-
tising in the Philippines. An American firm-Churchill & Tait
(Inc.), P. 0. box 421, Manila--which controls these painted bulle-
tins, limits its activities to Manila and the region about 40 miles north
and south of that city. Nearly all of these signs have been erected
in cooperation with the advertising departments of the large Manila
importing houses which act as sales representatives of American
manufacturers, thus assuring the manufacturer not only of strdtegic
locations and effective designs but also of frequent repainting, which
is so essential in the Philippines because of the climate. These signs
are uniformly 24 feet by 60 feet, and their cost on annual contracts
ranges from $25 per month for comparatively simple designs up to
as much as $100 per month for elaborate designs which are illumi-
nated at night.

HELPING THE DEALER.

Except in Manila and a few of the larger provincial towns, the
retailer has no show windows of any kind, so that the term " dealer
helps " is confined rather narrowly to the providing of a few counter
cards or hangers., Manila has a few fine store fronts on the principal
streets, but, aside from these, the old Spanish-Chinese custom of re-
garding a store as a place for keeping goods but not for displaying
them still prevails. In the capital city the few American stores,
with their inviting window displays, well lighted at night, their
cleanliness, their broad aisles, and general air of alertness and enter-
prise stand out like beacons. But these are few *and far between;
the %inila importing houses which supply the merchants have wisely) adjusted their " helping-the-dealer " policy to his individual needs,and have kept him supplied with selling ideas, and with window or
store trims just in proportion as he could absorb and use them.

Great quantities of expensive window sets, hangers, cut-outs, and
other display material are sent to the Philippines by American ad-
vertisers under the impression that they are " helping the dealer."
Nearly all such things are a sheer waste, and should not be sent unless
on the request of the Manila sales representative, who is acquainted
with the requirements of the field.
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APPENDIX.

PRINCIPAL PUBLICATIONS IN JAPAN.

The following tables are based upon facts and opinions gathered
by tihe writer personally in Japan during 1919-20. Tile estimates of
circulations and advertising rates are only approximate, as it is im-
possible, for reasons given inthe body of this report, to determine
them with any decree of exactness. Advertising-agency discounts
are not stated here because fixed differentials of this sort are not rec-
ognized, space in Japanese publications being sold wholly on a quan- S
tity basis plus certain bargaining factors, regardless of whether the
purchaser is an advertiser or an advertising agency. For tile conl-
venience of advertisers, rates have been calculated in column inches
(a line in some dailies meaning one-eighth of an inch and in others
one-fourteenth of an inch) and in United States currency.

W"ith two exceptions the newsprint used in these Japanese dailies
is very inferior. All the magazines use newsprint except for a few
pages of calendered stock. Therefore line cuts and not halftones
should be used.

In consulting the following lists, the reader is also referred to ear-
lier chapters containing an analysis of important publications :

PRINCIPAL JAPANESE DAILY NEWSPAPERS.a

I Approxi- Approxirx
Name and place of publica- maecr mate rate Name and place of publica- mate cir- mate rate

tion. culation. per col- . tion. culationi. per col-
umn inch. umninch.

Fukuoka: Nichi Nichi.... 140,000 $2.55 Tokyo-Continued.
Kobe; ChuWo.............60,000 $2.00

Kobe Shimbun........... 75,000 2.70 Hochi.............275, 000 3.15
Yushin Nippo........... 75,000 2.50 Tokyo Jiji Shianpo. 175,000 2.85

Nagoya: Shin Aichi.......... 140, 000 2.50 Kokumn ......... 200, 000 2.75
Osaka: Tokyo Mat Nichi........30,000 2.35

Osaka Asahi............. 550, 000 4.75 Malyn............... 80,000 2.30
Osaka Jiji Shiinpo ... 150,000 2.25 Miyako..... ...... 60,000 2.60

SaOsaka Mai Nicla......... 500, 000 4.55 Tokyo Nichi Nichi .200, 000 2.40
paporo: Hokkai Times . 65, 000 2.00 Yamato.............. .. 75, 000 2.30

Tokcyo: Yomiuril.............. .125,000 2.70
Tokyo Asahi.... .... I 275,000 3.35 Yorodzu Choho..........150,000 2.80

* h g i S o y ..... . 0 0 0 2 0 Y k h m : B y l . . . 7 , 0 . 01 
a F or detailed com m ents regarding m ost of these im portant Japanese new spapers, see earlier chapters

in this report.
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PRINCIPAL JAPANESE PERIODICALS.

Nae ndplceo pblcaio. When Approxi- Approxi-Nameandplaebofpubicedon mate cir- mate rate General remarks.puls edculation. per page.

Nagoya: K~amamono Kishohin Bimonthly 5,000 a 875 Trade journal for toilet-goods
Shoho.dealers.

Osaka:
Boshoki Rai.........Monthly . 5,500 36 Trade; textile review.Denki Kai......... ... do. 5,000 25 Trade; technical and electric.Gomu Sekai ............... .... do. 3,000 10 Rubber-goods dealers.Keshohin Shoho ............ 2d and 12th. . 6,500 a 50 Trade journal for toilet-goods

IRugyo-no.Da1i~inon..... bonthly....;Tekko Zosen Ziho .............. do...
Tokyo:~ungei Club...................do..

Chugaku Sekai.................do......
Chuwo Koron .................. do..
En9ei Gaho............... ..... do.....
Fu'jiGaho....................do....
Fusin Iai...............do
Fusin Koron........ ..... do....
Fujin Sekai.................. do..

Fujinno Tomo............d

....... d.Gemu 

Shimpo...........d...

Hikaku Sekai............. . ... do..
Komamono Keshohin Shoho.t Weekly..
Jitsugyo-no-Nihon........Bimonthly..

5,000
5,000

40,000
20,000
40,000
45, 000
35, 000
60,000
25,000

175,000

80,000

1, 500
2,500

10,000

50, 000

Jogauekai .... """ Monthly.... 15,000
Sdo.... 5,000Kodan Club................do

NihonKutsu Shimpo.. do... 'Nippon-ovobi Nipponjin..Bimonthly 15,000
Shin Jidani Monthly. 5,000o
Shn 1p t o ..... .... d . 80000

Shi .aei ..... do..30000Taikan ....... "".-....do...20,000o
Taiyo ............... do...50,000

a Up to this figure.
b For detailed comments, see earlier chapters.
C About this figure,

50
22

A leading engineering journal.
Engineering review.

25 Light fiction.
18 Juvenile and students.

35 theatrical; popular.
40 Popular woman's magazine.
50 Same as above.
25 Same as above.
85 Best and most popular woman'

magazine.
35 The second most popular woman'

magazine.
15 For rubber-g~oods dealers.

8 For hide and leather dealers.
a 40 .Trade journal for toilet-good,

dealers.
a 50 High-class, read by business men

and manufacturers.
a 30 For girl students.
c 25 Motion pictures..
c 50 (b)
c 25 Engineering review.

10 Hide and leather review.

2-5 literary.
25 Popular w oman's magazine.

c 25 Woman's magazine.
40 Political and general..
35 (b)

5

S.

ENGLISH-LANGUAGE PUBLICATIONS IN JAPAN.

Name and place of When pub. Approxi. proL
publication. lished. mate cir- Approximate rate per mt ae Gnrlrmrsculation. column inch. me ate Gnrlrmrs

NEWSPAPERS.

Kobe:
Japan Chronicle... Daily... 1, 000 Up to $1.25, according .......... (a).

KobeHerad ......... do... " . "to amount of space.
Kob"-"f Head....d.............................. Unimportant.* Nagasaki: Press ....... ...do. 60...............Purely local circula-

Tokyo: tion; not important.
Japan Advertiser. .do 4,500410.75 to $1.50..........(a).

Tiohmsand Gat o.... ............................. .. Couercial news.Yooam:Gaet .do.. 1,200.................. .. f ... (a).
MAGAZINES.

TransPll.Monthly 5 ....... $200 ()
's' .do............. ........................ literature and arts.AinRe...Yokohama:................. ........................ (a).EasternCommerce Monthly. 4 0..............igsoureprices._

Far East.........eki....................General review.World Salesman... Monthly.. b1,0..................... 100

a See earlier chapters of this report for further details of these publications.b About 12,000; mostly free,

k
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PHILIPPINE PUBLICATIONS.

Not all of the following publications are important, nor is it likely
that any advertiser, however extensive his appropriation, would

use more than a comparatively few of them. They appear here in
about the order of their relative importance, in so far as it was pos-

sible for the writer to appraise them justly while he was in the
Philippines. Advertising rates are computed in United States cur-
rency.

(Abbreviations in table: "Eng."Enlglish; "Si 7'=Spanish; "Tag."-Tagalog; "Chin."=Chinese; "M."=

morning daily newspaper; "E."=evenling daily newspaper; "5."- Sunday newspaper; "1W."=weekly

publication; «Mly."onYthly publication.)

Width and Display.
Name and place of Language. nme fApomaeadvertising General remarks.

publication. columns or circulation, rates.
size of page.

Manila:
pp .in re E -p 971" X 121" 12.000 $35 per page. Ms motn e

Press (W.).
La Vanguardla y

Taliba (Ei.).

Manila Daily Bulle-
tin (M.).

Manila Tlmes (E..)
Cablenews Amerl-

Can (M. S.).b
El Comercio (E.)..

Sp.-Tag...

Eng..
Eng.-Sp...

Sp..

8 cols, 2"...

. . ... do. . .

6 cols., 2*"..

El Debate (M. S.) . 8p.....7 els., 2*"..

Lrs Defense (E)... Sp... 8 eels., 2" ...

El Mercantil...Sp....6 cols., 21" ..

LaNacidn~ Afig.

El Ideal y Mg
Might (enden

The independn

Confetti ( W
The Citizen (W.)..
La Integridad (1V.)
IPhilippine Nation-

aliWeekly ON%.).
clirManila Nueva (W.)

Revista Econ6-
mica (Mly.)

Philippine Agn-~
culturist (Ally.).

Progressive .A i-
culture (Myy)

Philippine Educa-
tion (Mly.).

=hill pine Journal

Sugar yNews (Mly.).

.Sp.-Tag...

Sp.-Tag...

Efng.-Sp...,

Sp...
Eng..Sp...
Eng.-Sp.. -

Brng.- Sp...
Tag.

Sp...

Eng..

Eng.-Sp ..-

Eng..

Eng.

Eng.

6 cols., 2j"..

8 eels., 2" ...
9i1" a 121"...

81" x 13A" . -

9" x13" -. .
7*" X 10" .

5" x 13" ....

5i".x 81"....

7j'.' X 10"...

51" X 8y"....

8,000-12,000

4,000

4,500
2,000

1,500

2,500

2,000

1,500

2,500

3,000

7,000

c 3,000
c 5, 000

1,500
3,000
1,500
1,500
1,500

2,500

4,000

* 2,000

d d3000

5,000 in.,
$0.25; less
than 5,000,
$0.30.

Less than
5,000 i n.,
$0.25; over
5,000,50.20.

...............do....

$0.10 per eel.
in.

$0.20 per eel.
in.

$0.15 per eel.
in.

$0.10 per eel.
in.

$0.12} pe r
col. in.

.................do..

$15 per page.

$20 per page.
525 per page.
$15 per page.
$20 per page.

S10 per page.,
515 per page.
$25 per page.

$15 per page.

530 per page.

530 per page.

530 per page.

Very important me-
dium.a

Do.a

Do.aorga of C a t ho lic

Circulatesin Manila only;
good for reaching Span-
ih merchants.

Sensational; popular;
fairly good for cheap
merchandise.

Orga of Catholic
Chrh formerly called

Very limited appeal to
orrSpanish commu-

organ of minority party.

Organ of independence
t.Free circulation; of no

value as advertising
medium.

Numerous weekly
Mostly free circulation.
Of doobtfol value.
Mostly free copies.

Society and polite life.,

Agricultural and eco-
nomic review; reprints
translations from Eng-
lish-language press.

Advertising on cover

Of doubtful value.

For F'ilipino school-teach-
ers, who have little
buying power.

Might be used for high-
grade books.

Good for reaching sugar
planters..

o Reter to more detailed account of these publications in earlier section of Philippine report, headed

"Analysis of important Ma~nila newspapers end weeklie.s" {p. une9h4cnrlofaFlpio.it
b In Sept ember, 1920, this daily newspaper changed hands and, udrtecnrlo iiiojit

stock concern, became the Philippines-Herald,
c Circulation claimed.
d 1,000paid; 2,000 free.
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APPENDIX. 107
Name and of Width and Displa---

Nman.place ofWdhadIanage. number of ApproximatlDsly
pubictio. olunsor circulation. advertising General remarks.

size of page. Irts

Manila-Continued.
Khaki aud Red Eng......0j x 9y,.. 1,500 S30 per page. Organ of Philippine Cn(Mlysablar.)onPhilpp)e Ob- Eng... _ ....... 3000 $15 per page. Published by Methodistserver (Mlly.)................3sauay

Philppin Reiew FnChurch.Review.) Sp"-Eng:...................Some~that anti-Amer.
gRailway. Mesn n. k 0". 2,000 620 per page. Published by Philippineger (M .). Government Railways

Kong Liso. C.
Png Mm L ii Ia..._. hn ... .. e '" "" 2,000 About 30.15 3 dailies widely read andgay bi) per sq. in. probably reaching allNews M.).Chinese; doubtfu lad-

vertising mediums, as
few Chinese import

Cebu:direct.
La Revolucln.. ..El Espectador.. Sp. Ocols., 2}" x e 1,000 About$0.12k Only 3 dailies in CebuEl Precursor... 19" p~p Col. in. which is next largest

The reemn (W) Encity after Manila.Thelo Frea (W) .n... ................ 1,0 320 per page.
El Centinela.1.
El Pueblo....
El Tiemnpo....Sp.....Ocols., 2J" r e 1,000 About$0.121 All dailies of Iloilo, whichNueoaid.....I1" per col. in. is second largest cityEl Adlid .Iafter Manila.

Zamboanga:
La Voz del Pueblo.
El Fenix. j/p.......................ea 500 About $0.20 2 dailies of Zamboanga,per col. in. Which is third largest

city after Manila.
e Each.
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